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E d u ca tin g C adets
fo r tlie A ero sp ace A ge
T h e A c a d e m i c P r o g r a m o f th e U .S . A i r F o r c e A c a d e m y
B rigadier G en era l R o bert F. M c D erm o tt

OME people wonder why the Air Force Academy is concerned
with the subject of educating cadets for the aerospace age.
“Why,” say these critics, “shouíd these cadets be worrying about
he problems of space? This is looking too far into a doubtful future.
Ahy not just .give them a good basic grounding in the duties of a
econd lieutenant, and let it go at that?”
One answer is that we are not educating our cadets to be just
econd lieutenants. The mission assigned to the Academy by the Air
Force and by Congress is to help them develop the qualities that will
ead to long-term career development during a whole lifetime of
« vice to the Nation.
But I would go further than that. I would say we are educating
>ur cadets for the aerospace age because space is the next great fronier of the human race. It is a frontier so challenging that it will
Jwarf previous challenges to the mind of man, the discovery of the
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New World, and all the geographic and scientific frontiers of our
past. Military men have ever been in the van of frontier movements
Their discipline, hardiness, and devotion to duty have made them
particularly suited for the task oi exploration. We recall that the
legions oi Caesar carried civilization into the wilds oi western Europe.
that the United States cavalry surveyed the wagon trails into out
West and guarded its first settlers, and that the Navy and Air Force
have carried out our penetration oi the Antarctic—an area where the
extremes of operational problems are not unlike the ones found
in space.
Future military leaders—which we hope our cadets will become—
will have an even more direct interest in space than past militar)
commanders have had in the frontier operations of their day. They
know how important control oi the air is, and lias been, in recent
decades. They know further that, as General Thomas D. White, for
mer Chief of Stalf of the Air Force, told them in the Wright Memória
Lecture at the Air Force Academy,
. . there is no fine dividing line
between the air and space. Air and space are an indivisible field of
operations. . . . It is quite obvious that we cannot control the air up
to twenty miles above the earth’s surface and relinquish control of
space above that altitude . . . and still survive.”
There is a related point here, one that is vital to the future ol
all mankind. We know that our control of the air, particularly by our
Strategic Air Command, the mightiest weapon of all time, has no
led to war, as some of our well-meaning pacifist friends have though
it wotdd. Instead, backed by the rest of our military strength, it has
preserved the peace and deterred the Communist threat that woukl
overrun the free world if it could. Similarly, as General W hite said a
year ago, “. . . further contemplation of man’s extension into space
suggests . . . that here in this vast arena we may find the most imaginative and challenging key to the control of peace. W e must take
every advantage of this possibility.”
Of course many of the reasons for the establishment of the Air
Force Academy run further back in our history than the beginning
of the space age. Some are related to the role played in the older
armed Services by their academies—the Military Academy at West Point
and the Naval Academy at Annapolis. All three of these institutions
provide academic education as well as the professional military training
and leadership experience which we hope will make good officers out
of our cadets and midshipmen. All try to give them motivation for
a lifetime of Service to their country, and all hope they will graduate
with a deep sense of honor and dedication to duty.
Fhe mission of the Air Force Academy reflects the traditionaí
Service academy emphasis on the development of career officers. It is
stated in Air Force Regulation 23-23: “T o provide instruction, ex
perience, and motivation to each cadet so that he will graduate with
the knowledge, character, and qualities of leadership essential to his
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ogressive development as a career officer in the United States Air
orce.”
The emphasis on career motivation and development can be
aced far back in American military history. Almost from their bennings, the service academies have been relied on to provide the
lard core of proíessional officers, dedicated to their country and motiited to serve it during a liíetime career. In the case of the Air Force
j.cademy this emphasis stems also from the Stearns-Eisenhower Board,
ippointed by the first Secretary of Defense, James Forrestal. 1 his
oard had as its chairman Robert L. Stearns, President of the Uniersity of Colorado, and as its vice chairman General Eisenhower,
íen President of Columbia University. The board examined the
íxisdng academies and studied the whole problem of regular officer
rocurement. It concluded that West Point and Annapolis should
e retained and that a similar institution should be establishecl to
jrnish the Air Force with a continuous flow of qualified young career
fficers. The board also stated the general mission of the service acadeíies in terms very similar to the mission statement just quoted, and it
mphasized that the basic function of the academies was to give genral education, in an atmosphere of devotion to country and service.
It is this emphasis on career motivation that is responsible for
everal special features of the Air Force Academy. It explains some
spects of the cadet way of life, some of the approaches we use in
he classroom, and even the composition of our faculty, as we shall
ee later. On the other hand, we are not training the cadet for a job,
íor are we interested solely in giving him proíessional military inloctrination. Our mission is to provide a combination of academic
ducation, proíessional orientation, and skill training in an environnent that will motivate our graduates to devote their liíetime careers
o the Air Force and the country.
The basic structure of the Academy illustrates another dual asject of its operation: while the Academy is a major Air Force comnand, its organization for education is similar to that of many coleges. Militarily the Academy is also an Air Force base, with many of
he facilities and operating elements found on other air bases. The
superintendem, Major General William S. Stone, is the Commander
)í the Academy but also occupies a position similar to that of a colege president. He has a staff and support units which help the opera
cional elements. Under him are the Dean of the Faculty and the
Commandant of Cadets.
This discussion will deal primarily with the academic program,
ilthough the program of professional military training and the athletic program are also integral elements of our broad program for
educating and training future leaders of the Air Force. Taken together, these programs have complete responsibility for the student’s
development; such full-time responsibility is not normal in a civilian
school.

T h e A ir F o r c e A c a d e m y e q u ip s c a d e t s
f o r o f f ic e r s h ip in t h e A e r o s p a c e A g e . . .

. . . in p r a c t ie e , a s in th is d e m o n s t r a t io n o f a r m a m e n t lo a d in g .
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he prescribed program
By law, cadets in American service academies must complete the
equirements of a prescribed curriculum betore they can graduate
nd receive their ctegrees and commissions. Th is program is carried
•n bv academic divisions and departments which are under the over11 supervision of the Dean of the Faculty. Related departments are
rouped into the four divisions that are found in many American
nstitutions of higher education—the Basic Sciences, Applied Scienes, Humanities, and Social Sciences divisions. T o these the Air Force
vcademy has recently added a fifth, the Division of Military Affairs,
vhich will integrate academic instruction in military subjects. There
re also various policy-making bodies within the faculty, and the
furriculum and the whole Academy come under the scrutiny of sev•ral outside agencies. We have a Board of Visitors reporting to the
h-esident, which meets annually; the General Officer Advisory Comnittee, which also meets annually, looks at us from the standpoint of
he ultimate consumer; and the North Central Association ot Coleges and Secondary Schools monitors our academic standards. And,
>f course, as a public institution we are ultimately responsible to
[iongress and the people.
The accompanying chart shows the over-all curriculum of the
\ir Force Academy. The prescribed academic courses add up to a
otal of 146V2 semester hours. In addition there are the military trainng program, equated at 27 semester hours; the intensive athletic
orogram, 13 semester hours; and the First-Class Option, 2!/2 hours. The
7irst-Class Option replaces the full-scale navigation program given to
>ur classes through 1961. Under that program graduates were awarded
navigator wings along with a commission as regular second lieutenants
tnd the degree of Bachelor of Science.
Under the new option program all cadets will get 10 hours of
ight-plane orientation flying, so that they will know something about
lircraft and the problems of Hight. Cadets who are physically qualiied may choose to take the pilot indoctrination course, about 30
aours in the air and 60 hours of ground school—roughly the first phase
af Air Force pilot training. Likewise cadets physically qualified for
navigator training may take navigator indoctrination. Those who are
not physically qualified or who do not elect either of these programs or
ivho want to postpone their flying until alter graduation may take
;he First-Class Option, an additional 2!/2-semester-hour course in our
enrichinent program of elective courses.
Two points about the prescribed Academy curriculum are strikring. One is its weight, 189 semester hours, in comparison with the
1120-130 semester hours required to graduate from a typical liberal
trts college and the 140—145 hours usually required by engineering
pchools. Our academic curriculum alone adds up to 146'/2 semester

Curriculum of the Air Force Academy
Total Curriculum

semester houi

Academ ic Program
M ilitary Training Program
Athletic Training Program
First-Class O ption

146V2
27
13
2 /2
189

Prescribed Academic Program

semester hour

Basic Sciences Division
mathematics
chemistry
human physiology
physics

17
5 /2

2'/2
8V2

33/2
Applied Sciences Division
m echanics
engineering drawing
e le ctrica l engineering
aeronautics
astronautics

6
2
8
11
8 /2

3 5 '/2
Humanities Division
English
philosophy
history
foreign language

15 1/2
2>/2
11

9

38
S o cia l Sciences Division
geography
econom ics
psychology

4
5 '/2
5 '/2

law

5>/2

p olitical Science

IO /2
~31

M ilitary A ffairs D ivision*
m ilitary studies
m ilitary history (5 '/2 sem hrs)
psychology (5 /2 sem hrs)
econom ics of national security (2 / 2 sem hrs)
Am erican diplom atic history (3 sem hrs)
international relations & aefense policy
(5 /2 sem hrs)
C a d e t Com position Program
(monitored by all divisions)

4 '/2

4

Total Academic

1461/2

*E x c e p t fo r m ilita ry studies, courses listed under the M ilita ry A ffa irs Division a re the p rim ary resp o n sib ilily
of departm ents in other divisions. T h e ir sem ester hours a re listed under these divisions, buf since they h av e a m ilitary
orientafion th ey a re in te g ra te d wifh the M ilita ry A ffa irs Division and listed under it also.
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hours. This figure does not include the equivalem of physical education and rotc courses frequently included in the semester-hour
requirements of other schools.
How can our cadets complete such unusually high requirements
and in addition participate in all the command training and other
practical cadet experiences that help give them the background of a
professional officer? One answer is that we really have the equivalent
of a five-year program, for our cadets go to school eleven months a
vear instead of the usual eight and one halí or nine. Another is the
intensive nature of our program. Robert Maynard Hutchins, former
President and later Chancellor of the University of Chicago, once
said that if college students could be induced to put in a real eightíiour day the effect would revolutionize higher education. Our students
do. They normally carry about two hours more per semester than
civilian students and in addition participate in intensive military
training. Obviously we keep them at work.
The other striking point about our prescribed curriculum is its
almost even balance between the Sciences and engineering subjects on
the one hand and the social Sciences and the humanities on the
other. More will be said later about this balance, but first let us take
a quick glance at the subject areas in the prescribed academic cur
riculum.
the aca d em ic p ro g ram
The prescribed academic program is administered by the Dean
of the Faculty. Related departments are grouped in five academic
divisions as shown in the accompanying summary. T h e subjects listed
correspond to the academic departments, with four exceptions. Ghemistry and physiology constitute one department, economics and geography another. The thermodynamics and aerodynamics courses are
taught by the Department of Aeronautics, and the philosophy course
is administered by the English Department.
Except for the short course in human physiology, the basic Sci
ence courses are similar in content and scope to those found in any
engineering college. Likewise the applied science courses are similar
to those found in the prescribed curriculum of any engineering col
lege, except that our curriculum excludes all courses not related to
aeronautics and astronautics. For example there are no applied Sci
ence courses related to the civil engineering field.
The Air Force Academy has the Nation’s first undergraduate De
partment oi Astronautics. I his subject is defined by the Academy as
the science and technology of the design, construction, and operation
of space vehicles and the study ot the environment in which they
operate. The prescribed astronautics courses build very closely on the
cadets’ previous courses in physics, chemistry, mathematics, and engi
neering and deal with the following subject areas: powered, íree-
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flight, and re-entry trajectories of ballistic missiles, space trajectorie
for satellites and interplanetary vehicles, nuclear and other propul
sion systems, and automatic control and guidance systems. The Acad
emy feels that this is a substantial introduction to the space prob
lems that will be faced by its graduates.

Courses in the humanities and social Sciences total 69 semestei
hours—far more than engineering students normally receive in these
areas. Here is exhibited the general balance of our academic curriculum which as a result cannot properly be described either as an
engineering curriculum or as a liberal arts curriculum since it com
bines the tvvo. Some may question the amount of time we devote to
the humanities and the social Sciences, on the grounds that this is
the era of technology, an age of nuclear energy, weapon systems of
tremendous power, and the thrust into space. Science and technology,
they say, have revolutionized warfare as well as all of human society.
Why spend so much time on nonscientific subjects?
T h at line of reasoning would ignore what Clarence Randall, a
well-known industrialist and government executive, has called “tech-i
nical hypnosis,” the belief that all human problems can be resolved
by the processes of physical research and the application of engineering
methods. Randall said that the lesson of his experience was to the contrary: that the art of management, even in fields relying heavily on
Science and engineering, requires a broadly cultivated mind. He went
on to say the greatest asset he had in his management career was the
general education he had received at Harvard. Early selection of a specialty would have left a long-time limitation.
There is another basis for our feeling that a broad, general edu
cation is the best background for professional military officers. We
believe they must understand the society and economy of which the
military organization is a part. They must know their economic,
social, and political heritage. Military policy, particularly in these
days, cannot be isolated from economic, political, and diplomatic factors. For all these reasons we firmly believe that the proper breadth
of understanding in our graduates requires heavy emphasis on the
social Sciences and humanities. This general point of view has been
summarized by Gordon Sproul, President of the University of Califór
nia: “A world without both the Sciences and the arts . . . would be an
unbalanced and a dangerous world. Essential to the personal safety and
mental health of mankind, even in an age of moons and missiles, is
the spiritual and cultural heritage of ages past.”
th e en rich m en t p ro g ra m
So far this discussion has concerned the prescribed curriculum
of the Air Force Academy. In compliance with Federal law all cadets
must complete the requirements of this four-year prescribed program,
which leads to the award of an accredited B.S. degree. T he Academy
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íalso has a curriculum enrichment program, íor gifted students and
those who have completed college-level courses with acceptable grades
ín other institutions. Its basic objective can be stated very simply: to
challenge the cadet to advance academically as far and as last as he can.
Completion of the prescribed curriculum means that a cadet has
satisfied the legal requirement for academic achievement at the AcadIt means he has also been exposed to what we think is the best
basic combination of courses that will prepare him for a career as a
jprofessional officer and future military leader. The enrichment pro
gram furnishes an additional challenge to gifted students to make
the best possible use of their time and their minds; it takes advantage
of any previous college education; and it broadens the fielcis of study
open to cadets, giving them the opportunity to concentrate in areas
of special interest and usefulness to the Air Force.
The enrichment program is entirely voluntary. Cadets may participate in it through transfer credit, by validation, by acceleration, and
by carrying extra elective courses. The Academy has a liberal policy
of acceptance of all possible transfer credit. Validation means the
award of course credit on the basis of examinations—college board,
advance placement, or our own—which cover the work of our pre
scribed courses. Acceleration affords gifted students, identified by
high examination scores or prior achievement, an opportunity to
take some of the basic prescribed courses at a faster rate. The twovear prescribed mathematics sequence, for example, may be completed
in one and one half years, or even in one year. Finally, cadets may
carry extra elective courses, over and above the normal load. Eligibility for this privilege is based on College Entrance Examination Board
scores or prior achievement. It may be maintained by continued high
marks, and the extra load may be as much as two or three courses
each semester. The greater the extra load, the higher average mark
required. In all these ways cadets build up free time that can be
used for substitute courses—and whenever a cadet has time available
in his program, he must take substitute courses. A cadet may con
centrate these courses to form a major, or he may broaden his background by taking courses in several areas.
The Air Force Academy developed its enrichment program in
1956-57, its second year of operation. At the time there were some
misgivings, for the Service academies, unlike most civilian schools, do
not send their graduates into a variety of professions. They are preparing cadets for one career, that of the professional officer. T he
value of a common educational background is apparent, particularly
when it is the product of years of curriculum study and planning by
the most eminent military and civilian educators. Nevertheless it was
felt that we needed to challenge our students to the utmost, and we
believe the results have justified this major departure in the Service
academy approach.
T o the cadets participating in the enrichment program the bene-

emv.
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fits include not only the additional learning acquired but the self
discipline involved in the drive to reach higher goals. T he faculn
derives an extra stimulus from teaching groups o£ highly motivatecí
and gifted students and írom the research and planning involved iri
developing advanced and special courses for the enrichment program
This stimulus is probably something like a coach feels when he is
coaching intercollegiate athletics rather than intramurals. The Ah
Force derives a benefit in graduates who are better educated and better motivated for an Air Force career, many of whom will have specialized preparation for the later graduate education needed in the
increasingly complex tasks of our armed Services. T h e stimulus to
cadets to vvork right up to the limit of their capacities should be of
incalculable long-term value as they pursue their careers in the Air
Force.
The enthusiastic response to the opportunities of the enrichment
program has been reflected in the extent of completely voluntary student participation. During the last fali semester 63 per cent of our
cadets were participating in the enrichment program. Even more impressive is the fact that 40 per cent of the cadets were carrying one
or more electives above the normal semester-hour load.
Of course the Academy’s program is more than an academic pro
gram, and some skeptics have feared that the curriculum enrichment
program might operate at the expense of, or interfere with, other
objectives in the Academy’s mission. Good evidence that the academic
enrichment program is compatible with the Academy’s military training and athletic programs lies in the fact that of the cadet lieutenant
colonels and majors—who constitute the outstanding group in mili
tary aptitude—85 and 77 per cent respectively had participated in
the enrichment program. Of the letter winners in the classes of 1961
and 1962, 80 per cent had participated in the enrichment program
during the past fali semester. This compares with the 63 per cent
participation by the entire student body. Another result of the enrich
ment program—superior cadet performance on national standardized
examinations—will be discussed later. Now let us see how the pro
gram allows cadets to concentrate to form a major in various areas.
m a jo rs a n d p r o p o s e d m a ster’s p ro g ram s
As an incentive to participation in the curriculum enrichment
program and to tailor participation to the educational requirements
of the Air Force, cadets are given an opportunity to major in one of
tour areas: basic Sciences, engineering Sciences, international affairs,
and military affairs. These majors are so designed that in most cases
gifted students with no prior college-level work can complete them
by the extra-elective method alone.
Completion of the prescribed curriculum of 146‘/2 semester hours
is required for a cadet to graduate with the regular (unspecified)
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tbachelor of Science degree. A major in international affairs, military
(affairs. or basic Sciences requires another 19 semester hours. Twentytwo are required for the B.S. with a major in engineering Sciences, lt
is interesting to note that when we add the last figure to the 69 semes
ter hours of prescribed Science and engineering courses, we find that
our engineering science majors graduate with a total of 91 hours of
science and engineering. This is only a few semester hours less than
ithose required of an engineering major at Massachusetts Institute of
Technology. So I think that we certainly ofter the opportunity to the
young man who is interested in specializing in the Sciences and engi
neering.
The first few classes at the Air Force Academy were small because
we were operating at a temporary site. Our first full-sized entering class
—about 750 cadets—came in 1959. In these larger classes so many
members are found to have extensive college transfer or validation
credit that a graduate program for selected cadets is entirely feasible.
This is particularly true in regard to the 50 or so mentally giíted
cadets out of the 200 plus in each entering class who come to us with
one or more years of college. It would be perfectly possible for this
select group to complete the requirements for a master’s degree in
the four years that they must, by law, remain at the Academy.
We have therefore developed master’s programs in two areas,
astronautics and international affairs. Both are broad programs, integrating instruction in several departments; each requires 55 semes
ter hours beyond the prescribed curriculum. Some cadets in our last
two classes have already started on the course programs which could
enable them to complete these requirements. The actual award of a
master’s degree will, of course, depend npon approval by Congress
and accreditation of the programs by the North Central Association.
facu lty a n d tea ch in g m eth o d s
Among several interesting facts about our faculty probably the
most significant is that all its members, except a few officers from the
other Services, are Air Force officers on active duty. They are in touch
with the requirements of the profession for which they are preparing
students.
We have an even stronger reason for maintaining an all-military
faculty in the Air Force Academy. Our mission is much broader than
that of a civilian undergraduate college. T h e Academy must motivate as well as educate. Its whole program is designed to instill in
its students the desire to devote a lifetime of service to their country.
We want them to have knowledge, but we also want them to develop
the character and leadership qualities that are essential to career
growth. Since 78 per cent of the cadet's supervised time is under the
jurisdiction of the academic faculty, it is obvious that the only way the
Academy can tulfill its mission completely is to have an academically
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qualified military faculty—instructors who teach by what they are
as well as by what they say. How can cadets be better motivated for
a lifetime of Service to their country than by instructors who are
career officers?
Some observers have commented that in emphasizing the military
character of the faculty we may be sacrificing academic quality. This
is simply not so. Nearly every one of our instructors has at least a
mas ter's degree in his field, and many of them have a doctorate. We
all know that in civilian colleges much of the teaching in the first
two years is done by graduate students who have not yet earned advanced degrees. Our instructors may have less college teaching experience than most civilian college teachers. They have come from other
types of assignment in the Air Force, and most of them serve only a
four-year tour at the Academy. We offset this by the most careful
faculty-selection procedures. Our instructors have above-average mili
tary backgrounds, are chosen for higher academic potential, and are
prepared by graduate training. After they arrive at the Academy, they
go through an intensive in-service training program. Further, the
Academy continuously supervises the actual classroom instruction, a
practice which civilian colleges rarely follow.
Another special feature about our faculty is that many of our
instructors not only are qualified in their subject area but bring into
the classroom related professional experience that one rarely finds in
civilian instructors. For example, most of our instructors in the social
Sciences and foreign languages have had oversea experience, and some
of those teaching foreign languages, history, and international relations have had attaché or mission duty or have served in Intelligence.
Similarly, many of our instructors in physics have had assignments involving the development of nuclear weapons. We have officers from
the Ballistic Systems Division, Air Force Systems Command, in our
astronautics department, we have former test pilots serving in the
aeronautics department, and so on.
We have several well-qualified officers from the other Services on
our faculty, as well as several foreign officers. One of them, an instructor of German, is a captain in the West German Air Force who flew for
the Luftwaffe in World W ar II. W e are proud of our faculty members
from the other Services and other countries. They have the same high
career dedication that characterizes our own career Air Force officers.
I mentioned that most of our faculty members serve a four-year
tour at the Academy. The law establishing the Academy provided for
21 permanent professors, including the Dean of the Faculty. T he Dean
and six heads of departments now hold permanent appointments.
Others will be appointed in the future. We obtain further continuity
by provision for selected members of the faculty to return for second
tours of duty at the Academy, after intervening tours elsewhere in the
Air Force.
Some may wonder about the quality of an academic program that
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L taught by an all-military faculty. Without exception, experts in
higher education who have actually visited the Air Force Academy
have praised the academic caliber of the faculty and the high levei of
classroom instruction. Examiners of the North Central Association,
for example, noted that the academic performance of the cadets is
much further above the median than even their relatively high levei
of ability would indicate. They attributed this high levei of perform
ance to the Academy's curriculum, faculty, and instructional system.
In the words of these examiners,
. . the faculty is a superior one for
the institution’s purposes, which are not only to train and educate the
ícadets but to orient them positively toward a permanent career as Air
Force officers.”
As for our teaching methods, we emphasize the small-class, discussion approach. Normally about 14 cadets are assigned to a section.
The classroom atmosphere is not rigid and formal; in fact, most visitors are surprised at the give-and-take which goes on among cadets and
between cadets and instructors. Of course we have larger lecture sections when called for by the subject.
We test more often than most civilian schools but lately have been
reducing the frequency of our testing, particularly in some departments. We have also been laying more stress on essay examinations.
cadet ach iev em en t
The Air Force Academy is a young institution and one that is
peculiarly responsible to the .American people. We have therefore felt
obligated to check our progress frequently and make sure that our program is bringing about the achievement we think our cadets should
demonstrate. We have given many national standardized examinations
in various subject areas, and our cadets have uniformly ranked high.
I wí 11 not discuss these tests but will say something about the Graduate
Record Examinations which cover broader areas and check cadet
achievement after a longer period at the Academy.
The Graduate Record Examinations are given to nearly all college seniors who contemplate going into graduate work, and many
schools have all their graduating seniors take some of the tests as a
check on their student achievement. The Academy has given the Educational Testing Service Graduate Examination area tests to the three
classes graduated so íar. These area tests were the ones most commonly
administered—in the natural Sciences, the social Sciences, and the humanities. The accompanying chart shows the composite scores (the
sum of the means of the three area tests) made by the Academy classes
of 1959 and 1960 and by the seniors of 186 other schools in the testing
program. The two darker squares show where the Academy classes
scored, and the 186 gray squares show the score distributions of the
other colleges and universities. Our graduating classes were excellecl by
the seniors in only one civilian school out of the 187 schools in the test-
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ing program. We expect the class of 1961 (which made even higher raw
scores) to rank just as high, but we are waiting for new normative
data as basis for comparison. T h e schools whose scores are shown on
the chart with the Academy’s scores comprise an extremely heterogeneous group in terms of size, location, support, and general academic
reputation. Many are widely recognized for academic excellence.

850

1

T he performance of Air Force Academy graduates on such national standardizecl examinations is, I think, particularly noteworthy in
view of the short time the Academy has been in operation. I also think
it validates the quality of our educational program and the quality of
the teaching performed by our all-military faculty. Similar conclusions
were also reached by the examiners of the North Central Association
of Colleges and Secondary Schools when we applied for accreditation.
l he examiners reported, “There is ample evidence to show that the
cadets’ performance is much farther above the medians than even
their relatively high levei of ability would warrant . . . various standardized measures show clearly that standard achievement, compared
to other selected colleges, is high, higher indeed than even the relative
ly excellent abilities of the student body would indicate.”
Our unprecedented early accreditation by the North Central As
sociation is itself another evidence of the Academy’s achievements to
date. Normally institutions are not even allowed to apply until they
have operated at least four years, but after preliminary examination
the nca allowed the Academy to apply early. After the most thorough
examination, the Academy received accreditation in time for our first
graduating class to be awarded accredited degrees.
A few Academy graduates have gone directly to graduate school—
at Cal Tech, m it , Princeton, and Oxford. They have all done well.

E D U C A T IN G CADETS FO R AEROSPACE AGE
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Science in
honors
maximum

Our man at Cal Tech
his degree as master of
aeronautical engineering
just one year, taking the highest
in
the msa e
He had come to us right out of high school and
extent.
had participated in our enrichment program to the

program.
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h il e we are proud of our accomplishments so far, we realize that the
Air Force Academy, as the youngest of the Service academies, owes
much to its sister institutions. They pioneered the concept of professional officer education in America and established the main elements
of the pattern we follow today. On the other hand, we proudly take
credit for iiaving established five years ago something that our older
Service academies have adopted within the past two years: the curriculum enrichment program, which cuts across class and departmental
lines and enables students to advance from the levei of their past
achievements, in accordance with their interests and abilities, as far
and as fast as they can in the pursuit of academic excellence.
There will be no resting on our laurels. Tom orrow ’s Air Force
and the Nation as a whole are going to need leaders who are better
and better prepared. The Academy plans to evaluate its program continually to meet the changing needs of our cadets and the Nation
they are going to serve. W e are convinced that our policy of an allmilitary faculty is sound, that our methods of instruction are working
well, that our enrichment program will produce more and more benefits, and that we ought to preserve the general balance of the curriculum. But we certainly intend to strive for improvement. We welcome
constructive criticism, unafraid that criticism will impair our endeavors to carry out our mission. We think that with the understanding
and support of the officers and men of the Air Force and the American
people as a whole the Air Force Academy will add to the splendid
traditions of the older service academies and produce future aerospace
leaders of whom their country will be proud.
United States Air Force Acadetny
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PERA TIO N New Tape was the 322d Air Division’s Airlift in
support of the United Nation’s action in the Republic of the
Congo. The operation was activated on 8 July 1960 by the
United States Air Forces in Europe ( u sa fe ) to implement the United
Nations’ intercession in that troubled area. In its first three months this
airlift accomplished the transport of 20 thousand people and 7 million
pounds of cargo from 21 countries, was supported by 110 aircraft, and
spanned 4 continents. This achievement, initiated with no prior
planning, provides opportunity for timely and penetrating study of
the capabilities and employment of a modern air transport force.

the Congo
África is a continent of contrasts. This is especially true in its
geography and weather. The highlands of Ethiopia, where major airfields are situated at 7000-foot altitudes, give way to the hot, dry Sahara
Desert with its sand storms and runway temperatures of 150°F. The
Republic of the Congo is situated along the equator in the tropical
rain belt, an area of dense jungle produced by year-round high tem
peratures and torrential seasonal rains of about 45 inches per year.
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The Belgian Congo, with a population of 14 million people, including approximately 200,000 Europeans, had been governed by Belgium since 1878. When Belgium granted the Congolese full independence
on 30 June 1960, the Congo crisis erupted. When Belgian troops were
flown in to restore order, fighting broke out between the Congolese
and the Belgian Army. Chãos ruled instead of the native government;
finally the Congolese premier made a formal request to the United
Nations to send U.N. troops to replace those of Belgium and to restore
peace and order. The U.N. called upon member nations for aid, which
was soon volunteered by numerous countries in the form of troops,
food, and equipment. The United States offered to provide the necessary airlift.
Many technical problems were evident from the beginning. Because of location of the adequate airfields and the desired delivery
points, many of the flight legs were 1500 miles long, with only minimum navigational aids. For example, the leg from Evreux to Cairo
is 1765 nautical miles, the leg from Karachi to Aden is 1507 nautical
miles, from Tunis to Kano is 1498 nautical miles, and from Khartoum
to Leopoldville 1325 nautical miles. It was throughout this hodgepodge
of topography, climate, and distances that the major portion of the
airlift operated. The difficulties inherent to aircraft operations in such
a situation are obvious.
th e a ir lift
The 322d Air Division first entered into the Congo situation on
8 July 1960, upon Headquarters u sa fe ’s directive to prepare for the
possible evacuation of as many as 330 American refugees. Seven C-130
aircraft and crews were placed on a one-hour alert status at EvreuxFauville Air Base, France, the division headquarters. Another ten were
sent to Furstenfeldbruck a b , Germany, and were -similarly placed on
a one-hour alert. This alert status continued until 14 July, when the
first actual airlift missions were directed by u sa fe —Tunisian troops
were to be picked up at Tunis and transported to Leopoldville, food
was to be flown to the same city from Chateauroux Air Base, France.
Two C-130’s were immediately dispatched to Leopoldville, transporting
a combat airlift support unit ( calsu ) . This advance party, consisting
of 56 personnel plus necessary equipment, was to control operations at
the receiving end of the airlift. Within 24 hours after the initial
notification, 22 C-130’s and 4 C-124’s had departed and were participating in airlift operations. T he airlift had begun in earnest and was
gaining momentum as the mission commitments rolled in.
The 322d Air Division was now aware of the extent of its job.
United Nations troops were to be transported from a score of coun
tries to the Congo and resupplied. Food and emergency equipment
were to be picked up from locations scattered throughout Europe and
África and flown into the troubled area. Refugees from the Congo
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vrere to be evacuated on the return Hights to European cities, mainly
Brussels.
The division immediately began expanding its operation to hanlle these new commitments. At the outset, on 14 July, the division’s
jivailable aircraft strength was three squadrons of C-130's operating
>ut of Evreux and three squadrons of C-119’s based at Dreux a b ,
, "rance, plus operational control of a C-124 squadron of the Military
Ür Transport Service based at Rhein-Main a b , Germany, for tempocary duty on rotation írom the United States. The division commander
; elieved most of the C-130’s and C-124’s of their normal logistical
missions in support of usafe and nato installations in Europe, North
África, and Asia, assigning this task to the C-119’s. This arrangement
, irtually doubled the workload at Dreux ab but left the C-130’s and
fc-124’s free to handle Congo Hights almost exclusively. On 16 July two
Jvíats squadrons of C-124’s, a total of 24 aircraft, left Dover Air Force
Base in the United States for Chateauroux a b , where a provisional
Lving was established. On 19 July two additional m ats squadrons left
3onaldson and Larson a fb for Chateauroux. All the C-124’s were
naintained and resupplied by m ats personnel in accordance with their
.ontingency plans, but they were scheduled and flown as an integral
part of the 322d Air Division. The capability for the Congo job now
stood at 46 C-130’s and 60 C-124’s, a total of 106 aircraft.
The fantastic increase in flying hours over far-flung operational
ireas placed strenuous demands on maintenance and supply. C-130
and C-119 parts were given new priority and expedited through the
iupply system. Maintenance teams were deployed throughout the new
iheater of operations. Their working hours were increased radically.
A civilian maintenance team of 80 men from Warner-Robins Air Materiel Area, Geórgia, was flown to Evreux to augment the 317th Con
solidated Aircraft Maintenance Squadron.
Field command units had to be organized and flown to the staging
bases, where they would set up operations. The main unit, the calsu at
Leopoldville, arrived 15 July and established its headquarters at the
Ndjili Airport there. In addition calsu ’s were sent to all airfields
where troops or cargo were to be onloaded or offloaded. The calsu ’s
had the responsibility of directing and controlling aircraft operations
|at their specific staging bases, in compliance with instructions by 322d
Air Division headquarters in Evreux. Here the inevitable Communica
tions problem raised its ugly head. Communications were virtually nonexistent between Evreux and the airfields in África until mobile single
side-band radio sets were installed at key points several days after the
beginning of the airlift.
Aircrews had to be briefed to fly into totally unfamiliar territory
where navigational aids were far from adequate and weather reports
sparse and unreliable. Flight planning was further hampered by the
lack of charts, information on navigational aids, and particularly information on instrument approach procedures for airfields. Evreux
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base operations obtained the necessary publications from British
Belgian, and French sources and became the briefing center for al
flights into the Congo.
While this operational structure was being created, the airlif
continued to assume ever larger proportions as new mission commit
ments were laid on. Forty aircraft arrived at Leopoldville cn the seconc
day of operations with loads of U.N. troops and food, which wert
eagerly received. By 25 July, 4120 troops had been flown into the Congc
along with 1,715,400 pounds of food and equipment. By 10 Augusi
these figures rose to 9190 troops and 2,268,000 pounds of food and
equipment. During the early period of the operation aircrews were^
flying crew days of 30 to 40 hours, were given 12 hours’ crew rest, then
sent out on another mission. Aircraft were so thoroughly utilized that
at one time only 5 of the 46 C-130’s were available at Evreux, the homei
station.
New Tape was an airlift of widespread operations. Troops were
airlifted from 15 nations—Canada, Congo, Ethiopia, Ghana, Guinea,;
índia, Ireland, Libéria, Mali, Morocco, Pakistan, Sudan, Sweden,!
Tunisia, and United Arab Republic. One immediate difficulty in transporting troops of so many different nationalities is, of course, thei
language barrier. T o communicate a flight briefing to troops with
whom no common language exists can be most difficult. No official
interpreters were available, so reliance was placed upon finding someone among the troops who spoke English or an American crewman
who spoke French. Some troops, such as Sudanese and Ethiopian, spoke
neither language.
T h e large number of staging airfields to be used contributed to
the immensity and intricacy of the airlift—52 airfields in 33 countries.*
Some of these fields were onload and offload points; others were merely
used for refueling and maintenance, diplomatic entry or exit of a
country, or stops for operational reasons. Several presented problems.
For instance, the C-124 could not stage out of Addis Ababa because of
the field elevation of 7749 feet, and Coquilhatville was also beyond the
operational limitations of the C-124 because of insufficient runway
length. These are just two examples; there were many more. These
*Accra, Ghana
Adana, Turkey
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia
Aden, Aden
Asmara, Ethiopia
Athcns, Greece
Bangui, Central African Republic
Bordeaux, France
Brazzaville, Congo
Brussels, Belgium
Bunia, Congo Republic
Cairo, Egypt
Chateauroux, France
Conakry, Guinea
Coquilhatville, Congo Republic
Dakar, Senegal
Dhahran, Saudi Arabia
Douala, Cameroon

Dublin, Ireland
Elisabethville, Congo Republic
Entebbe, Uganda
Evreux, France
Gardermoen, Norway
Goma, Congo Republic
Juba, Sudan
Kamina, Congo Republic
Kano, Nigéria
Karachi, Pakistan
Khartoum, Suda'n
Kindu, Congo Republic
Kitona, Congo Republic
Libreville, Gabon
Leopoldville, Congo Republic
Lome, Togo
Luanda, Angola
Luluabourg, Congo Republic

Malmo, Sweden
Nairobi, Kenya
New Delhi, índia
Niamey, Niger
Nouasseur, Morocco
Pointe Noire, Congo
Rabat-Salé, Morocco
Ramstein, Germany
Rhein-Main, Germany
Roberts Field, Libéria
Sidi Slimane, Morocco
Stanleyville, Congo Republic
Teheran, Iran
Torrejon, Spain
Tunis, Tunisia
Wheelus, Libya
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problems did not exist for the C-130, thanks to its exceptional perform
ance characteristics. Some runway surfaces were of insufficient strength
to withstand the over-all landing weight or single-wheel weight of the
C-124. Again, this problem was nonexistent for the C-130. Lack of
parking, refueling, maintenance, and tower facilities did, however, often hamper the operation of both of these aircraft at many airfields.
An indication of the initial accomplishment of Operation New
Tape can be obtained from the accompanying statistical tabulations,

Airlift Breakdown of Operation New Tape
from

to

type airlift

Tunis

Leopoldville
& Luluabourg
Leopoldville

Tunisian
troops & equip
Moroccan
troops & equip
Swedish
troops & equip
Ghana
troops & equip
Guinea
troops & equip
liberian
troops & equip
Ethiopian
troops & equip
Irish
troops & equip
Pakistanian
troops & equip
Indian
troops & equip
Sudanese
troops & equip
Mali
troops & equip
United Arab
Republic
troops & equip
food

Robot &
Sidi Slimone
Cairo

Leopoldville

Accro

Leopoldville

Conakry

Leopoldville

Roberts Field

Leopoldville

Addis Abobo

Karachi

Kamina &
Stanleyville
Goma, Kindu,
& Komina
leopoldville

New Delhi

Leopoldville

Juba &
Khartoum
Dakar

Leopoldville

Coíro

Coquilbatville

Chateauroux,
Bordeaux, &
Rhein-Main
tome
Malmo &
Gardermoen
European
Confinent
Flight Supporf
Elisabethvilie,
Komina, & Kitona
Congo

leopoldville

Dublin

Congo

Leopoldville

Leopoldville
Leopoldville
Congo
Brussels
European
Continent
European
Continent

cargo
(lb)

sorties
pasCCsengers 124 130

start

completed

463,796

2,612

33

17

15 Jul

3 Oct

776,160

'3,179

52

9

16 Jul

22 Aug

379,315

637

12

9

19 Jul

26 Aug

203,889

539

10

3

19 Jul

22 Jul

131,750

751

1

13

22 Jul

31 Jul

20,000

250

0

4

25 Jul

26 Jul

365,536

1,872

1

35

23 Jul

17 Aug

549,603

1,406

21

20

27 Jul

25 Aug

106,409

540

7

5

31 Aug

28 Sep

208,234

662

11

7

20 Aug

28 Sep

109,547

370

3

6

16 Aug

17 Aug

187,169

574

15

0

2 Aug

6 Aug

39,193

515

0

17

20 Aug

24 Aug

1,948,115

0

43

30

15 Jul

10 Aug

food
6 Super Cubs &
2 Otter acft
miscelloneous

200,000
200,000

0
0

0
3

7
0

17 Jul
28 Jul

18 Jul
1 Aug

624,521

351

20

8

16 Jul

15 Sep

troops & equip
Belgian
troops & equip
miscelloneous

476,390
93,381

1,802
1,757

0
20

41
11

16 Jul
27 Aug

31 Jul
29 Sep

125,098

34

5

0

16 Aug

2 Ocl

15 Jul
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refugees

2,540
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com p iled as of S O cto b er 1960. T h e first is a breakdow n of the airlift
into its su b ord in ate lifts. F o r instan ce, the first line indicates figures for
all missions o rig in a tin g in T u n is and te rm in atin g in the C ongo. T h is
ch a rt clearly portrays the diversity of the o p e ra tio n , involving 20 m in o r
lifts each of w hich possessed its u n iq u e features.
T h e second ch a rt sets forth the over-all accom p lish m en ts of the
airlift in term s of C -130 and C -124 figures as of two dates, 10 A ugust
and 3 O cto b er 1960. It m ust be rem em b ered , how ever, th at the airlift

Statistical Summary of Operation New Tape
10 August 1 9 6 0
flyin g h o u rs
n a u tic o l m iles
p a s s e n g e rs
tons o f c a r g o
p a s s e n g e r m iles
to n -m ile s o f c a r g o
s o rtie s flo w n

3 O cto b e r 1 9 6 0

C -130

C -124

total

4 ,0 5 9
9 6 5 ,4 4 8
8,161
1, 113
2 3 ,1 2 2 ,5 9 4
3 ,3 7 9 ,2 6 2
176

8 ,2 9 4
1 ,7 2 0 ,2 3 9
5 ,0 0 6
1,367
2 2 ,4 7 2 ,2 9 2
7 ,7 4 6 ,1 3 0
163

12,353
2 ,6 8 5 ,6 8 7
13,167
2 ,4 8 0
4 5 ,5 9 4 ,8 8 6
1 1 ,1 2 5 ,3 9 2
339

C -130
5,981
1,495,844
11,150
1,386
3 1 ,1 7 6 ,5 4 7
3 ,9 7 5 ,8 2 5
245

C -124
13,137
2 ,6 3 2 ,3 7 2
8 ,9 2 3
1,951
5 2 ,1 3 4 ,8 8 8
1 0 ,9 9 9 ,5 4 6
261

total
19,118
4 ,1 2 8 ,2 1 6
2 0 ,0 7 3
3 ,3 3 7
8 3 ,3 1 1 ,4 3 5
1 4 ,9 7 5 ,3 7 2
506

did n o t end on 3 O cto b er. O p eratio n N ew T a p e co n tin u es in effect,
now a sm ooth , n o rm a l o p eratio n .

flight problem s
W h en flights w ere in itiated on 14 Ju ly the im m ed iate co n cern was
to get a ircra ft and crews in to the air. Visa req u irem en ts an d d ip lo m atic
clearan ce w ere of secondary im p o rta n ce , alth o u g h absolutely necessary. C o o rd in a tio n w ith the U .N . th ro u g h u s a f e m ad e possible the
im m ed iate w aiver of visa re q u irem en ts for all 322d A ir D ivision personnel, thus p rev en tin g a possible snarl in the early stages of the a ir
lift. T h e U .N . and the J o in t C hiefs of Staff also o b tain ed a b lan k et
d ip lo m atic clearan ce for all co u n tries at w hich landings w ere intended
an d overflight cle a ra n ce of all co u n tries en ro u te , in clu d in g all of
E u ro p e w ith the e x ce p tio n of Sw itzerland, Á u stria, an d the Iro n C u rtain co u n tries an d all co u n tries in Á frica from the M e d ite rra n e a n Sea
to the C on go area. L a te r ín d ia , P ak istan , and all of the M iddle E ast,
e x ce p t Y em en , w ere inclu d ed .
As previously m en tio n ed , ch arts an d p u b licatio n s for flight plann in g w ere n o t im m ed iately av ailab le, because 322d A ir D ivision ’s area
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0f responsibility extended only to 20 degrees North latitude in África.
When the ílying areas involved in the possible airlitt were indicated to
Evreux base operations on 11 July, the base operations officer initiated
a crash program to obtain the vital materiais. The next day telephone
calls went out to many offices in u sa fe , other nato air forces, and
civilian airlines. By the following day maps, radio íacility charts, letdown plates, and other flight publications had been contributed by the
Royal .Air Force, Belgium's Sabena Airlines, and Air France in sufficient quantity to prepare five navigation kits. Later almost 200 kits
were prepared and distributed to aircrews at Evreux, Chateauroux,
and Wheelus a b , Libya. In addition 25 kits were given to the Italian
Air Force, as it too participated in the Congo airlift. T he 322d Air
Division now maintains flight publications for all of Europe, África,
and as far east in Asia as Indo-China.
In-flight navigation itself was a demanding task. The only navigational aids available over the routes in Alrica were a íew low-frequency
radio beacons, which were frequently off the air or erratic in their
operation. Navigators found themselves using celestial navigation as
their sole means of positioning, because the lack of large cities and
significam terrain features made visual and radar navigation techniques almost useless. Most of the flight legs were quite long (for
example, Tripoli to Kano is about 1500 m iles), so that the use of
dead-reckoning techniques alone would have been foolhardy for flying
over the Sahara Desert.
Air-to-ground Communications were generally poor. En route traffic-controlling agencies were so few and so widely scattered that large
portions of flights were flown without contact with a controller. Tower
and approach-control facilities were good at the larger terminais but
often nonexistent at the smaller airfielcls. Most airport towers were
operational only during weekends and daylight hours. T he language
problem was again present, many operators speaking only French. At
Leopoldville the tower situation became so harassing that four bilingual air traffic controllers from European aacs resources were assigned
to assume control of tower operations for two weeks.
Weather forecasts, especially for crews departing Alrican airfields,
were often inadequate. T he prime source of information for forecasts
of weather in África was the Strategic Air Command’s weather center
at Torrejon a b , Spain, which has the capability of forecasting weather
conditions throughout the world on the basis of climatological weather
data. This system bases its forecasts upon conditions which should
theoretically exist at a given location at a given time of the year, rather
than on actual observed conditions. T h e information was found to be
quite reliable and easily obtained through ordinary teletype circuits.
But Communications was the rub. When a weather team of one forecaster and one observer arrived at Leopoldville with the calsu team,
they had to rely on Belgian and French weather-reporting Services and
pilot reports for their forecasts until teletype Communications were

T h e U SA F C ongo a ir lift tran sp o rted re fu g ee s
. . . M orocco

. . . moved tro o p s w ilh in th e C ongo

installed ten days after Hight operations began. The Belgian and
French weather-reporting information was accurate, but it had to be
obtained piecemeal for each airfield by telephone and radio, since the
weather facilities at the Leopoldville airport had been abandoned at
the onset of the crisis. At other fields in África where no usafe Com
munications existed, reiiance was placed totally on the civilian Services
when they were available.
C om m unications
If the Communications problem was not the greatest encountered
in the airlift, it was certainly the most widespread. The lack of adequate, reliable Communications between headquarters and field units
was felt by almost all agencies. Prior to the Congo airlift, the only
military radio facilities in África were some high-frequency liaison
radio capability and single side-band radio stations at Sidi Slimane
a b , Morocco, and Wheelus a b , Libya, which tied into the sac and

troops fro m Irelan d

. . . In d o n ésia

. . . brou g ht in food

“Twilight" system. The first few days of the airlift were aggravated by deficiencies in Communications support. l he Communica
tions complex featured a conglomeration ol hf radio, teletype circuits,
telephone, and ic ;a o circuits (a network of the International Civil
Aviation Organi/ation which is not configured to provide Communica
tions in support of tactical airlift operations). Communications problems would have continued in this haphazard fashion had not usaf
authorized the incorporalion of the Congo airlift into its Twilight Sys
tem a few days after operations had commcnced.
usafe

The Twilight system is composed of single side-band radio stations
Irxated at most of the major military centers in Europe and the Middle
East, plus Wheelus and Sidi Slimane in África. The single side-band
radio sei is quite similar to the h f liaison radio in that it is amplitudemodulated and uses the same frequency band. Its great advantage lies
in its far more efhcient transmission characteristics, which increase
range considerably and reduce static interíerence. Pcrmanent Twilight
stations were soon installed at Chateauroux in France and at Kano
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and Leopoldville in África. In addition three mobile Twilight stations
were available to be shifted around the theater as airlift requirements
dictated. These mobile stations operated for varying periods out of
such fields as Addis Ababa, Accra, Elisabethville, Dakar, Kamina,
Kitona, Karachi, and New Delhi. No station was installed at 322d Division headquarters in Evreux until 25 August, so that it was necessary
for headquarters to tie into the Twilight system by telephone through
the stations at Torrejon a b , Spain, or Wiesbaden a b , Germany. W ith
the installation of the station at Evreux, the system became completely
operational. In addition to the Twilight stations, aacs provided an
extension of airco m (World-wide Air Force Communications System)
from Sidi Slimane, Morocco, to Leopoldville which provided four teletype channels with over 90 per cent reliability.
Division headquarters had in the past maintained contact with its
in-fiight aircraft by hourly h f radio calls through the Military Airways
NetWork, which has stations throughout Europe, the Middle East, and
North África. Now with flights operating as far south as Elisabethville
it was necessary to establish two new radio stations: Kano Airways,
which transmitted out of Kano, Nigéria, and Congo Airways at Leo
poldville.
o p era tio n s
The command structure to control the airlift was organizationally
sound and functioned without any difficulty. The 322d Air Division
received full support from all organizations in the chain of command
and from all outside support agencies. For example, during the heat
of the operation when decisions requested from the Commander in
Chief of u sa fe also required action by the Joint Chiefs of Staff, deci
sions were received at 322d Air Division headquarters within two hours
of the request. T he main reason that the command structure func
tioned so efficiently was that everyone knew what the command chan
nels were and followed them. There were no occasions when people
jumped command channels for expediency—a íact which prevented
malfunction of command control.
At division headquarters airlift operations were controlled by the
deal of authority was delegated to ca lsu ’s , especially at Leopoldville,
because Communications were too poor to maintain close control and
Transport Operations Division. At the beginning of the airlift a great
because the situation was so unstable. For this reason status reports of
all aircraft and crews participating in Operation New Tape were re
quired every six hours.
The calsu at Leopoldville, totaling 6 officers and 50 enlisted men,
was composed of operations, aerial port, maintenance, and medicai
personnel. It was later augmented by an Army Communications unit
of 3 officers and 37 enlisted men. T he Army unit was replaced by the
usaf 2d aacs Mobile Squadron in September. This gave us an outlet
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for effective record Communications between any European point and
Leopoldville. Some of the responsibilities of the Leopoldville calsu
were maintenance and refueling of aircraft; loading and unloading of
aircraft; providing housing, messing, and medicai facilities for crew
members; and conducting final coordination of airlift operations in
the Congo between the United Nations, the American Embassy, the
Belgian Army, the Congolese authorities, and 322d Air Division headquarters.
Other permanent calsu ' s were established at such fields as Wheelus
a b , Libya, and Kano, Nigéria, which were stopover points for main
tenance and refueling of aircraft and for crew rest. Temporary calsu ' s
were established at onload points in the theater and at offload points in
the Congo to support the individual missions. During the first few days
the rapid pace of the airlift forced calsu personnel to work round the
clock. The long work day was occasioned by the shortage of materialshandling equipment such as fork lifts, trucks, flat beds, and portable
lights for night loading and unloading, as well as an extreme shortage
of personnel—only 25 aerial port men were available at Leopoldville
whereas a team of approximately 100 men was needed. calsu personnel
were rotated to Evreux about every three weeks.
logistics
When Operation New Tape started, maintenance requirements
virtually doubled in spite of the fact that S22d Air Division was only
responsible for support of its C-130’s, the C-124’s receiving their main
tenance support from Military Air Transport Service. During a specific
period in which maintenance was geared to support 2000 fiying hours,
4104 hours were actually flown. T o meet these new demands, a civilian
team of 80 mechanics was flown to Evreux from Warner-Robins a m a ,
Geórgia, to help perform periodic inspections. Additional maintenance
personnel were donated by Chateauroux a b , France, Alconbury a b ,
England, and Rhein-Main a b , Germany. Dreux a b , France, provided
shop support to back up the capability existing at Evreux. In spite
of this increase in personnel, it was necessary to increase the work
week to a 12-hour day and 7-day week.
Several field maintenance teams were established, the main one, at
Wheelus a b , being composed of 1 oíficer and 34 airmen. This team, in
addition to performing most types of maintenance, handled postflight
inspections, thus eliminating the return of an aircraft to Evreux every
50 flight hours for inspection. As a result C-130's could remain in
África, participating in the airlift, until the periodic 300-hour inspec
tion was due. A team of 1 officer and 13 enlisted men was established at
Leopoldville with the capability of turnaround inspection, engine
change, propeller change, and routine maintenance. During the height
of activity a 5-man team was positioned at Kano for turnaround main
tenance. Mobile maintenance teams, consisting of an engine-change
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crew pliis other specialists as necessary, were kept on a standby alert
to recover aircraft experiencing severe m aintenance difficulties at airfields with no support. These teams were deployed as necessary, being
flown by a m aintenance aircraft which was controlled by T ran sp ort
Operations at Evreux.
Close coordination was established with the supply depots to expedite delivery of criticai aircraft parts such as engines, reduction-gear
boxes, generators, and propellers. O rdinary repair parts were supplied
from en route kits carried aboard the aircraft and from way-station
kits prepositioned at key points in the system. M ore unusual items had
to be airlifted from Evreux.
T h e lack of adequate refueling facilities at many airfields was an
ever present problem. Sometimes the limited choice of fuel available
presented a more criticai problem for the C -124’s than for the C -130’s.
A C-124 uses aviation fuel 115-145, with 100-130 as the only alternate
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grade, whereas the C-130 engines, although designed to operate on
J P 4 for optimum performance, can utilize almost any grade of fuel
with only minor reduction in operating eíficiency. Refueling equipment was rather obsolete at many fields, and this hindered operations
when several aircraft were waiting for fuel. It was not unusual to
encounter a hand-pump delivery system working from 55-gallon drums.
Often the available equipment could only deliver fuel at low volume,
low pressure, and with a slow pumping rate.
At intermediate refueling stops such as Kano, Nigéria, the resupply of fuel in storage presented a serious problem, since it had to be
brought in by a single-track railroad across the 550 miles from the
seaport of Lagos. The amounts of fuel required by the C-130 and
C-124 aircraft, as well as the commercials going through Kano, rapidly
exhausted the supply and made the routing of aircraft very criticai.
To alleviate the congestion somewhat, many of the C-124’s were routed
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via the west coast of África through Dakar and Accra, points where
fuel was more plentiful and resupply easily effected. Although this
route added almost a thousand miles each way, it enabled the airlift
to stage in orderly fashion when otherwise it would have been stalled
by fuel exhaustion.
Occasionally íuel was not available at all or was denied U.N. aircraft. Such was the case at Leopoldville, where a great deal.of difficulty
was encountered because the airport authorities controlling the issuance of fuel were at first quite reluctant to cooperate with the u sa f .
Fuel reports by airport authorities were often erroneous, if submitted
at all, making the planning of refueling operations clifficult.
Facilities for the care of the c,a lsu ’s and aircrews improved as the
lift progressed. Billeting and messing ranged from quite adequate
hotels, available at some cities, to sleeping bags and C-rations. At
Leopoldville a field-ration mess was established and maintained by two
food service personnel from Evreux. A mobile dispensary, manned by
a flight surgeon and two medicai corpsmen from the 322d Air Division,
was also on hand at Leopoldville. Other facilities provided in the
Congo were chaplain Services, occasional mail deliveries, and a visit
by the Evreux finance officer.
H in d sich t being inherently a more facile mental task than foresight,

it can now be seen that Communications was the problem area most
injurious to Operation New Tape. This is nothing new; Communica
tions has been a thorn in the side of armies ever since Hannibal descended from the Alps to ravage Italy. Modern air power, utilizing
complex aircraft systems and equipment and necessitating an army of
specialized technicians, has placecl strenuous demands upon Communi
cations. Furthermore the fact that air operations must often be conducted throughout an entire hemisphere upon a few hours’ notice has
not simplified the problem at all. As previously discussed, the 322d
Air Division did not have the Communications capabilities to support
Operation New Tape at its inception. T h e single side-band radio set
demonstrated its worth as a long-range, reliable system of sufficient
mobility.
Another deficiency highlighted by Operation New Tape was the
need to replace the C-124 as the Air Force’s heavy transport aircraft.
Although quite serviceable in many missions, its operational limitations make it obsolete for this type of operation. The take-off and
landing limitations of the C-124 at fields of high elevation with high
runway temperatures severely restricted its acceptable cargo load and
therefore its utility. Its need for a much longer and stronger runway
than the C-130, its slower cruising speed (180 knots versus 290 knots),
and its higher cost of operation per ton-mile are other factors that
warrant its replacement.
T he Congo airlift demonstrated that one C-130 must be utilized
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as a full-time maintenance aircraft. This aircraft should be outfitted
with the necessary equipment and parts to provide any type of main
tenance support and be on alert status. Sueli capability for the immediate deploymenr of maintenance facilities should effectively ease the
maintenance problem in the field.
On several occasions in the past decade we have seen demonstrated
the value of an air transport force with the capacity of immediate
deployment, the capability to transport anything írom trucks to
troopers across a continent in a matter of hours, and the versatility to
operate in remote areas of the world on a self-sufficient basis. Transport
air power of this caliber will undoubtedly continue to be of great importance in the future. Whether the situation be a natural disaster, a
civil dispute, or a hot outbreak in the cold war, airlift will remain
indispensable to “getting there fustest with the mostest.”
Headquarters 322d Air Division (Combat Cargo) USAFE

The art of planning ahead has long been accepted, at least in theory, as a
requisite to sound military posture. The aerospace age is superimposing a new
dimension— the art of thinking way ahead. Even when it may be too early to
plan ahead, at least in terms of specific military situations and detailed requirements for weapon systems to meet those situations, it can still be the time to
examine, first in isolation and then in combination, the probable impact on
concept, doctrine, and strategy caused by virtually unlimited range, altitude,
firepower, and maneuverability of future aerospace systems. When such
thinking is sound and offers firm footing for the detailed planning of later years,
doctrine and strategy may fully and meaningfully control the soaring technology of our age.
It is in this sense that the Editors of the Quarterly Review requested Headquarters Air Defense Command to offer several areas of thinking on what air
defense will be like out beyond the current generation of hardware. The four
articles presented here do not represent official positions of the Government
nor do they attempt to describe the entire complexion of future air defense.
Rather they discuss themes that at this point seem certain to bear significantly
on the structuring and operations of such a force. In the area of strategy,
General Agan asserts a key role for aerospace defense in the Air Force
strategy of counterforce. In force capabilities and deployment Colonel
Wegenhoft assesses the requirement for defense in depth. Colonel Bennett
discusses the tactical significance of maneuverability. In force composition,
Colonel Scott outlines the kinds of defense systems that will make up the
future aerospace force.
— The Editors
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N EXAM INATIO N of the role oi aerospace deíense in a counter
force strategy must be preceded by an understanding of just
what is meant by counteriorce. A “counterforce” strategy is a
strategy based on the fundamental premise that our military forces must
be able to counter effectively and decisively an enemy s military forces.
This counteraction is accomplished against the enemy’s bases, his
launch pads, other military targets, or while he is en route to his
targets. T o ensure this war-winning capability, our lorces must be able
to counter those of the enemy and must have sufficient military power
remaining to impose our national will on any enemy who may have
attempted to impose his on us. When this kind of war-winning capabil
ity exists, no rational potential enemy would likely attempt an attack
against us. Should an irrational enemy attack us, our nation would
retain its freedom and its position as a major power in the world
because its war-winning capability would sustain it in that position.
To carry out a counterforce strategy, we must have offensive and
defensive military power and the toughness to remain a viable nation
with dominant military forces during and after engagement in war.
The usaf concept is that the counterforce strategy is the best way
to achieve the national objective of deterring a potential enemy from
acts of aggression, including provocative acts against our allies. This
deterrence results from an aggressor’s appreciation of U.S. resolve and
capability to employ any degree of force required to prevent such acts
from succeeding. A rational enemy could be expected not to want to
suffer defeat as a consequence of aggression or provocation on his part.
But an enemy may not be rational, as we define the word; or
hostilities may be started by a “third party” hoping to ascend to the
top of the list of world powers by default; or a localized, liinited war
may expand into a major war. We must be prepared to accommodate
these other possibilities in the tense times in which we live. We must
have the capability to prevail in any event. The Air Force believes it
imperative to maintain a credible war-winning capability because this
capability provides the maximum deterrence and at the same time
ensures a strong United States if for any reason deterrence fails.
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Why is counterforce the best strategy to achieve such a position?
Why not one of the several other strategies advocated by some today?
Because a counterforce capability is developed and maintained to
destroy, selectively, hostile military forces, and deterrence results as a
logical consequence of this capability. T h e U.S. has no designs on cities
or the people in them as targets. It is the military forces and weapons of
an enemy which are the greatest threat in a hostile situation.
The case was different in W orld W ar II. During that particular
period, the State of the art of war dictated the strategy of striking at
the enemy’s sources of production and supply. The limited destructive
power available, even in bombs of blockbuster size, was insufficient for
immediate destruction of military forces on a broad scale. T he alternative was to deny the enemy, locked in combat, the logistical support
required for sustaining hostilities. However when the atomic bomb
provided an instrument by which military forces could be destroyed
on a massive scale, the process of producing and supplying the mate
riais of war to forces in combat became meaningless in the target sense
after the first few days of a nuclear war. It is his military forces which
an aggressor holds most valuable. Consequently, it is his military forces
and weapons which we must seek to destroy or neutralize if he forces
war upon us.
T he Air Force advocates and supports modernization of mobile,
well-equipped, dual-capable aerospace forces. These forces contribute
materially to our over-all deterrent posture. They are ideal for quick
and positive reaction to the threat of limited military aggression or in
the support of our allies. Operating as an integral part of a credible
war-winning counterforce capability, this kind of fast-reaction capabil
ity acts as a deterrent to the use of force in local conflict.
Our national policy must be clear, and the purpose of each element of the military forces which make it valid must be understood.
Distortion may portray counterforce as a first-strike or pre-emptivestrike strategy. It is not. It is the required strategy for deterring attack
upon the United States and the war-winning strategy if the United
States is attacked first. This consideration leads us to the role of aero
space defense in the counterforce strategy.
the role of aerospace defense
It is quite clear that, in the event of an attempted surprise attack
on our country, the aerospace forces which an enemy has committed
against us must be engaged first by our aerospace defense forces. No
other forces can do this job. Aerospace defense is the inseparable partner of offense in the counterforce strategy. As Lieutenant General
Atkinson, former commander of the Air Defense Command, said in a
presentation to the Air Staff in Washington in 1957, “Air defense has
become as indispensable as our offensive forces. W ithout both, we may
not have either.”
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The íunctions of aerospace defense have not changed. They remain as detection, identification, interception, and destruction. The
command and control element, composed oi the various decisionmaking centers and their vast Communications and electronics links,
des all these íunctions together and makes the defense effort an integrated one for maximum eftectiveness.
If our early-warning systems guarding the North American continent—such as the Ballistic Missile Early Warning System ( bmevvs)
and the Distant Early Warning (Dew) Line—should indicate that an
attack is on its way, the offensive forces would be immediately alerted
so that a counterattack could be launched. Simultaneously all other
national resources, including our people, would be warned, and the
aerospace defense force would be brought to peak alertness. Then, as
the enemy approached and our own strategic forces were on their way,
the many millions of cubic miles of aerospace would be kept under
continuous surveillance, to make sure that friendly offensive forces have
a free path as long as they are within our surveillance area. The aero
space defense team must make sure that no aborting friendly bomber
or returning tanker is mistaken for an enemy vehicle and shot down.
Of prime importance is the fact that we must engage the enemy
forces as soon as possible after they are launched. We must hit them
when they are as far from our borders as possible. We are sure that the
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bases of our strategic striking forces will be high on any enemy’s target
priority list. Consequently we provide active defense of those bases by
engaging the enemy strike force inbound, as well as by providing
warning for decision to launch our counterattack. Throughout the
entire spectrum of the four functions of aerospace defense, we focus
our attention on the forces bent on attacking our area of defense responsibility. Our targets are the enemy military forces from start to
finish. The strategy of aerospace defense is, inevitably, counterforce.
Aerospace defense of the North American continent is. accomplished by the combined efforts of elements of the Army, Navy, and Air
Force of the United States, plus the Royal Canadian Air Force. The
command structure organized to accomplish this mission is the North
American Air Defense Command ( norad) , commanded by General
Laurence S. Kuter, usaf . Of the total forces involved in this enterprise,
the usaf provides 73 per cent.
Lieutenant General Robert M. Lee, Commander of the Air De
fense Command, summarized the aerospace defense job when he spoke
before the Institute of Aeronautical Sciences at Los Angeles, Califórnia,
on 30 June 1960. In the aerospace defense business, General Lee said,
we hold that a potential enemy must be made to feel that a breach of
the peace will be unacceptably costly to himself. “Our method of doing
this is to be ready to extract such a great penalty on an attacking aerial
or spaceborne force that the enemy’s planner must seriously doubt his
ability to accomplish his attacking missions. And we must convince the
enemy that we can do it!”
The enemy’s doubt that he can achieve his attack objectives,
coupled with a realization that he will suffer a counterattack delivered
against his forces at their bases, is a powerful deterrent. The capability
to win, with the least possible damage to our own country, is essential
because deterrence might fail. T o ensure that we will win, the primarv
objective is always the enemy’s military forces—counterforce. The role
of aerospace defense is to provide that essential defense portion of the
counterforce strategy which makes true counterforce possible.
the Air D efen se C om m an d m ission
Having established the role of aerospace defense in the counter
force strategy, we may now examine in some detail the Air Defense
Command’s contribution to its execution. As a start, we may examine
some of the relationships affecting this contribution.
rh e Commander, Air Defense Command, has two jobs. Although
dual responsibilities are not unusual in these days of unified, joint, and
specified commands, a certain uniqueness to the situation does warrant
noting. One job is that of a major air commander who is responsible
to the Chief of Staff, usaf , for command jurisdiction over his assigned
units. The other job is that of a component commander under
cincnorad . In the latter capacity he provides and supports combat-
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ready Air Force elements which are under cincnorad ’s operational control. This statement is somewhat oversimplified, but it points out the
uniqueness of this command relationship. Operational control ot adc
forces is exercised through norad channels rather than through the
adc component channels.
At the present time adc is performing its jobs at peak eítectiveness. What this means is that for the past few years it has had a better
capabilitv against a growing threat than at any other time in the past
decade. In 1950, for example, the United States had lost the atomic
monopolv Subsequently we also lost the monopoly on the long-range
weapon-delivery capability. We had then become vulnerable to attack
by nuclear-armed manned bombers, and we had little if any capability
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to contend with such an attack. Ground radar coverage was spotty and
of limited range. Early warning was virtually nonexistent. Interceptors
lacked speed, range, and adequate fire-control systems. Armament consisted of .50-caliber machine guns and some explosive rockets. Yet the
job facing us in 1950 was fairly straightforward. We needed better
armament, better fire-control systems, and a semiautomatic electronic
ground environment. Every improvement we made to our growing defense system gave us a leg up on the entire threat. Up to about the
current time, the lag in defensive capability has been reduced, so that
now defense is about as good as it could get, for the purpose of countering an attack by manned bombers alone. Even for the next few years
we are convinced that such an assault on the United States would fali
far short of its objectives.
When the threat of the ballistic missile is taken into consideration,
however, the picture changes radically. We simply do not have a de
fense against it. In fact, as time goes on, the relationship between our
programed defense hardware and the increasing ballistic missile threat
reflects an ever widening deficiency in the U.S. capability to pursue a
total counterforce strategy against this total threat.

Air D efen se C o m m a n d o b jec tiv es
Having analyzed the mission of Air Defense Command in light of
the two jobs we have and the growing total threat, we may establish
four major objectives, in order of priority:
1. T o obtain an effective ballistic missile defense as a matter of the
greatest urgency. We believe that the nation which first adds an area
defense against the ballistic missile to its military posture will have a
tremendous advantage for many years to come.
2. T o continue improvement of existing defenses against the airbreathing threat. Long-range air-breathing weapon carriers will pose
a continuous threat for as long as we can foresee.
3. T o obtain and operate for cincnorad an aerospace command and
control system which will reduce reaction and decision time. The
present four functions of air defense—detection, identification, interception, and destruction—are equally valid for aerospace defense of the
future. The big problems are the compression of time and the increas
ing vulnerabilities resulting from advances in military technology. The
time available for performing these functions is dwindling at a remarkable rate. Accuracy and destructive power of offensive weapons are
increasing rapidly.
4. T o develop new weapons to meet possible new threats. W e feel that
our research should be directed toward countering what an enemy
could do in the future. Obviously the big payoff here is the contraction
in lead time which would result from research and development in
this important area of aerospace defense in advance of actual existence
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of the specific requircment. The key to success is in decision-in picking the right system at the right time and getting on with it.
Our approach to the achievement of these objectives is in line
with the spirit and intent of the 375-series of Air Force regulations.
These regulations cover the progress of Air Force systems from concept
to phase-out, providing for the closest participation in systems development between private industry and usaf agencies, including the
eventual user. The procedures represem systems management at the
highest levei of efficiency. As a user, adc participates daily in the development and attainment of aerospace defense systems. We have established three field offices which provide permanent members from the
user command to the System Program Offices:
adc Command and Control Defense Systems Office,
Hanscom Field, Massachusetts
adc Aeronautical Defense Systems Office,
Wright-Patterson a f b , Ohio
adc Aerospace Defense Systems Office,
Inglewood, Califórnia

The end result is to combine the talents of the new Air Force Systems
Command, appropriate elements of industry, and the using command,
to achieve the best possible new systems in an orderly and timely fashion. At the present time some 12 systems have been formally selected
for management under the provisions of the 375-series of regulations.
It is anticipated that this number will be expanded to 18 in the near
future, the Air Defense Command having primary interest in 8 of
them, or about 44 per cent.
Specifically, the Air Defense Command intends to achieve its four
basic objectives in much the following manner:
• For a defense against ballistic missiles, adc supports the con
cept of boost-phase intercept. We hold that an orbiting interceptor
system would provide us with true area defense—the most valid concept
for countering any aerospace attack. This would take the battle away
from our homeland and solve the time-compression problem. We believe that the public should be made aware of the requirement for, and
the feasibility of, a true area defense against the ballistic missile. Arca
defense is sound tactical doctrine. It is supported under the most
criticai examination both by logic and by accepted principies of military operations. An interceptor system that will destroy ballistic mis
siles far from our nation is the ultimate towards which we must strive
—a true area defense. We must gain public recognition of the validity
of this concept. This acceptance would contribute greatly towards
getting the area defense system which sound strategy demands.
• Our second objective is the improvement of existing defenses.
Here we are progressing in an orderly fashion. We are pushing our
present interceptors to altitudes never before achieved. Among the
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training targets against which we have been Hying is the U-2 airplane.
Our sticcess rate on these practice missions has been significant and
encouraging. However our existing equipments can be stretched just
so far. The ever increasing range of the air-to-surface missiles will
eventually put the carrier vehicle beyond the range of our current
interceptors. Consequently we have for some time been fighting for
an advanced long-range interceptor to meet this portion of the threat.
The F-108, canceled in 1960, would have been a step in this direction.
Air Defense Command feels that we must get a much better interceptor
with capability to intercept high-speed, high-aldtude, missile-carrying
bombers far from our shores.
There is still room for improvement. A case in point is control
of the Bomarc missile in a battle situation. Originally Bomarc was
intended for employment within a hardened sage system. As a result
no means other than sage was provided for launch and control of this
very fine weapon. We are now diligently applying ourselves to securing
an effective backup system for Bomarc control. Electronic countermeasures constitute another problem which has faced us and which
will in all probability continue. Our program for countermeasures has
given us every confidence that we can continue to solve it as it develops.
• T he third major objective is to provide cincnorad with a
faster, more accurate command and control system. Such a system is
certainly one of the keys to the aerospace age.The progress in the attainment of the new norad Combat Operations Center (coc) to be located
near Colorado Springs has been the subject of frequent news releases
for the past year or so. It is now being constructed. The norad coc
will be the hub of the future aerospace defense systems. b m e w s information is now flowing directly to the existing unhardened co c at Colo
rado Springs. It is planned that instantaneous readout from Midas will
also go directly to the center.
Plans for the expansion of the Space Detection and Tracking Sys
tem, now operated in Colorado Springs by the lst Space Surveillance
and Control Squadron, call for centralization of this function in the
hardened coc. Instructions for the accomplishment of satellite inspection must originate from a single source, the coc. This center will
include an accurate, rapid, over-all data-cohection and data-processing
system. It must be centralized for efficiency. It must be hardened and
backed up by alternates for survivability. It must be capable of instan
taneous action against ballistic missiles, satellites, and other space
vehicles as well as advanced air-breathing threats.
• The fourth major objective seeks the capability of rapidly
shifting to meet newer threats as they develop. This approach is compatible with the logical concept that space is merely a continuation of
the historical environment of the Air Force. Technological improvements are removing the artificial barriers to altitude. There is no real
separation between air and space. Our environment is that of aero-
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space. Within this rapidly expanding environment, new threats are
occurring and will continue to occur, at all altitudes. Newer threats
to be met could range from supersonic low-altitude missiles, through
intercontinental cruise missiles, through maneuvering, boost-glide,
“Dyna-Soar” type vehicles to orbiting vehicles at extreme altitudes.
A vigorous research and development program rnust be maintained to
enable us to offer, quickly, counter systems to meet any conceivable
threat. If we fail to do this, we shall find ourselves in a similar situation
to that of today vis-à-vis the ballistic missile threat. In the surveillance
picture alone we have an immediate requirement to scan continuously
some half trillion cubic miles of aerospace. Soon the extent of aerospace under surveillance rnust more than double. T h e eventual sur
veillance system should provide virtually global coverage, and deep
into space. As tied into the hardened coc, it would be the greater
“ sage ” system of the aerospace age. When eftective weapons are integrated with it, an aerospace counterforce posture would be secured.
Although not a separate strategic consideration, toughness sufficient to remain a viable nation with a fighting force superior to that
of any enemy is fundamental to a war-winning capability. Because
atomic weapons and swift, efficient methods of delivering them exist
today, the ability to destroy these weapons before they can inflict
damage on our fighting forces and our Nation rnust become a reality.
Before we get this ability and while the enemy can deliver his weapons,
we rnust so design, deploy, and employ our forces as to make them
tough enough to withstand enemy strikes and still defeat his fighting
forces wherever they exist.
A ir D e fe n se C om m an d is convinced that the Air Force has a sound

strategy in fixing its prime objective as that of destroying enemy fight
ing forces. A counterforce composed of competent offensive and defensive elements is needed to carry out the strategy. Public support for
the world's best strike force and recognition of its objectives are realities. The same rnust be true for the defensive part of the Air Force
team. Our Nation always has recognized sound strategies legitimately
born of firm fact and sound logic. It always has had, and still has, the
fortitude to deal with difficult challenges born of perilous times. It
rnust face one now, because defeat could be ours if we failed to meet
the facts and the challenge.
We have a choice between two courses of action: we can build a
counterforce of offensive and defensive elements which can win any
war thrust upon us, or we can shrink from this task and take some
lesser course.
The first course will probably make war unnecessary and will
ensure a free America. The second choice will not.
Headquarters A ir Defense Command

D ei ense m D epth
COLONEL VlCTOR C. WEGENHOFT
REA defense” and “point defense” have been a part of the air defense vocabulary for years. Yet they probably are the two most
nebulous terms in the air defense business. It is difficult to find
two people who interpret their meaning in the sanie way. T o some, they
denote a dividing line in air defense coverage based on weapon capabilities. T o others, the terms imply maneuverable defenses as opposed to fixed defenses. T o still others, they involve the tactical aspects
oi engaging the enemy at different portions of the attack profile. All
may be correct in varying degrees. The purpose here is to set forth
some considerations concerning the true meaning and relationship of
area defense and point defense—past, present, and future—in regard
to a modern defense in depth.
a

/\

area vs. point defense
The Army Air Forces carne out of World War II convinced that
it should have primary responsibility for air defense of the United
States. Accordingly in the spring of 1946 the aaf established the Air
Defense Command to organize and operate an integrated continental
air defense system.
Almost immediately a dispute arose over which agency, the Army
Air Forces or the Army Ground Forces, should have the air defense
mission. The agf challenged the concept developed during the war
that an Air Force commander should be responsible for air defense
of an area and have operational control over antiaircraft artillery
deployed in the area. The agf proposed that the air defense mission
be divided, the agf to take over local defense of potential targets and
the aaf to provide air defense beyond the range of antiaircraft weapons. Air defense should be redefined to include “antiaircraft defense”
and “defense by air” as separate missions.
The aaf disagreed with this proposal to split air defense responsi
bility on the basis, fundamentally, of a limitation of weapons. It took
the position that the speed of modern bombers, coupled with the possibility of surprise attack, made it essential to have a coordinated
defense in depth under one commander. Thus began the great con-
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troversy over the relationship of area defense and point defense.
When, under the National Security Act of 1947, the new United
States Air Force was formed from the Army Air Forces, it was given
the air defense mission. Service roles in air defense were not spelled
out, however, until the Key West Conference of 1948. The Key West
Agreement assigned primary responsibility for continental air defense
to the Air Force and gave the Army and Navy a collateral role of
providing air defense forces. Until activation of the Continental Air
Defense Command ( conad ) as a joint command in September 1954,
a coordinated air defense arrangement was based solely on such interservice agreements.
During this period there was a progressive increase in the capabilities of air defense weapons. The Air Force was procuring both
fighter-interceptors and missiles for air defense purposes. Development of the semiautomatic ground environment (sage ) system was undertaken to permit centralized control of these weapons in a relatively large geographic area.
The short range of World W ar II antiaircraft guns had dictated
that they be deployed in close proximity to the specihc point being
defended. There was little need for coordination of fire between gun
batteries, and each battery commander was an air defense commander
of the area within range of his guns. W ith the Army’s introduction
of surface-to-air missiles having greater range, the coverage provided
by point defenses began to overlap, and battery fire had to be co
ordinated. The result was Army development of a fire-control coordina
tion system known as Missile Master. Missile Master would permit
centralized control of surface-to-air missiles within a limited area in
much the same manner as sage does for a larger geographic area.
T o minimize Air Force and Army duplication in developing mis
siles for air defense, the Secretary of Defense published a directive on
the subject in late 1956. It assigned to the Air Force the responsibility
for developing and procuring missile systems for “area defense.”
The Bomarc was placed in this category. The Army was given responsi
bility for developing surface-to-air missiles for “point defense,” i.e.,
missiles having a horizontal range on the order of 100 nautical miles.
The Nike I, Nike B, and Talos were designated as missiles in this
category.
The 1956 directive went on to State that area and point defense
systems could not be defined with precision. However an attempt
was made. Area defense, the directive pointed out, involves the concept of locating defense units to intercept the enemy attack remote
from and without reference to individual vital installations, industrial
complexes, and population centers. It further stated that, because
of widespread sitings, area defense missiles normally receive their
guidance information from the ground environment network
rather than from acquisition and tracking radars located in the vicinity
ol the missile-launching site and that point defense had as its purpose
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the defense of specified geographic areas, cities, and vital installations, a distinguishing feature being receipt of its guidance information from radars located near the launching site. Although “area”
and “point” defense had been discussed for years, such a breakdown
of air defense had never before had official top-level sanction.
During this period the usaf Air Defense Command, as the Joint
Chiefs of Staff executive agent for conad , and the Army Antiaircraft
Command held conflicting views on how the air battle should be
conducted. Air Defense Command wanted the assignment of targets
to antiaircraft batteries to be centralized at the sage Direction Centers. T he Army Antiaircraft Command preferred a decentralized control system that would permit its batteries to take under assignment
any target within range of its acquisition radars. Coordination of
fire within and between Nike-defended areas would be accomplished
by the Missile Master system.
This matter was resolved in June 1956 when the Secretary of
Defense approved a new organizational arrangement for conad . The
Commander in Chief, Continental Air Defense Command, was given
authority to centralize the control of air defense forces, including
assignment of individual antiaircraft batteries to designated targets.
He was authorized to set up such subordinate joint organizations as
he deemed necessary to permit the centralized control and combat
employment of all air defense weapons made available by the component Services. Plans were developed for integration of the sage and
Missile Master systems. When the North American Air Defense Com
mand ( norad ) was established in September 1957 to integrate the
air defense forces of the United States and Canada, cincnorad was
given a similar authority.
d e fe n s e in d e p th tod ay
Thus today the line of demarcation between area and point de
fense has all but disappeared. Air defense of North America is carried
out under a concept of defense in depth with a family of weapons.
Operational control of all these weapons is centralized under cin c norad and his subordinate norad commanders.
Under this concept an attacking enemy force would be engaged
by air defense weapons as far out as possible from its target objectives.
The speed and standoff capabilities of enemy bombers and missilelaunching submarines make them a dangerous threat while still hundreds of miles from our borders. Therefore engagement must be
initiated at maximum range with weapons of maximum destruction.
In addition to reducing the enemy’s air-launched and submarinelaunched missile capability, early engagement will disrupt his plan of
attack, break up his bomber formations, and cause him to commit
himself prematurely.
Implementation of this concept requires employment of long-
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range interceptors that have sufficient speed, endurance, and flexibility to concentrate firepower against an attacking force lar ont from
all potential target objectives. In addition it requires a warning Sys
tem and a weapon-control system that permit exploitation of the
long-range interceptors to their maximum capability.
There is a limit to the number of long-range interceptors which
the defense can concentrate in a given time and space against numerous rapidly moving targets. Therefore the concept of defense
in depth entails the capability to engage the hostile force all along
the route of attack until destruction is completed. This is the job
of the shorter-range fighter-interceptors and interceptor missiles. Vital
areas receive additional protection from surface-to-air missiles deployed in close proximity to specific targets or target complexes.
Such is the present-day manner of conducting air defense—a
family of weapons integrated into a single system under centralized
control to provide defense in depth. There is no operational distinction between area defenses and point defenses. All available weapons
are employed in a manner best suited to exploit their inherent capabilities for engaging a hostile force as far out as possible and then
keeping it under continuing attack until destroyed.
a ero sp a ce d e fe n s e in th e fu tu re
The classic functions of detection, identification, interception, and
destruction will not change for the aerospace age we are now entering. Only the weapons and techniques will change. Advancing
technology is drastically compressing the time available to perform
these basic functions. A short time ago air defense had as much as
15 hours to do the job. Now there may be less than 15 minutes.
The ballistic missile is the most imminent threat which exploits
this dimension of time. But it is by no means the ultimate threat
confronting aerospace defense. Advanced offensive systems of both
aerodynamic and space types undoubtedly will become threats in this
decade. Such systems may include supersonic mannecl bombers armed
with air-launched ballistic missiles, intercontinental cruise missiles
with high speed and altitude capabilities, nuclear-powered low-altitude missiles, boost-glide delivery systems operating at lower orbital
altitudes, and maneuverable space vehicles with weapon-delivery capa
bilities.
The tremendous speed with which future mass-destruction weap
ons can be brought to bear will impose severe constraints on aerospace
defense. The defense must have as its goal the capability of engaging
enemy aerospace offensive forces immediately after a clear-cut hostile
commitment. T o do less is a forfeiture of time and space. T h e de
fense should be capable of striking the hostile force all along its at
tack profile to ensure maximum attrition. It should have the
inherent ability to counter aerospace offensive forces presenting a
threat to United States interests anywhere in the world.
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In other words, the current system for continental air defense
must evolve into a global aerospace defense system. Still the basic
concept of defense in depth with a family of weapons will remain
valid. Unfortunately each member of the family will place a considerable demand on the military budget because of increasing complexity. We must be able to answer two questions. First, is aerospace
defense really necessary? If so, what type system should have priority
call on the Nation's resources?
T he answer to the first question is an unequivocal yes. The
ballistic missile will soon become the main immediate threat to this
country. With the United States and its primary potential enemy
approaching parity in deliverable offensive capability, the nation
which has a truly effective defense against this aerospace threat will
acquire a tremendous tactical advantage. The only sound strategy
for defeating an enemy should war be forced upon us in the
aerospace age is a counterforce strategy, i.e., destruction of his mili
tary forces before he destroys ours. In the event of general hostilities,
counterforce must be applied against the enemy offensive force wherever and whenever it can be engaged—on its launch pads, on its air
bases, or en route to its targets. Since the United States would not
strike the first blow, a large portion of the enemy aerospace force
could be on its way to targets in this country before we could react.
It may be necessary to apply counterforce against a large portion of the
enemy offensive force in the aerospace médium. This is the job
of aerospace defense. The defense is an essential partner of the
offense in providing a true counterforce capability.
There are opposing views on the answer to the second question—
what type of aerospace defense should receive priority support. These
views do not represent a doctrinal controversy harking back to the
old considerations of area defense versus point defense. Defense in
depth with a family of weapons is the valid concept for the aerospace
era. Rather they represent a difíerence of opinion as to how the newer
concept should be implemented. An analysis of the differing views
is essential to decision on this vital point.
Much effort is now being expended to obtain an operational
aerospace defense capability. Since the ballistic missile is the most
immediate and ominous of the aerospace threats, it has received pri
ority consideration. The Ballistic Missile Early W arning System
( b m e w s ) is now becoming operational and will provide a minimum of
15 minutes’ warning of ic bm attack over the north polar region. An
orbiting ballistic missile warning element known as missile defense
alarm satellite (Midas) will complement b m e w s in the near future to
provide approximately 30 minutes’ detection time.
A weapon to intercept and destroy a ballistic missile after it is
detected presents a formidable challenge. The flight of an ic bm can
be dividecl into three phases—the boost phase, the mid-course phase,
and the re-entry phase. A boost-phase intercept must be accomplished
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with a satellite in orbit passing over or near the enemy s launch
area. A mid-course intercept system might employ either a satelliteborne incerceptor or a ground-launched vehicle. Intercept during the
re-entry or terminal phase probably can best be accomplished by
a ground-launched missile.
The “cost squeeze” simply will not permit simultaneous development of optimum systems to engage enemy ballistic missiles in each
of the three phases. The question therefore arises as to which portion
of the attack profile should receive first consideration and emphasis.
A terminal-phase ballistic missile defense, deployed to protect certain
selected target complexes, probably could achieve operational status
ahead of the other systems. Some authorities advocate expeditious
procurement and deployment of a terminal system, primarily on the
basis of its early availability. Others believe the only tactically sound
approach is to concentrate our efforts first on a boost-phase system,
which now is within the technological State of the art. It is believed
that a development program on a “M anhattan” crash basis could
provide a boost-kill capability shortly after a terminal system could
be fully deployed. Which approach is right?
It is basic to the concept of aerospace defense in depth that engagement of the enemy offensive force should begin as soon as possible
after he has made a clear-cut hostile commitment. A boost-kill ballisticmissile defense system adheres to this significam principie. This capa
bility will afford all our resources, military and civilian, a basic levei
of protection with a system of manageable magnitude. Our offensive
forces can be actively defended wãthout regard to whether they are
fixed or mobile. Our citizens in villages as well as in New York City can
be protected. The problem of target priorities for defense, which confronts a terminal system, is virtually eliminated. Furthermore a killduring-boost system will engage the enemy ballistic missile during its
most vulnerable phase—when the warhead is still attached to the
booster and the missile is traveling at its slowest speed. At this point
the mildest kind of blow can deflect it from its course or destroy it.
Decoys, cluster warheads, increasing speed, and variable trajectories will
present least difficulty to the defense during the boost phase.
While a terminal-phase defense system probably can be deployed
earlier than a boost-phase system, that advantage must be weighed
against serious disadvantages. The terminal system immediately raises
the obvious question of which potential targets to defend—military
forces population centers, industrial complexes? The cost of protecting all possible military and civilian targets certainly would be prohibitive. The terminal-phase is undoubtedly the most difficult part
oí the ballistic missile profile to defend against. During re-entry the
target is a small, hard warhead traveling downward at terrific speed.
Furthermore a number of relatively simple countermeasures could be
used by the enemy during the re-entry phase.
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Logic therefore indicates that a boost-phase system is the most
promising defense concept against the ballistic missile that will give
useful kili ratios at an economic trade-off. Its development should be
accorded highest national priority, to provide a basic levei of active
protection for all our resources, military and civilian. A terminal
system, designed specifically to raise this basic levei at certain vital
target complexes and to complete defense in depth, must be considered supplementary. Integration of this supplementary system must
not be allowed to jeopardize early attainment of the boost-phase sys
tem which souncl strategy deraands.
T h ere has been considerable controversy in the past concerning the
relationship of area defense and point defense in countering the
air-breathing threat to this country. Today air defense is based on a
concept of defense in depth with a family of weapons under centralized
control. This is a souncl concept, which will remain valid for the aerospace age. Aerospace defense weapons capable of engaging enemy offensive forces as soon as possible after they are committed against us must
have highest priority on the military budget. Such systems will provide
a basic levei of protection for all our resources, military and civilian.
Defense systems designed to increase the levei of protection of selected
vital areas must be considered as supplementary. Aerospace defense
weapons must be developed and deployed in consonance with this
concept.

H eadquarters A ir Defense Command

A erosp ace D eíense
1970-1975
L ielten a n t C olon el T ravis M. S cott

D

ESCRIPTION of our aerospace defense torces of the 1970 time
period assumes that we have successfully accomplished our mission up to then—that the forces available have been adequate to
ensure national survival. The defensive systems, when considered together with all of our offensive capability, have constituted a credible
deterrejice to any potential enemy.
The configuration of follow-on defensive systems might be conceived by freeing the imagination and expanding upon the exotic
possibilities written into science-fiction today. But for the military
planner a more logical approach is required. Theoretical possibilities
must withstand detailed investigation before firm development programs are established. A similar inquiry could be directed to such areas
of interest as the population, the number of automobiles on the
highways, or the value of the gross national product in the 1970-1975
time period. In each case the forecast would be based upon an extrapolation of the current position, after adequate consideration of all
pertinent factors.
In like manner the future aerospace defense posture can be
predicted by extrapolating from the present position within the
framework of the requirements of the basic mission of defending the
United States against aerospace attacks. However, the extrapolation of
our current posture to that of 1975 certainly must take into con
sideration the many influential factors externai to the United States
that will affect the composition of our 1975 aerospace defense forces.
Such factors as the world-power position of current allies and potential
enemies may change radically in the next decade. Events of nature
may change decisively the economic and population status of many
of today’s established nations. With our rapidly advancing technology we cannot predict exactly the major new developments that will
be occurring ten years hence. However, despite the many possibilities
of unpredictable events that may occur, the four basic functions of
our current aerospace defense system will remain valid in the future
—detection, identification, interception, and destruction.
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th e atm osp h eric regim e
It is axiomatic that development of defensive capabilities is
responsive to the configuration of the offensive forces which must
be countered. A first step, then, is postulating what the offensive forces
will be in the 1970-1975 time period. Until recently the manned
bomber has been the primary weapon that could be used to attack
the United States. Development of the intercontinental ballistic missile has not negated the mariy advantages of the manned bomber but
has only added a partner with different advantages. It is believed
that the manned aircraft portion of the air-breathing threat will con
tinue to exist in the 1970 time period.
Twenty years ago the bomber aircraft was, relatively, “low and
slow” with small bomb loads. Through the years of World W ar II
and subsequently, the manned bomber has been substantially improvecl. The present threat is from aircraft carrying bomb loads of
tremendous destructive power at much higher altitudes than the 20,000- to 30,000-foot uppermost leveis of World War II. Formerly the
manned bomber carried short-range gravity bombs for release and
free fali at its lower altitudes. In the future we must expect highaltitude launches of long-range air-to-surface missiles of the Hound
Dog and Skybolt types. Hostile aircraft of the B-70 type in the
70,000-foot, mach-3 category and armed with long-range air-to-surface
missiles necessitate large increases in the detection ranges of a surveillance system.
Diversification of offensive capabilities has been achieved with
the development of submarine-launched ballistic missiles (sl b m ). In
the hands of any hostile power, these sea-based mobile launch platforms, equipped with ballistic missiles armed with nuclear warheads,
provide the means—once they are launched—for an attack against the
North American continent from all ocean approaches. The ability
to remain hidden until missile launch, coupled with missile flight times
on the order of minutes, poses severe problems for the aerospace
defense.
Various new offensive weapon systems are being developed to
utilize the area between the surface of the earth and the outer fringes
of the sensible atmosphere. Typical of this type of equipment is the
boost-glide vehicle. Nuclear propulsion will make possible another
advanced threat, the supersonic low-altitude missile with around-theworld cruise ranges.
This partial listing of possible offensive weapon systems, which
may be expected to be equipped with penetration aids and countermeasure devices, indicates the problem in developing an adequate
aerospace defense against potentialities in the atmospheric reaches.
The problem has increased substantially from the days of the lowaltitude, subsonic manned aircraft, when detection of relatively large
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incoming targets at ranges of several hundred miles provided hours
of warning prior to bombs on target.
The surveillance system of the 1970-1975 time period must embrace the entire perimeter of the North American continent and
provide coverage of all hostile forces, varying in size from small to
large, in speed from subsonic to hypersonic, and in altitude from the
earths surface up through the sensible atmosphere.
Such surveillance would be a large job indeed, but we have a
sound basis from which we can build. The presently constituted Sys
tem, including all the surface land-based radars, augmented by airborne early-warning and control aircraft, picket ships, and Texas 1 owers, provides a capability for the subsonic threat. Additional capability
will be required to cope with the more advanced atmospheric threats.
To provide a detection and early-warning capability against the airlaunched and submarine-launched ballistic missiles, we must be able
to see over the horizon in those areas presently denied to line-of-sight
radars by the curvature of the earth. T o do this, we will have both
surface-based ionospheric skip radars and low-altitude earth satellites
equipped with a variety of sensors designed to locate any moving tar
get. High-powered radars employing the electronic scan phased-array
techniques will provide the long-range, precise tracking capabilities
required.

Such a surveillance system requires an exceedingly reliable and
secure Communications system. Adequate Communications are required
for the commander to utilize properly the detection and early-warning
information obtained by the system’s sensors. The range and reliability
of point-to-point, air-to-air, and air-to-ground Communications must
be extended. The growing volume and nature of the Communications
traffic indicate the requirement for increased transmission rates, which
appear to be achievable only through wider bandwidths of already
overcrowded lower portions of the frequency spectrum. Active and
passive earth Communications satellites will provide a system of instantaneous communication with any point on or above the earth’s
surface.
All these Communications nets from elements of the total surveil
lance and w'arning system must be connected into a centralized command and control center. This system will provide instantaneous earlywarning information to the commander of the aerospace defense
forces, as well as the information necessary for him to make the proper
decisions in exercising command and control of his active defense
forces.
The control to be exercised by the commander of the active de
fense forces will be determined by the capabilities of the individual
systems. In the 1970 time period we must continue to have an adequate
capability, in terms of manned interceptors, to defend against the
manned-bomber threat. Increased capabilities will be obtained by
refinement of the fire-control systems to achieve greater detection and
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lock-on ranges with the airborne radar, by improved electronic counter-countermeasures, by more positive and reliable “identificadon,
friend or foe” ( i f f ) devices, and by guided longer-range missiles armed
with nuclear warheads. Manned-interceptor squadrons will be strategically,, dispersed throughout the North American continent to obtain maximum support from the surveillance system for interception
and control. T h e manned interceptor, with its flexibility and maneuverability, will not be discarded as long as there exists a threat against
which it can be effective.
Interceptor missiles will be an important part of the inventory
in this time period, to provide the essential defense in depth against
the air-breathing threat. Close control and direction of these shortrange and longer-range (several hundred miles) missiles will also be
exercised through the surveillance system.
T he offensive threat dictates that the defensive forces must also
include a capability against the air-launched ballistic missile ( a l b m )
and submarine-launched ballistic missile (s l b m ). An advanced inter
ceptor system must provide a high-speed, quick-reaction interceptor
which is highly maneuverable, to provide for flexibility and autonomous operation. Such a system will yield the defensive capability required for vast areas to the north and for over-the-ocean approaches
to the U.S. Major advances in technology will enable the system to
be capable of nearly automatic reaction within the planned environment, with provisions for positive control by the commander of the
aerospace defense forces.
e x o a tm o s p h e r ic reg im e
During the early 1960’s the primary threat is expected to change
from the manned bomber to the intercontinental ballistic missile.
This missile, although somewhat less than the “ultimate weapon” it
has been dubbed, is an extremely potent offensive weapon. It has the
capability of placing extremely large detonations accurately on targets
at intercontinental ranges. T h e time available for possible intercep
tion and destruction is at the most only about 30 minutes. T he warhead itself is a relatively invulnerable target and will undoubtedly be
surrounded by a variety of exoatmospheric and re-entry decoys, thus
further compounding the problems of the defense. Achieving an ef
fective defense against the ic b m is truly a most exacting task.
Difficult though this defense may be, the ic bm is not the only
new and potent weapon system to be developed in the next decade.
7 he extensive satellite programs have demonstrated vividly the possibilities of orbiting satellites armed with re-entry weapons. Such
armament could be delivered on targets anywhere on the surface
of the earth upon command. T h e recent announcement of successful
orbiting and recovery of a manned satellite indicates the feasibility
of manned earth-orbital vehicles. From a manned earth-orbital sys-
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tem the transition to true manned space systems with maneuvei capability is merely a matter of incrementai increases in propulsive
energy.
Th is incomplete listing of possible offensive weapon systems in
the exoatmospheric regime is intended to indicate the complex problem face d by the developers of an adequate aerospace defense system.
For instance, the detection function requires continuous surveillance
of the areas surrounding the defended target outward to any distance
from which an attack could be initiated. ic b m ’s must be detected
upon launch and tracked continuously along their trajectory. Hostile actions committed by earth-circling satellites must be known instantaneously. Techniques must exist which permit identification and
assessment oí the purpose of any earth-orbital vehicle that may appear. The entire volume of space from the earth’s surface out to all
satellite altitudes of possible interest must be covered. The acquisition and transmission of early-warning information must be in real
time (instantaneous) because of the sharply reduced time available
for the defense forces to react.
Early-warning satellites of the Midas type will provide the in
formation necessary to alert the defensive systems and to warn the
Nation. Surface-based and satellite-borne sensors will provide identi
fication of wrarheads and determination of hostile intent. Orbiting
interceptor systems will intercept and destroy the icbm in fiight.
Terminal-phase surface-to-air missile defense may be provided for a
few' vital, nonexpendable, hardened locations. The development of
new, reliable, and secure means of communication will enable command and control of the defense system to be exercised by the commander from his centralized control center.
This comprehensive defense system against the ballistic missile
has the advantage of making the interception at the earliest possible
time, with succeeding intercepts as required, thus providing the desired defense in depth. In support of the usaf basic concept of area
defense, such a system will provide simultaneous defense on a global
basis, by contrast with defense of many isolated points. Additionally,
actual combat will be conducted in space, and as far as possible from
the defended target.
In the 1970-1975 time period the aerospace defense will include
manned orbital vehicles. A prerequisite for a manned orbital vehicle
is the development of large boosters. Both Chemical and nuclear propulsion systems are being developed today that will be capable of
orbitirjg payloads oí thousands of pounds in a single package. Orbit
ing vehicles of this size will permit the incorporation of many indi
vidual satellite functions into the one system.
New and improved surveillance systems will be available, utilizing the infrared, visible, and radio portions of the spectrum and exploiting optical, photographic, and radar techniques. High-quality,
reliable, and continuous surveillance of the entire earth’s surface and
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surrounding space will be possible. Advanced Computer developments will permit rapid data-processing on board the vehicle. Satellite-to-satellite and satellite-to-suríace Communications will be achieved
through secure and reliable channels. This manned orbital vehicle
can be equipped with a variety of armaments for self-deíense and
counterforce missions.
The. manned orbital system will be completely self-contained,
having all the subsystems required to perform the basic aerospace
defense missions of detection, identification, interception, and destruction in space. Secure space-to-surface communication channels
will ensure command and control of the manned orbital system from
the surface-based command and control center. Space scooters which
permit manned departure from and return to the mother vehicle will
be part of the installed equipment aboard each of the manned orbital
vehicles. These scooters will be used for inspecting unidentified satellites and for intersatellite transportation. One or more of the vehicles
of the system will also function as an alternate for the surface-based
command and control center.
The men aboard these vehicles accomplish two major functions—maintenance and judgment. T h e subsystems designed for each
specific task will be automatic, but continuous operation for long
periods of time in a severe environment dictates maintenance by the
man on board. Judgment is itself the unique attribute of man. It is
not envisioned that computing machinery will ever equal m an’s capability for exercising judgment. No acceptable substitute for this capability, so essential to military operations, has been suggested.
c o m m a n d a n d c o n tr o l
T o enable the commander to control effectively the integrated
aerospace defense system, information must be transmitted to a con
trol center. T he n o r a d Combat Operations Center, now under construction, will fulfill this requirement.

As a basic principie, command and control authority should be
centralized at the highest levei of authority which has the functional
capability to exercise control. This principie holds true regardless
of any factor or event which may degrade the capability for control,
and hence lower the levei of command, whether as the result of basic
system limitations, a disruption of Communications, or saturation of
command and control channels because of the magnitude of the
attack.
The degree to which control can be exercised by one command
er is directly related to the number of decisions required in a partic
ular time interval. When the number of decisions exceeds the capacity of a single commander, authority must be delegated downward to the next highest levei which possesses the decision-making
capacity. T o achieve centralization at the highest levei, command
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and control development objectives must be directed toward systems
which reduce the number of decisions required per unit of time.
The norad coc will have secure, reliable data links and Com
munications channels to and from the essential elements of the aerospace defense system. Early warning, on a real-time basis, of hostile
actions will be íunneled into the norad coc from all elements oi the
surveillance system. High-capacity automatic data-processing equipment will provide essential refined data for simplified visual displays that will enable the commander to control his aerospace de
fense forces.
T he aerospace defense system of the post-1970 time period will thus

include a surveillance system with global coverage from the earth’s
surface out to at least synchronous orbit altitudes.* This system will
perform the detection, identification, and tracking functions required
by the defense. Included in the system will be a variety of surface-based and orbital sensors. Information from the sensors will be
transmitted by secure, reliable, and instantaneous communication
channels to the command and control center where it will be re
fined and displayed.
Closely integrated with this system will be a variety of active
defense systems possessing the capability to intercept and destroy
hostile objects anywhere throughout the volume of space covered by
the surveillance system. These systems will include manned aerodynamic vehicles, unmanned surface-based missile systems, and
manned and unmanned orbital weapon systems, to provide defense in
depth on a global basis. Command and control of the entire vast
system will be centralized at the liighest possible command levei.
Survivability of the command and control system under combat conditions will be ensured by appropriate methods of hardening, active
defense, and redundance.
Attaining the defense posture we have visualized will ensure
that no attack against us can disarm this country. T h e surviving
forces will be adequate to prevail, and thus national survival will
be secure.
Headquarters Air Defense Command

[22,290 statute miles, ac which altitude a vehicle in orbit may be synchronized with the
earth s rotation.]
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UCH has been written about the ways and means of waging
war. It is safe to say that probably most methods available
to man have been tried, with varying degrees of success. But
there are certain underlying principies that have withstood the test
of time and use with all the methods. One of these is the need to
maneuver. T he implication is that the operator must have the ability to counter, according to his own desire, any actions that the
enemy might emplòy. In short, the operator retains to the utmost
an essential ingredient for successful military operation, namely, tactical flexibility.
m a n eu v era b ility in d e fe n s e rela tiv e to th e o ffe n s e
T he extern or magnitude of maneuverability in defense must
be directly relative to the nature of the offense against which the
defense is to be committed. This relation holds true in the field of
sports, in past military history, and in our present military posture,
and we can expect it to obtain in the future. One can imagine the
plight of a boxer without the good footwork essential in ring maneu
ver, both for defense and for offense, or of a football team with a
solid, well-built line but static as to ability to maneuver in defense
against the opposing team’s offensive plays. W hat if the ends or the
backfield players were unable to move rapidly to counter a change
in offense? Throughout the field of sports, you expect the winner
to have a highly flexible defense for those moments when he is protecting the goal.
Some years ago the French built the Maginot Line as an impregnable frontier fortress system designed to prevent the Germans
from overrunning the French homeland. Unfortunately the Germans
did not believe it necessary to undertake a frontal assault upon this
dug-in, well-gunned, mined, concreted barrier. It was overflown, it
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was bypassed, and eventually it was taken from the rear. T h e inflexibility, the lack of maneuverability represented by the Maginot Line,
meant ultimate failure for its defensive objective.
Today our aerospace defenses employ high-quality interceptors,
both manned and unmanned. If an enemy approaches our area of
defense, he must first encounter the longer-range manned intercep
tors. If he is successful in penetrating these outer defenses, he then
approaches the more fixed defenses, such as the Bomarc and Nike
inissiles. It should be noted, however, that these relatively fixed missiles are effective only if the enemy is successful in his outer penetrations and if he is “cooperative” enough to fly within their range.
With his own freedom of maneuver he may be able to avoid these
fixed installations, if he so chooses. On the contrary, the manned interceptor is a weapon designed to exploit the human judgment of
its pilot, and one by which the defense can assume the initiative over
the enemy strike force. From the view of the interceptor pilot he is
not only defending, he is in íact offensively fighting, once he has
been given a target to attack and kill. Maneuverability becomes one
of his basic capabilities. “Attack” is his byword, and “destroy” his
objective. The fighter pilot, although part of the defensive team, is
really a maneuvering offensive element.
A glimpse of the future extends even further the significance
of far-ranging defense. When, in fact, must defense begin? The aero
space has no limit. Can we afford to wait until the enemy is on his
final approach, though distant through space, before we make any
effort to kill him? Can we afford to allow him many hours of planning and positioning his approach, and still do nothing until he
has committed himself to the final attack run? If it is obvious that
his intent is one of placing weapons on target, should we not attempt to destroy him at the earliest moment? Is a satellite in orbit,
warhead-equipped, but not yet finally committed to target, a likely
object for defensive measures? Is our prompt action to destroy this
target considered offensive, or is it defensive? Answers to these questions quickly lead to the conclusion that there soon may come a time
in which there is no clear demarcation between offensive and de
fensive tactics. At that time the need for maneuverability will be
paramount.
th e fix e d d e fe n s e vs. th e m a n eu v er a b le d e fe n s e
In fixed-defense planning a high capability for maneuvering is
not a prime objective. Weapons designed and deployed for a fixed
system, although presenting a formidable obstacle, do permit an
enemy the great advantage of being able to plan his attack and
reasonably to predict the time, place, and amount of resistance that
he will encounter. I he enemy will know exactly what to expect and
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can adjust his offensive strikes accordingly, to his advantage. A fixed
defense, with essentially tied hands, cannot be eífective for long
against a shrewd, agile, and fast-maneuvering enemy. The day is
past of the old Coastal shore batteries, set in concrete, restricted to
a few degrees oi fire angle and range, to protect the pinpoint of a
harbor. T hat situation represented zero maneuverability.
Another disadvantage to the fixed-installation defense scheme
is that any reserves are purely local in nature. They are attrition
replacements, and so also relatively fixed and without mobility. It
might be possible to produce fixed defenses that could be effective,
if the defender were willing to cover every avenue of approach. But
since the enemy’s method is always subject to change, extensive fixed
defenses would undoubtedly be very expensive if they were to be
totally effective.
In the search for defensive weapon systems, it would be advantageous to select those that cause the enemy the greatest consternation during his planning and execution of attack. If our defense is
fixed to a given point and has a finite range, the enemy has but to
find this Achilles’ heel, determine the range of our weapons, and
circumvent their capabilities. If, on the other hand, we are able to
move this defensive system at will so that at a given time the enemy
is unable to tell exactly where the strength of the system is, we have
added at least one major and complexing factor that he must overcome in his offensive planning and execution.
Basic Air Force doctrine therefore supports the theory of de
fense in depth, as a major objective. At the moment our minimum
objective is continental defense in depth. In the future our objective
is to be capable of world defense in depth, progressing eventually
to space defense in depth. Such a philosophy will require continuing
the concept of a maneuvering force to fight the remote aerospace
battle and to provide constant surveillance of any enemy during his
attack, never losing contact with him once he has launched his strike.
Key factors for weapons designed to this concept require high speed,
long range, great endurance, and multiple use or purpose. One may
question what values, or quantities, should be put on these key fac
tors. Of course we would desire the ultimate: infinite speed, infinite
range, infinite endurance, and multipurpose use to permit countering any target that might appear. But practicality requires that we
accept limits on the capability of these systems, commensurate with
the threat and the State of the art for a given time period.
As we consider the needs of defense against the increasing new
family of offensive weapons to be expected, we can see that the tactics of the tail chase are fast becoming a poor last choice of tactics,
if not already an obsolete choice. Time will always be against us.
We must attempt to intercept at the earliest possible moment and
probably from a relative position as close to head-on as possible.
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For example, the high-speed bomber with the air-launch ballistic
missile can best be defended against ií we kill the bomber before
the a l b m is launched; but, failing this, we must kill the missile as
soon as possible after it has been launched. The nature of this highspeed target will require that we be able to maneuver quickly toward
the enemy's launch position, and preferably to a head-on location.
A highly maneuverable force will allow us to relocate defense weapons to meet the concentration of the enemy strike as the true battle
area becomes manifest during an attack. Maneuverability will enable
us to prevent end-run tactics by the attacker. It will allow us quickly
to use those forces that have been held in reserve pending full development of the battle. This concept is, in large part, the reason
why aerospace defense has to date employed the “race-horse’ or
high-speed interceptor approach in preference to the “flying battleship” technique.
As we move into the ballistic missile era and eventually into
the true space age, old concepts of time, distance, speed, and endurance must change radically if we are to defend successfully against
the threats of new weapon regimes. Distances have essentially shrunk
to the point that global ranges at slightly less than orbital speeds
are commonplace. The intercontinental ballistic missile is on a tar
get 30 minutes after launch from a distance of 5500 nautical miles;
shorter-range submarine-launched and air-launched ballistic missiles
arrive in only a fraction of this time. Distances and endurances possible at orbital and greater speeds are soon to be almost without
limit. The orbiting satellite with warhead can be called down to
target in a very few minutes. Orbits are no longer required to be in
fixed planes but can be adjusted during the life of the satellite. The
boost-glide vehicle, a potential weapon-delivery system, will be able
to maneuver markedly from orbit. As can readily be seen from the
nature of these possible new hostile weapons, aerospace defense Sys
tems must have a high degree of response and maneuverability in
order to be effective.
There is a tendency to think of our ground installations, our
ground environment, and our space environment as being relatively
immobile, since they are fixed, in some sense, by virtue of their large
equipments and bases. Considered in a different light, this environ
ment of complex, large, and essentially continuous volumetric coverage is maneuverable, in that it encompasses the aerospace volume
wherein we would expect the offense to maneuver and the defense
to countermaneuver. At least it becomes the essential background for
a mobile defense force. Such an environment, equipped with realtime, immediate Communications, enhances the value of maneuver
able forces. Slow-time or delayed Communications will neutralize
the advantages of maneuverability. Centralized control for the “big
picture approach will thus become increasingly important. At first
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glance central control appears to be fixed; but its tasks, its nerve
center, design, and ability to control the flexing muscles certainly
partake of maneuverability. Here again, defensive maneuverability
is relative to the nature of the offensive maneuver.
It is reasonable to assume that the defense forces will be subject
to extensive attack; hence survivability becomes a great concern.
One normally thinks of hardening as a major factor in survivability.
This technique of course has merit, in terms of the more nearly fixed
installations, Communications centers, sensors, and control headquarters. But hardening is not the full answer with regard to weapons. Weapons, to be effective, require that at some time they be
exposed. Extensive hardening may delay their exposure when needed
for active defense, but hardening must not delay the fighting. It
must be used only to contribute to the successful engagement and
destruction of the enemy. Survivability thus requires maneuverabil
ity in these weapons. It requires the ability to disperse prior to impact of enemy weapons—dispersai to adjacent parasite bases. In the
case of interceptors the ability to get airborne, the “quick flush,”
is a highly desirable characteristic.

F

u t u r e aerospace defense systems therefore must remain flexible.
They must be capable of meeting any shift or change in the enemy’s
offensive plans. They cannot afford to become fixed and subject to
enemy analysis whereby he can call the defensive cards at will. The
defense must, instead, play its cards close to the chest and expose
them only at the most opportune and effective moment. And this
should be too late for the attacker to take effective corrective actions. In short, defense forces must be highly maneuverable. Maneu
verability will remain a key tactic in realizing a successful aerospace
defense.
Headquarters

Air Defense Command
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EN ERAL Thomas D. White, when Chief of Staff, United
States Air Force, took notice of the augmented role of tech
nology in national defense:
. . as air power evolves into
aerospace power, our position is being seriously challenged—and
challenged in an area in which we have been supreme for years:
technology. As a result, we are being hard pressed to retain leadership. The rate at which we advance is no longer completely of our
own choosing. Rather it must meet the demands of a deadly serious
competition—a competition in which the security of our nation is
at stake. If we are to continue to be secure, we cannot allow ourselves to be surpasseci in any technical field—particularly the fielcl
of aerospace technology.”*
Within the broad range of that technology the Aeronautical
Chart and Information Center ( acic ) is responsible for providing
cartographic and geodetic support for the Air Force in its aerospace
activities. It is also responsible for keeping abreast of projected car
tographic requirements of the future, so that graphic support media
can be designed concurrently with the development of implements
of air power, as an integral part of the over-all system.
The design and development of compatible cartographic sup
port can be broken clown into several orderly operations. First is
the analysis of information that serves to define the problem. Next
is the development of the operational environment, the data-collection phase which provides familiarity with actual problems to be
encountered by the aircrew—problems of space, lighting, accuracy
tolerances of the navigation-guidance system, and the actual work
tasks of the crew members in using cartographic products. Finally
comes the design of adequate products to satisfy the requirements
established in the first step and the related test and evaluation to
ensure adequate success of the design. We believe testing and evalua
tion to be a verv importam step in the operation prior to production
of charts in large quantity or as a chart series. The wisdom of this
approach was emphasized as early as 1672 in the conclusion of Sir
•Air V nivernty Q uarterly R eview , X I, 3 and 4

ÍFall-W inter 1959). 4.
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Isaac Newton after examining a theoretical telescope design by Cassegrain: “I could wish therefore, Mr. Cassegrain had tryed his design
before he divulged it. But if, for further satisfaction, he please hereafter to try it, I believe the success will inform him that such projects
are of little moment till they be put in practise.”
cartog rap h y fo r air systems
Representative of the cartographic media devised for current
high-performance aircraft is the F-106 semiautomatic navigationguidance system. Supersonic speeds and expanded ranges of our
newer aircraft, together with the neecf for all-weather operation,
have transcended manual navigation techniques. T o provicle for
this requirement, several semiautomatic chart display systems have
been developed and are in use, either for tests or operationally.
The display devices used in these systems present integrated
data (Fig. 1) on position and heading, by an aircraft symbol superimposed over a chart image. This symbol, as an automatic function,
moves across the graphic on the course and at a rate commensurate
with the speed at which the aircraft is moving over the earth’s surface. Altitude and attitude of the aircraft are shown on separate
cockpit instruments. The numerous charts used in these displays
cover extensive geographical areas. The reduced images of the F-106
charts are stored in miniaturized form as monochrome photographic
images on film strips. Other systems might utilize glass slides, a cylinder, or a hemisphere for cartographic storage and display. These
images are projected either optically or electronically onto the dis
play area located directly in front of the pilot. Selection of charts is
accomplished by a simple, manually operated switch, and the air
craft symbol is automatically positioned on the new image.
Charts are provided in three scales. The small-scale chart (Fig.
2) contains only map and textual data required for high-altitude
en route or operational area navigation. The medium-scale chart
provides scramble and departure routing and return to base data.
The larger-scale chart contains only those data required for terminal
area penetration or landing operations. Chart scales are established
on the basis of the equipment inagnification ratio, the distance from
which the image is to be viewed, and the amount of information
required for the specific phase of the mission. This necessitates close
and continued coordination between the system design engineers,
the operational user, and the cartographer, to ensure optimum graph
ic production completely integrated with the over-all weapon system
and mission objectives.
In addition to film strips, one of the currently operational guidance systems also requires cartographic support in the form of
punched Computer tape. These tapes contain preselected navigation

F ig u r e 1. C h a r t d is p la y o f th e F -1 0 6 /
M A -1 s e m i a u to m a t ic g u id a n c e s y s te m . A
b lip r e p r e s e n tin g th e a ir c r a ft p o s iti o n
is s y n c h r o n iz e d b y m e a n s o f a n a ir b o r n e
a n d j o r g r o u n d - b a s e d C o m p u te r w h ic h
r e a d s o u t p u t d a ta fr o m v a r io u s n a v ig a tio n fa c ilitie s a n d r e p r e s e n ts c o n ti n u o u s ly c o m p u t e d p o s iti o n o n th e s c o p e .

Information, which is transferred to the magnetic storage drum of
the airborne Computer. In flight these data provide the primary input to certain automatic navigational functions of the system.
Such advanced operational navigation systems of today are the
forerunner of more sophisticated concepts and devices that will be
required for space navigation tomorrow. In any discussion of current and future guidance system components, we very soon reach
the point where these systems will provide man with the capability
of escaping from the earth’s gravitational attraction, even if only
briefly as in the X-15, and will carry him beyond what we know as
winged or aerodynamic flight. acic is already providing cartographic
support for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration

F ig u r e 2 . T y p i c a l s m a ll-s c a le c h a r t d is p la y f o r s e m i a u t o m a t i c g u id a n c e s y s te m .
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( n a s a ) and McDonnell Aircraft Corporation on Project Mercury.
Commonly referred to as the manned space flight project, Project
Mercury is considered by n a s a to be a first step along one avenue
toward the ultimate achievement of interplanetary space flight, and
the Mercury capsule vehicle a steppingstone to larger systems in the
future.

cartog rap h y fo r o r b ita l system s
T o support some of the planned objectives of Project Mercury,
acic has provided the following cartographic assistance to n a s a :
• developed and produced the Mercury Orbit Chart ( m o c ),
a small-scale Mercator chart upon which orbital information
is overprinted
• recommended design changes for the 4i/2-inch globe in the
earth path indicator
• developed and produced a 70-mm film-strip Mercury simulator graphic for the Air Bearing Orbital Attitude Simulator now in use at nasa Space Task Group, Langley Air
Force Base, Virgínia, for astronaut training
• produced a :500,000-scale Mercury Test Chart mt c
use in the ballistic trajectory test shots in which the Redstone rocket is used
• produced a 1:5,000,000-scale Mercury Test Chart
mt c
for use in the ballistic trajectory test shots in which the
Atlas rocket is used.

1

(

-1) for

(

-2)

In addition, specifications are complete and production has begun on a ten-sheet Mercury Recovery Chart series. These 1:5,000,000
Mercator charts will be used in the Recovery Operations Control
Center at Cape Canaveral and by land, sea, and air forces charged
with recovering the capsule and its contents in the event of a contingency recovery outside the planned impact areas.
We are also investigating other possible requirements in the
areas of Mercury range and tracking station charts and advanced
simulator graphics for use in training on advanced procedures and
missions.
Mercury Orbit Chart. T he Mercury Orbit Chart has been pro
duced for use by nasa and by the astronaut, both for examining some
of man’s capabilities in a weightless environment and for use as a
backup system to determine an impact position if the astronaut as
sumes manual control of the recovery procedures. Problems in the
development of the chart fali into two major categories:
(1) Portrayal of both terrestrial and orbital information on a smallscale chart for viewing at an approximate distance of 25 inches. The
chart scale of approximately 1:52,000,000 was dictated by the neces-
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sity to portray the earth’s circumference from 40 degrees North to
40 degrees South latitude on a standard Mercator projection within
the 7-inch width of a chart holder. The holder has now been eliminated and the chart inserted along with note pages, check-off lists,
etc., in a navigational aid book.
(2) Determination and selection of appropriate chart material and
printing inks to meet the very rigid environmental factors which
might be experienced by the capsule and its contents.
In conferences and discussions with representatives of n a s a and
McDonnell Aircraft Corporation and particularly with several of the
astronauts, general design criteria were formulated for the chart. It
was determined that terrain features could probably best be portrayed by the generally accepted technique of landform coloration
based on major physiographic features and characteristics of the
natural vegetation by geographic distribution. The three-color, process-color terrain presentation therefore gave a kind of bird’s-eye
view from high above the earth. As a result of opinions by the astro
nauts and others that shore-line indentations and island shapes and
patterns may be valuable check-point aids at the 100-to-120-mile al
titude, we have produced an exceedingly precise drainage and island
portrayal for a chart of this scale. Its 15-degree graticule provides a
satisfactory relationship to the rate of earth rotation and time. Cri
teria for selection of cities to be shown were derived from such gen
eral factors as visibility to the astronaut by day, appearance at night
due to artificial illumination, or strategic location in sparsely populated areas. In developing the colors and detail of the base chart,
we found that maximum legibility of the orbital information to be
printed over the chart was of prime importance.
After the design problems in portraying base information had
been resolved, the next task was to determine the best method of
portraying all orbital and tracking data. This information was to include successive orbit tracks around the earth, elapsed time from
launch along each orbit, retrorocket firing points, retrograde paths,
re-entry and impact points, tracking station locations, recovery in
formation, and telemetry and voice communication ranges of each
station. Several methods for portraying anywhere from three to nineteen complete orbits were investigated, including the use of colored
lines, various types of line symbols, and combinations of the two.
Finally, in a more revolutionary approach, a line symbol was constructed of elongated type-style numerais which were placed in single
file through their vertical axis to display the orbital track. Larger
numerais were placed in boxes along the orbit track lines to present
elapsed time from launch in hours and minutes at ten-minute intervals. The remaining portrayal of tracking station and recovery
information, such as symbolization of the re-entry, impact points,
and tracking stations, posed few problems. The result of our efforts
to produce the initial chart for Project Mercury is shown in Fig. 3.
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We encountered many problems in finding suitable materiais
to meet the stringent environmental conditions. According to McDonnell Aircraft Corporation specifications, the materiais in the
capsule were expected to meet such conditions as (1) no softness,
brittleness, etc., at temperatures ranging between — 15° and + 2 0 0 °
Fahrenheit; (2) no toxicity or discoloration through this temperature range in a pure oxygen environment; (3) no effects from excessive vibration, shock, and acceleration forces; (4) no effects from
relative humidities of 15 to 100 per cent.
This posed problems for us. A chart lithographed on regular
chart paper would not be satisfactory, since the paper yellowed and
ink colors changed appreciably under a 200°-temperature in pure
oxygen atmosphere. T he best solution from a standpoint of economy,
weight, and processing was determined to be the laminating of a
standard lithographed chart between two thin sheets (0.001 inch)
of Mylar plastic. After lamination the chart met all environmental
tests. T o provide a nonglare surface upon which notations could be
penciled, the surface was lightly abraded with a fine rouge pumice.
We have continued development of certain aspects of this chart.
For instance, after the Mylar surface was rubbed the blue color used
for shore lines and rivers became difficult to read. Black has been
used on later editions to improve legibility. The elapsed time was
placed in a box at regular intervals, and time ticks were marked for
each minute along the orbit tracks. As the Mercury mission varies in
the future or as the duration of the flights becomes greater, the chart
will be changed accordingly. As changes occur, the chart or the means
by which it is carried in the capsule may vary from that described
here, but the importance of refined cartographic information will
remain.
Earth Path Indicator. Cartography is also important to another
piece of capsule equipment. This is an orientation instrument called
the earth path indicator, which utilizes a 4i/2-inch globe rotated by
a clock-drive mechanism. When the correct rate of rotation and
orbit angle to the equator are set in by the astronaut, the indicator
will continually present the general location of his capsule over the
earth’s surface. The final version of the small globe of the earth path
indicator will use the same design and portrayal features as the or
bital chart.
Mercury Simulator Graphic. Another product for the manned
space flight project is the Mercury simulator graphic which we have
produced for the Air Bearing Orbital Attitude Simulator T rain er
at Langley a f b . This simulator is used to train the astronaut in such
factors as manual control of the capsule and navigation and, indirectly, in scientific observation and reporting. The astronaut maintains his attitude and orients the capsule along three axes by reference to an image of the earth below as it would be seen through

Fui! moon

F ig u r e 4 . L u n a r p h o to g r a p h y
fr o r n U .S . A i r F o r c e L u n a r
A tla s . E a c h o f 44 d iv is io n s
o f t h e v i s i b l e l u n a r s u r f a c e is
c o v e r e d b y a s e t o f a t le a s t
f o u r p h o t o g r a p h s u n d e r d i ffe r e n t
illu m in a tio n :
one
m o r n in g v ie w a n d o n e even in g v ie w u n d e r r n o d e r a te ly

the capsule periscope. A t present the earth im age produced by the
sim ulator is rear-projected on a ten-foot screen. In front of the screen
the image passes through a large fish-eye lens m ou nted below the
astro n au t’s feet and then through a system of optics which finally
presents the periscopelike image. C artograp h ic input to this space
train er is a continuous 70-m m color film strip which simulates the
appearance of the earth from an altitu d e of 120 miles for slightly
m ore than three successive orbits arou n d the earth. T h e strip portrays a path ap p roxim ately 820 miles on either side of the orbit.
In producing this grap h ic we established each orb it as the center line of an oblique M ercator projection. L an d areas were then
positioned ap p rop riately, and a join was made at the intersection of
each orbit. Only m ajor relief features, m ajor rivers, and large lakes
are shown. It may be noted that the original criteria, which called
for portraying exactly w hat the astron au t will see in terms of detail
and color, were som ew hat difficult to establish in advance.

h ig h s u n , a f u l l m o o n v ie w
w ith h ig h s u n , a n d a s u p p le m e n ta r y v ie w g e n e r a lly w ith
lo w - o b liq u e illu m in a ti o n .
T h e d iffe r e n t a n g le s o f th e
s u n ’s ra ys c a u se s o m e s u r fa c e
fe a tu r e s to b e c o m e c le a r e r ,
o th e r s a t th e s a m e tim e
b e c o m in g in d is tin g u is h a b le .

lunar cartography
While we look forward to the scientific knowledges that Project
Mercury will yield, we fully realize that this venture will only be a
first small step into space. In the near future our interests will be
increasingly concerned with the earth's natural satellite. In preparation for this eventuality the Air Force initiated several years ago a
number of study projects related to selenography and observatory
photography of the moon.
USAF Lunar Atlas. The recently issued usaf Lunar Atlas is now
being distributed to interested United States Government agencies.
This atlas contains the most complete lunar photography published
to date, at a scale of approximately 1:1,370,000. Its purpose is to provide the best available photographic coverage of the moon as a basic
contribution to the national space effort. Plans for its preparation
were initiated in the fali of 1957 by the Air Force Cambridge Re
search Genter ( afcrc ).
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Dr. G. P. K uiper, noted astron om er and d irector of the L u n a r
P lan etary L ab o rato ry , U niversity of A rizona, u ndertook the task of
supervising the work. A fter ev alu atin g 1200 lu n ar photographs taken
at M ou n t W ilson, L ick , M cD onald, and Yerkes O bservatories in this
cou n try and the P ic du M idi O bservatory in F ran ce, D r. K uiper
selected 280 of the best photographs for p u b lication . T h ese selections
cover the visible surface of the m oon , w hich he has divided into 44
fields, w ith each field covered by a m in im u m of four photographs
taken u n der different illu m in ation s (Fig. 4) . F ig u re 5 is a page from
the L u n a r A tlas rep resenting P ic du M idi ph otograp h y. Thirty-five
supplem entary sheets provide ad d ition al coverage of the 44 fields.
T h e re is also a brief text on lu n ar physical ch aracteristics and motions, as well as tables and identification keys to enable selection of
ap p ro p riate photographs or identification of individual features by
nam e. Several supplem ents are being considered, including a lunar
o rth o g rap h ic m ap grid and p ro jection system o verp rin ted on the
atlas plates, “rectified” p h otograp h s of the lim b areas, high-quality
ph otograp h s of selected areas at double the L u n a r A tlas scale, rep lacem en t of lesser-quality sheets in the atlas, and a d etailed lun ar
n om en clatu re.
D istrib u tion of the L u n a r A tlas for U.S. G ov ern m en t use is be
ing accom plished by A ero n au tical C h a rt and In fo rm atio n C enter.
An atlas co n tain in g substantially the sam e in form ation is being provided for n on govern m en t use on a nonprofit basis throu gh the U n i
versity of C hicago Press.
A C I C L u n a r Charts. T o evalu ate and d eterm in e the kinds of
carto g rap h ic m ateriais th at could feasibly be m ade from basic lu n ar

F ig u r e 5 . H ip p a r c h u s r e g io n

illu s tr a te s th e g r e a t v a r ie ty o f c r a te r fo r m a tio n s .

F ig u r e 6. S e c tio n ( e n la r g e d )
fr o m a lu n a r r e fe r e n c e m o sa ic to th e sc a le o f 1 :5 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 0 .

data, using today’s advanced cartographic techniques as applied to
earth charting, a c i c has made several prototype lunar charts or mosaics. Figure 6 is a blowup of a section of a lunar reference mosaic
produced at a scale of 1:5,000,000. This mosaic was constructed on
an orthographic projection, and the best photography available at
the time was used. Measurements were taken from the intersection
of the orthographic lines to establish additional control points. A
full moon shot was used as a photo identifiable base, and supplementarv photos selected for their sharpness of features were mounted
upon the base. Partial rectiftcation of the supplementary photos
positioned the imagery to the control base.
Figure 7 shows an enlarged section of the u s a f Lunar Reference
Chart, also scaled at 1:5,000,000 on an orthographic projection. Outline type features have been rendered by the cartographic artists in
generalized shaded relief, relative elevations, and gross surface color

F ig u r e 7. S e c tio n ( e n la r g e d )
o f th e U S A F L u n a r R e f e r 
e n c e C h a r t, o r th o g r a p h ic
p r o je c tio n , sc a le 1 :5 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 0 .
T h e o r ig in a l c h a r t is in c o lo r .
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v ariation s. F e a tu re alig n m en t and relief were developed by careful
analysis of lu n ar p h otog rap h y. A co lo r b ack grou n d p late based on
analysis of fu 11 m oon p h otog rap h y was m ade by airb ru sh technique
to d ep ict the relatively light areas an d systems of cra te r rays. C raters
are shown against the b ack grou n d by m eans of co n ven tio n al shaded
relief techniques, assum ing a single ligh t source. B o th the 1 :5 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 0 scale ch a rt and the m osaic are p ro to ty p e m odels and have n o t been
p rod u ced in q u an tity for d istrib u tio n . A refined 1 : 10,000,000-scale
m osaic on an o rth o g ra p h ic p rcje ctio n has been p ro d u ced for general
lu n a r featu re o rien tatio n and p lan n in g op eration s.
F ig u re 8 depicts exam p les of the d etailed, hand-sketched lu n ar
ch arts availab le up to this tim e. T h e highly reg ard ed S ch m id t’s w ork

F a u th

Schmidt

F ig u r e 8. D r a io in g s o f th e r e g io n o f th e C o p e r n ic u s c r a te r b y F a u th a n d S c h m id t
r e p r e s e n t lu n a r c o n tr o l a v a ila b le f o r r e fe r e n c e u n t i l r e c e n t tim e s . S k e tc h e d fr e e h a n d f r o m t e l e s c o p i c o b s e r v a t i o n , t h e i r f a u l t is i n i n a c c u r a t e h o r i z o n t a l c o n t r o l ,
in d is to r te d fe a tu r e p o s itio n in g , a n d in th e s p a r s e r e c o r d in g o f r e la tiv e e le v a tio n s .

was co m p leted in the la tte r p a rt of the last cen tu ry . F a u th was a
G erm an astro n o m er an d e x ce lle n t d raftsm an , w ho lab ored long
h ou rs at the telescope. L u n a r m ateriais of this k ind are still referred
to by astron om ers in the co n d u ct of th eir lu n ar observations. By way
of co m p ariso n , Fig. 9 co n tain s the sam e C op ern icu s region as shown
on an a c i c p ro to ty p e lu n a r c h a rt at 1 :1 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 0 scale. O f course o u r
p o rtray al techn iq u es for lu n a r surface ch aracteristics have the adv an tag e of b ein g based on p h o to coverage of the area, w hile Schm idt
and F a u th d rafted th eir m aps as they observed the m o o n s surface
th rou g h telescopes.

F ig u r e 9. T h e s a m e c r a te r C op e r n ic u s r e g io n s k e tc h e d b y
F a u th a n d S c h m id t as s h u iv n o n
A C 1 C p r o to ty p e lu n a r c h a r t.

In our lunar prototype effort, surface features are rendered by
a combination of shaded relief, contours, and tones representing
surface color variations. While the shaded relief is considered representative of the actual lunar terrain, the contours are form-lines with
arbitrary values assigned to demonstrate contouring. The chart was
constructed by adjusting photo detail to control at 1:1,000,000 scale.
A background plate was made, as for the Lunar Reference Chart, to
develop the relatively light areas and systems of crater rays. Conventional shaded relief techniques were employed. Rim heights and
crater depths are expressed in feet, printed above and below the
crater name. Elevations are relative to the levei terrain surrounding
each crater. Reference documents for these elevations were Baldwin's
The Face of the Moon and Wilkins and Moores T h e Moon. Chart
detail was positioned by basic control measurements established by
J. Franz and S. A. Saunder and published under the auspices of the
International Astronomical Union in 1953. The limits of this chart
conform to a sheet layout system we have made for the entire lunar
surface (Fig. 10). Present prototypes at 1:1,000,000 scale have the
conventional 22" X 29" sheet size of u s a f World Aeronautical Charts.
d ev elop m en t o f lunar m ateriais
The next question is, how can these basic lunar materiais and

F ig u r e 10 . C o o r d in a te d la y o u t p la n fo r m a tc h in g th e 144 U S A F lu n a r c h a r ts , b y
n u m b e r , t o c o v e r t h e e n t i r e v i s i b l e s u r f a c e o f t h e m o o n . S u c h a p l a n is s i m i l a r
t o t h e r n a n n e r in w h i c h t h e f a m i l i a r W o r l d A e r o n a u t i c a l C h a r t S e r i e s is l a i d o u t .

carto g rap h ic prototypes be im proved, both in regard to con trol and
in regard to delineation of surface features?
T h e first and m ost im p o rtan t way is by im proved selenodetic
co n trol. T h e precise d eterm in atio n of the horizon tal position of
specific points on the lu n ar surface and the absolute elevation of
such points poses a real problem . R eferrin g again to Fig. 8, we see
th at existin g selenodetic co n tro l con tain s sizable positioning errors
recognized by present-day astronom ers as of a m agn itu de of two miles
or m ore in horizontal dim ension, and elevations that are not referenced
to an established vertical d atu m . T h e astronom er who drew his maps
at the telescope lacked the co n trol norm ally used by cartograph ers,
and his results, as exh ib ited by the F a u th and Schm idt lu n ar maps,
show m ajo r differences in p osition ing of features when com pared to
co n trol now available. R elative heights were ind icated for only a
sm all percentage of the prom inences.
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When we turn to the photography that is now available for the
identification and measurement of selected positions, we find that
it must be enlarged by a factor of 10 to 30 and that a great majority
of it lacks geometric stability* and reasonable resolution of detail
beyond the scale of 1:1,500,000. A normal assumption would be that
basic position could be resolved through stereophotogrammetric
methods. Unfortunately the 240,000-mile distance of the moon from
the earth practically eliminates divergent angles. Only a slight parallax is apparent, even on photographs taken at the extremes of libration, or “wobble,” of the moon as it orbits the earth. If photographs
were taken at opposite sides of the earth’s 8000-mile diameter, only
an insignificant increase in parallax would result. Consequently
stereophotogrammetric reduction is at best difficult.
Although existing source materiais are somewhat deficient, they
do provide background for lunar knowledges. T o form the basis for
our work at a c i c , we have assimilated a large quantity of maps, books,
documents, reports, and studies and hundreds of lunar photographs
in the form of glass plates or stable film negatives selected from the
collections of the Lick, Pic du Midi, Mount Wilson, McDonald,
Yerkes, and U.S. Naval Observatories. We have evaluated about 5000
horizontal positions and transformed them by electronic Computer
to selenographic latitude and longitude. We have added some 2000
relative relief determinations to library holdings.
a c i c is collaborating on devising basic techniques for the reduc
tion and integration of various works completed or in process by
selenographers of authority, both here and abroad. Several types of
control reduction** have been devised to progressively refine existing
data and eventually to extend these data. A spherical figure of the
moon should be used in the reduction processes, although the moon
is assumed by some to be a triaxial ellipsoid. This premise is justified
by the fact that elongation of the longest axis is of a very small magni
tude, whereas undulations of the surface are relatively large. Selections can be made from the 4500 points expanded by Franz and
Saunder from the 8 heliometric-measured basic control points by
Franz. All positions are contained in the control list approved by
the International Astronomical Union. This control has been trans
formed by Computer to selenographic latitude and longitude and
then plotted by electronic plotter. Control can now be measured with
precise comparators on lunar photographs and analytically reduced
to refine it to a reasonable cartographic accuracy. A concurrent pro
s a m of relative relief measurements over the visible disc of the moon
is necessary to provide worthwhile information in respect to fluctuations of the lunar surface, and these measurements will introduce a
significam refinement to basic horizontal and vertical control.
A result of the fact that geometric relationships have not been maintained between
lunar photographs of various sources. No precise method has been established to rectify
these diffcrences.
* 'Calculations to determine precise vertical and horizontal control points on the lunar
surface from individual photography.
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T h e A ir Force C am bridge R esearch C en ter has sponsored the
developm ent of a shadow progression technique to obtain relative
heights of lunar prom inences in the central portions of the visible
disc ot the m oon. T h is new technique has now been developed under
the direction of Dr. Z. Kopal of the U niversity of M anchester to the
point that it can achieve relative height to accuracies of 100 to 200
feet. Several thousand photographs for such work are now available
to a c i c , and additional photography required is being accom plished
at the Pic du M idi O bservatory through the U niversity of M an
chester. Precise recorcling m icrodensitom eters are available to make
Progressive m easurem ent of cast lun ar shadows, and electronic computers can then reduce the d ata to relative heights. T h e University
of M anchester has agreed to provide technical coord in ation and assistance. It is interesting to note as a result of this work th at the
m oon ’s surface is not nearly so rough as it appears. D ata from Dr.
C. B. W a tts ’ m oon survey can be used to establish supplem entary
elevations in the m arginal zone.
H eigh t v ariation in the rnaria—darkish levei areas of the m oon,
as first thought to be w ater, for exam p le, “M are” V aporum on Fig.
7—m ust also be considered in ord er to com plete the relief analysis.
A possible solution is the Van D iggelin m eth od of determ ining
slopes and heights of ridges in the maria by m easuring the deviations from the m ean brightness d istribution. Also star occu ltation s

F ig u r e 11. T h e v a r ia b le -p e r s p e c tiv e c a m e r a
fo r th e " r e c tific a tio n ” o f lu n a r p h o to g r a p h y .

30a cone

45° cone

60° cone

F ig u r e 12. “ R e c tific a tio n " o f lu n a r p h o t o g r a p h y b y u se o f th e v a r ia b le - p e r s p e c tiv e
c a m e r a . C o n ic a l e a se ls, s u c h as th o s e s h o w n , s u p p o r t p h o t o s e n s i tiz e d p a p e r to
r e c e iv e th e im a g e p r o je c te d in th e c a m e r a s y s te m . T h e r e s u ltin g p r i n t s d is p la y
in p la n e p e r s p e c tiv e th e fe a tu r e s o r ig in a lly p h o t o g r a p h e d in s p h e r ic a l d i s to r t io n .

against the mana in limb region would prove the degree of flatness.
The acic variable-perspective camera (Fig. 11) has been adapted
for the rectification* of lunar photographs. The projector lenses are
set ai the focal plane of a curved mirror, resulting in a column of
parallel light rays with a depth of focus that is theoretically infinite.
Hemispheres, cones, or cylinders of various dimensions (Fig. 12)
may be inserted in the path of the parallel rays and semirectified
photo imagery abstracted at desired vantage points up to a perpen
dicular to the optical axis of the system. Photosensitized paper is
placed directly on easels of simple curvature, and rephotographing
is accomplished on easels of double curvature. Additional rectiíica•Methods u*ed to transform lunar surface features in photography to their truc shape.
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tion can be accomplished through the use of normal rectification
equipment to fit plotted lunar control.
T he first a c i c prototype lunar charts and mosaics at 1:1,000,000
and 1:5,000,000 scale were completed during the fali of 1959. The
Air Staff and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
were briefed on the results of our lunar work during February 1960.
W ith the experience gained in the basic design and development of
the Copernicus 1:1,000,000-scale prototype, shown in Fig. 9, as well
as the State of the art in terms of our basic lunar data-collection program, we are now in a position to produce selenographic materiais of
substantially improved accuracy. Figure 13 is a lunar chart of the
Kepler crater region, produced in December 1960. For this chart a
vertical datum* of 2.6 km below a lunar radius of 1738 km has been
established. Three-hundred-meter contours are used, with 150-meter
supplementary contours shown by a dashed line. The Kepler chart
represents a combination of our best lunar photography, elevations
determined through the shadow progression technique, and visual
observations by the compiler employing a 40-inch reflector telescope.
Visual observations were employed to add and clariíy lunar surface
detail, primarily small craters, rilles, pressure ridges, valleys, domes,
and configurations of the larger crater floors.
We are continuing our 1:1,000,000-scale program, as organized
in the sheet line layout (Fig. 10), working closely with nasa and the
Air Force on priority areas. While there are other lunar charting
interests in the Federal Government, no other charts have been pro
duced to date containing selenodetic control comparable to that of
our charts.
ca rto g ra p h y fo r sp a ce n av ig a tio n
W ith the advent of the aerospace age, the basic support mission
of the acic to provide the U.S. Air Force with navigational materiais
and geodetic data now demands thought for the future cartographic
necessities of space navigation. An important requirement which we
foresee is for space referencing systems suitable for initial, midcourse, and terminal navigation and also compatible with the nature
of the mission.
From past experience and basic knowledge we all recognize that
a fundamental difference between navigation in space and naviga
tion on the surface of the earth is that space navigation is a threedimensional problem whereas earth-bound navigation is basically
two-dimensional. In space the third dimension is equally important
with the other two dimensions, and there is no provision by nature
to distinguish any one of the three dimensions from the others.
Other factors that will bear on the navigational problem in
*A reference or starting point from which elevations can be resolved.
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F ig u r e 1 3 . C h a r t o f th e K e p le r c r a te r r e g io n , p r o d u c e d in D e c e m b e r 1 9 6 0 , r e p r e s e n ts to d a y ’s im p r o v e d s ta te o f th e a r t a n d th e g r e a te r a c c u r a c y g a in e d fr o m p r o to ty p e d e v e lo p m e n t. B e lo w is a n e n la r g e m e n t o f th e c e n tr a l s e c tio n o f th e s a m e
s h e e t. T h e K e p le r c h a r t c o m b in e s th e b e s t lu n a r p h o to g r a p h y , a d v a n c e d m e a s u r in g
te c h n iq u e s , a n d v is u a l o b s e r v a tio n b y th e c o m p ile r w ith a 4 0 -in c h r e fle c to r te le s c o p e .
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space are
) abilit to precisel measure an ular relationships
)
adoption oi a standard unit for distance measurements and 3) the
possibilit of a need for a different unit of measurement for time.
s an initial effort we are en a ed in a review of the characteristics of several s stems that could conceivabl meet the needs of
space referencin .
ne of these s stems is the eocentric e uatorial
coordinate s stem. The ori in of this eocentric coordinate s stem
Fi .
) lies in the center of the earth the e uatorial plane servin
as a reference plane. The position of the bod is measured b two
an les one called ri ht ascension measured eastward from the vernal
e uinox T and the other called declination measured from the
e uator toward either the North Pole or the South Pole. North Pole
and South Pole s mboli e the extension of the earths axis to the
point of intersection with the celestial sphere.
With the sun as the center of attraction an alternative eocen
tric s stem used is the eocentric ecliptic coordinate s stem Fi .
) based on the earths ecliptic plane as a reference plane.
ne
must distin uish between eocentric ecliptic and eocentric e ua
torial coordinates. lhe eocentric ecliptic coordinates are called
lon itude and latitude ike the heliocentric coordinates. The point
from which lon itude is counted in the eastward direction) is
alwa s the vernal e uinox. The latitude is measured from the eclip
tic plane alon a meridian toward either the north of above) the
ecliptic plane or the south of below) the ecliptic plane. bove is
counted positive below is counted ne ative.
Lastl we have a heliocentric ecliptic coordinate s stem Fi .
) . The ori in of this s stem lies in the center of the sun and the

F ig u r e 14 . P layi o f th e g e o c e n 
tr ic e q u a to r ia l c o o r d in a te s y s te m .

S T
^

(vernal
equinox)

meridian

3

geocentric ecliptic latitude
geocentric ecliptic longitude
T vernal equinox
6 body
— autum nal equinox
\

F ig u r e 1 5 . P la n o f th e g e o c e n 
tr ic e c lip tic c o o r d in a te s y s te m .
F ig u r e 16. P la n o f th e lie lio c e n tr ic e c lip tic c o o r d in a te s y s te m .
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ecliptic plane i.e. the plane of the earths orbit serves as the referencin plane. ndicated in the dia ram are the e uinoctial line
T to
and the nodal line o to fi both of which must pass throu h
the sun S. The letter P desi nates the perihelion and B the bod
in orbit.
n point in the orbit can be determined b the polar
coordinates in the ecliptic s stem i.e. the heliocentric lon itude
and latitude b.
These are some of the possibilities for space referencin .
ther
S stems such as topocentric terminal centered and Hi ht path oriented s stems are worth of consideration. Extensive basic work
has pro ressed in this field throu h ettorts of the ir Force S stems
Command and the scientific communit . The task represents a challen e that must be con uered to meet the demands of the future.
F or this discussion some of our newer kinds of work have been introduced. Perhaps it seems stran e that the ir Force should now
be concerned so closel at hand with such a Science as lunar carto raph . Experience has indicated that acic must have a firm rasp
of what can be done with whatever exists. We are then best prepared to provide uickl whatever carto raphic data are needed.
ll our developments in techni ue and carto raphic products represent an ir Force capabilit in an area of reat si nificance to the
national space effort.
s space technolo
advances and permits more complete fulfillment of the use of space vehicles the re uirements placed on
aerospace carto raph will become more complex and more demandin .
nl throu h close collaboration with the scientific fields in
volved can carto raph fulfill its role in aerospace.
Aeronautical Chart and Information Centex, USAF

...A ir Force Review
QUALITATIVE EDUCATIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR
PROFESSIONAL MILITARY EDUCATION
COLONEL W lLLIA M H. BOWERS

T

H E militarv profession has often been defined as the “profession of arins
or the “management of violence.” I have no quarrel with these or similar
terms used to describe the role of the military in our society. T he more basic
question appears to be whether the military profession is perceived by society
as a unique occupational group, or if it has blended into other professions to
the degree that it can no longer be distinguished as a professional entity.
An approach to answering this question for the present time period lies
in a criticai analysis of the current functions perfonned by military personnel
and the kinds of competencies required to carry out these functions effectively.
For the future we will need to analyze emerging trends in the State of the
arts and Sciences behind warfare. From such study we can then e trapolate
the kinds of educational e periences military personnel will require today in
order to be competent in their duties tomorrow. T hese e trapolations can
become the basis for determiníng long-range qualitative educational requirernenLs. Although our predictions may never achieve complete validity, they
should reach a levei of confidcnce which will provide a sound basis for continuing revisions, thus improving our aceuracy as we proceed.
One may approach the problem of long-range educational requirements
by briefly reviewíng the significam trends in education which may be relevant:
I.
Formal education is now being vicwed as the ineans for providing the
basis for further learning through e perience. In this conte t it can provide
the Foundation upon which sensitivity to e perience is increased and
the student is able to assimilate fundamentais witliin a coherent framework.
2. I he kind of education that will best achieve this purpose may be concerned not with the current details of procedures, practices, and technicjues
but rather with matters of greater pcrmanence and gencrality. Overspecialization at the e pense of a comprehensive undcrstanding of scientific or humanistic fundamentais can producc a less versatile individual. T his is particularly
significam in the performance of the highc-r-level direction required in devcloping. supporting. or operating technologically advanced systems. Specializcd knowledges. when required, can be achieved on the job or through short
courses if an individuaFs general levei of academic education is adequate.
Because of today s rapid changes, military leadcrs of the foreseeable future
vmII be more adequate and adaptable to change if their education is on as
broad a base as possible.
3. Education is reflecting the increasing importance of innovation to the
eontinued growth and productivity of both military and civilian organizations
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in modern society. By producing such things as highly integrated systems,
autornated factory processes, and automatic data processing, innovation has
also greatly increased tlie need for professional and technical manpower. As
the need for unskilled personnel both in industry and in the armed forces
has decreased, a new dimension of leadership has evolved, requiring greater
human understanding, a greater general knowledge of the arts and Sciences,
and the efficient management of technical personnel and resources.
4. “ Pre-automation” decision-making based primarily upon subjective judgments and little precise empiricai data is no longer entirely adequate. Needed
information of acceptable reliability can now be promptly obtained through
the use of computers so that timely measures can be taken to correct undesirable conditions. T he transition from subjective decision-making to objective
decision-making will require new competencies in utilizing precise mathematical and statistical techniques in e acting, logical analysis to reach decisions
and plan operations.
5. All organizations of civilized society are recognizing problems of the increasing rate of obsolescence. Industrial concerns are faced with the problem
of what equipment to discard and what equipment to keep and adapt to
changing manufacturing processes. T he military is e periencing rapid transi
tion from old to new systems. Educational institutions are vitally concerned
with the problem of curriculum obsolescence. Educational planners must engage in continuous development and revision of their curriculums to eliminate the obsolete and the least essential in order to incorporate changing
concepts and the products of new research. T here does not appear to be
enough time to give intensive preparation both in theories and principies and
in immediate ability in the transient and ever changing aspects of application
to the job.
T he foregoing trends are not all-inclusive, but they seem to be indicative
of the course of future education. In this connection one may ask whether
the study of tliese trends has forecast the need for an intellectual tradition of
true military scholarship—an intensive study of military art and Science. Heretofore the intellectual aspects of military affairs have largely been the province
of university scholars. As some critics have said, the military heritage has continued to pattern itself upon the “ touch-saddle” disciplines of the Indian
fighter. G reater emphasis is placed upon operating a wreapon than upon intel
lectual research and scholarship, even that closely related to the principies of
national defense.
Historically the military intellectual who innovates new ideas has not
always been accepted. He tends to disturb the orderliness of tactical planning
and upsets the status quo. O ur military establishment has produced few outstanding military scholars—and those few often achieved recognition outside
the military before they did within their own Service.
C urrent trends appear to indicate an overreliance upon the nonmilitary
development of military technology and perhaps even strategic and tactical
innovation. T o avoid this professional dilution, we must clevelop an increased
capability within the military itself for scholarship in the scientific, technological. humanistic, and social aspects involved in the development, support, and
employment of future systems.
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to maintaining an awareness o trends in the aggregate of knowledge and in civilian education, the military educator must also
remain cognizant of trends emerging in his own service, since any curriculum
must be responsive to the changing military environment. For e ample, he
must continuously e amine new concepts derived from man’s e p loration of
space and the products evolving from the research and development cycle;
strategy and tactics and the changes that will result from the introduction of
new systems during the 1961-1971 period; the military structure, or what we
look like today and how we will look throughout the ne t decade; and the
changing functions of the Air Force officer.
T he Air Force Educational R equirements Board Secretariat at the Air
University, Ma well a f b , Alabama, has conducted a comprehensive inventory of Air Force officer functions and the education required for competency in these functions. T his has been a major research eftort of a board of
s nior Air Force officers charged with the identification and description of
current and future qualitative educational requirements for Air Force officers.
Results of the board’s studies show that all officer specialties demand a
significant amount of management ability. Also required is a high levei of
competency in technical functions peculiar to the specific nature of the
position. In each instance the weight or the ratio of one requirement to the
other depends upon the grade of the individual and the levei of responsibility of the position. O f special significance, however, is the fact that these
two types of requirements are common to all officer positions.
T he competence to carry ut management functions may be described
as the ability to administer the resources incident to the position and to
perform both general and technical managerial functions. C omp etence to
carry out the technical functions can be described as the ability to handle
effectively those aspects of the job which are unique to the position and
which require specialized knowledge and e perience, as set forth in the
position standards.
I

n addition

Professional education programs of Air University, those conducted in
residem military schools and those conducted in civilian universities, must
all be designed to increase officer competence in technical and managerial
functions needed today and those identified as long-range requirements.
Although somewhat oversimplified, these two broad areas of officer com
petency do provide a point of departure for identifying officer qualitative
educational requirements. As we study these broad functions and identify
their components, we gain insight into the kinds and leveis of education
needed in our programs. Also we are able to determine when and how our
curriculums should be developed to provide instruetion to students commensurate with their current and future positions, their e p erience and
maturity, and their present proficiency in a given functional area. Most officer students have acquired varying degrees of technical and managerial
proficiency in relation to their individual backgrounds. T he military edu
cator must determine the leveis of proficiency common to the majority of
students and provide curriculums beyond these leveis to meet identified
current and future position requirements.
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T

challenging problem to be considered is educational
subject matter that is responsive to developing educational trencls, the changing military posture, and the changing nature of Air Force officer positions.
Educational requirements inventories administered to large groups of
the Air Force officer population have provided useful information concerning the kinds of education needed to meet effectively both general and
specific position requirements. For the purpose of classification these educa
tional needs may be grouped into five broad categories.
First, and probably of gre test importance as viewed by Air Force
ofhcers, is a need for skill in the communicative arts. T his requirement is
found in all officer positions regardless of rank, responsibility, or organizational levei. Highlighted is the need for development of skills that will
enable officers to acquire clear, logical, and concise communicative ability
markecl by language fluency and fle ibility. A major effort from curriculum
planners could translate this need into realistic educational e periences in
both our university and military school programs.
he

m o st

The second need is to provide the officer with the fundamental knowled e necessar to isolate problems anal e cause and effect evaluate lo icall the relative values of alternative Solutions and make decisions based on
objective determinations. n other words curriculums should provide edu
cational experiences involvin the use of the scientific method of in uir .
Here should be included knowled e of the capabilities and applications of
hi h-speed computers simulators and electronic devices for the stora e and
retrieval of information needed for decision-makin and advance pro ramin and plannin .
T he third need falis rather neatly into the traditional category labeled
personnel management or human relations involving interrelationships between and among individuais within a given environment. It implies an
understanding of the relevant fundamentais and points of view of psychology, sociology, anthropology, and economics. Here the curriculum orientation should enable the individual to apply his accruecl knowledge so as to
facilitate the organization of human resources for specific missions.
T he fourth need is to provide a broad understanding of the scientific
and engineering principies underlying the development, employment, and
logistical characteristics of new systems. T his understanding also should
embrace the trencls in Science and technology which are indicative of future
innovations of military interest. T his does not imply that all educational
programs must be heavily loaded with course work in the physical Sciences
or engineering. I t does inclicate that officer students should be afforded timely orientations or surveys of the state of the art in Science and technology
and an appreciation for the impact of technology on the over-all mili
tary mission. T his need can be met through the use of well-conceived weapon and space orientation materiais, lectures in our military schools
relevant to research and development programs, and the increasing use of
appropriate survey courses in our university programs.
T he fifth need calls for more knowledgeable management of our mili-
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tar responsibilities b providin officers with a thorou h understandin of
tlie defense mission in all its political econornic and ps thosocial aspccts in
relation to world affairs. Such education should include the points ol 'icw
from political science international rclations. ph sical and econornic eo raph and related social Sciences and lhe humanities.
Our research to date, which has provided the rationale lor the foregoing categories of educational need, is but a first step toward the identification and description of future education requirements and the reflection
of these requirements in our educational programs. As our studies in depth
are completed, these broad descriptions can be refined and delineated.
T he following unsolicited comments placed upon one ol our educational
surveys by a young officer in the Air Defense Command give perspective to
the preceding reinarks:
In rcgard to educational reciuirements for Air Force officers, tlie basic probleni is not
entirely what the officer needs for the spetific job he holds, but also vvhat sort of
basic qualities we want him to possess. In my job as a radar intercept officer, I could
do an acerage or even better than average job with very little education. However, if
I had college courses in electronics, math, and physics I would have a much better un
derstanding of the equipmeni in the aircraft and perhaps be a much better observer.
It is obvious lhat in any job there is a tremendous difference in what it takes to get
by and what is needed to be superior. In the emphasis which the Air Force places on
education, I think lhe strcss should be placed on what kin d of people we want for
officers. I know of radar observers who have only a high school diploma but are outstanding because of iheir character, natural ability, and aptitude for leadership. I know
of other people with degrees (and I have one) who aren t e ceptionally good, and 1
wonder if any amount of additional education would be effective. I feel that regardless of whether the job is of a technical nature or not, the Air Force needs the officer
with a broad education, a command of the language, and the ability to command the
respect of and lead people whether he be in the technical field or not.

These are serious reinarks and worthy of e amination by the military educator.
If we can be sure of anything it is change and the fact that our future
Air Force officers will be the “managers” of this change. W e will need the
officer who is both a generalist and a specialist—a generalist in the profession
of arms but a specialist in those aspects of the other professions related to his
particular position assignment. Both these aspects must be mastered to a
high degree of proficiency.
T he fundamental knowledge to be gained through education should
be included in the undergraduate programs for personnel brought into the
service. It may be appropriately enriched through both professional military
education and graduate university studies as officers grow in stature, maturity,
and levei of responsibility. T his education will not in itself produce outstanding leaders. It will provide the basic knowledges and skills that can be used
with confidence and applied with an e pected degree of return.
It is the combination of knowledge and understanding acquired through
educational and real-life e periences which ensures success, whereas alone
neither is enough. T he educational process is a continuous cycle of wellconceived fundamental education, based on sound requirements and application in the real world—on the job. T he accomplishment of our defense
mission demands the highest cjuality performance. T he objective of pro
fessional military education must be to make a lasting and significant contribution to ensure the highest attainable leveis of such performance.
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a m ilita ry p la n n e r a s k s . . .

W liat s Probabilit
COLONEL FRANCIS X . KANE
Place:

H eadquarters U nited States Air Force.

Time:

Today.

P

L N N ER Gentlemen ma
be in b expressin m thanks
for our racious response to m call. ou have all contributed
to the understandin of the term probabilit
and in mili
tar plannin toda probabilit pla s a ver important role. n the
plannin of operatíons for example we fre uentl choose courses
of action after evaluatin the probabilit of events. We plan the
development of weapon s stems to function with a stated probabil
it of reliabilit . T he bud et refiects decision based on probabilities.
While we use the term fre uentl
m not so sure that we all
a ree on what it means. t has specific meanin for scientists especiall ph sicists and mathematicians. Statisticians have their clefinition. We all reco ni e that plannin has elements which resemble
Science. Planners make extensive use of mathematics particularl
statistics. But m concernecl that as militar planners we ma be
appl in probabilit out of context that we ma be ivin a false
sense of authorit to our deliberations and that our decisions ma
be based on incorrect assumptions. Can ou entlemen shed some
li ht on what probabilit means in militar plannin

L aplace
Probabilit means exactl what
said in 8 . t is simpl a
fraction whose numerator is the number of favorable cases and whose
denominator is the number of all cases possible.

P lanner
Well Fve pla ed enou h poker and rolled the dice often enou h
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to understand what that means. But where does our definition fit
the t pe of complex d namic events which have to forecast
see
how ou can tell the odds for rollin a seven or the probabilit of
drawin to an outside strai ht. Still where does that fit into plannin
R

ic h a r d

von

M ises

ou have one from definition to application. n answer to
our uestion of how to use probabilit it has application in three
areas ames of chance such as ou mention life insurance and theoretical ph sics.
probabilit calculus applies to mass phenomena
and repetitive events in which the same thin occurs over and over
a ain. But let me warn ou a ainst tr in to appl probabilit to
sin le events of the t pe which are at the heart of militar plannin .
Then ou are like the traveler who is iven the valid but unhelpful
information that the probabilit of his aircraft leavin on time is
between .3
and .3 .
C arnap

ont be disheartened at what Von Mises sa s. We have been
over this round before. He is confusin
ou because he looks at
probabilit from a limited point of view. Reall there are two kinds
of probabilit .
ne concerns the de ree of confirmation and the
other concerns relative fre uenc in the lon run. Von Mises restricts
his view to the latter the fre uenc theor . He is talkin about observations of facts.
The other kind of probabilit doesnt sa an thin about the
facts. t concerns the relation between facts and the h pothesis which
the are used to confirm. t is closel related to induction which
in its indirect sense is the same as the problem of the relation be
tween an h pothesis and the confirmin evidence.

Planner
Now just a minute.
ot lost someplace there. We started talk
in about probabilit and the first thin
knew we were discussin
induction and h pothesis. What ives
L aplace

t appears m lriend that a lot has happened to the term since
first defined it mathematicall . m sure ou re interested in more
than improvin
our crap shootin . Ma be we d better et up to
date here.
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lchard

von

M is e s

ou're ri ht Monsieur le Mar uis. ou have to look at more
than probabilit itself if ou want to understand it. s ou can see
Carnap and part compan when he tries to brin induction into
the ar ument.

Members of the

iscussion

P i.a n n f r ..............Member of the

ir Staff.

P ierre S imon , M arquis de L a p l a c e ............... French astronomer and matheinatician
- 8 .
iscoverer of the invariabilit of the planetar mean motions. T h é o r ie
A n alytiqu e des P r o b a b ilités
8 ); Essai P h ilo s o p h iq u e sur les P ro b a b ilités
8 ).
R ichard von M i s e s .................. ustrian authorit on probabilit and exponent of
positivism
8833. Scientific assertions are nothin but predictions about fu
ture experiences. W ah rsch ein lich k eit, Statistik und W ah rh eit
8); K lein es L eh rbu ch des Positivism us
3 ); N otes on th e M ath em a tica l T h eory o f P robability
).
R udolf P. C a r n a p ....................German-born merican lo ician philosopher and
semanticist 8 ------ . Held that all philosophical problems are reall s ntactical
problems. D er L og isch e A u fb a u d er W elt
8); L og isch e Syntax d er S prache
3 ); In tro d u ction to Sem antics
); F orm alization o f L o g ic
3); T h e
L og ical F ou n d ation s o f P rob a b ility
).
Norbert W i e n e r ................... merican mathetnatician 8 ---------. Creator of term
and Science of cybernetics. C ybern etics
8); T h e H u m an Use o f H u m an Beings
); N o n -L in ear P rob lem s in R an d om T h eory
8).
3J ohn von N e u m a n n .................... Hun arian-born merican mathematician
. esi n authorit on hi h-speed computers expert on ames of strate
and
chairman of the famous ir Force Strate ic Missiles Evaluation Committee whose
recommendation in
spurrcd the tlas CBM pro ram. T h eo ry o f G am es and
E con om ic B eh a v io r
with
skar Mor enstern
); T h e C om p u ter an d the
B rain
) .
P hillip M. M o r s e ................... merican research ph sicist
3-------- .
ne of the
pioneers in improvement of operations of war b the application of scientific
anal sis. M eth od s o f O peration s R esearch with Geor e E. Kimball
); M ethods o f T h e o r e tic a l Physics with H. Feshbach.
3).
E rnest
. Na g e l .................... C echoslovakian-born merican mathematician and
------ . An In tro d u ction to L o g ic an d Scientific M eth o d with
s mbolic lo ician
Morris R. Cohen
3 ); F reed o m an d R eason
).
A ucustus D e M o r g a n .................. En lish mathematician and ristotelian lo ician
8 - 8 . uthor of memoirs
8 - 8 3) on the s llo ism developin a new lo ic
of relations. Essay on P r o b a b ilities
838); F orm al L og ic
8 ).
L udwic E dler von M i s e s ................... ustrian-born merican economist 88 -------- .
Proponent of praxiolo
the eneral theor of human action. Thinkin and action are inseparable. T h e o r ie des G eld es und d er U m lau fsm ittel
); G rundp r o b le m e d er N a tio n a lò k o n o m ie
33); H u m an A ction, A T reatise on E con om ics
).
J ohn M aynard K e y n e s .................En lish economist and mathematician

883-

.
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Lets look at the operation more closel . We et a probabilit
value from experience from empirical sources tossin a coin for
example. We use induction to obtain that value. But then it is oin
too far to sa that we can use induction in the next step which is
to see the relationship between the value and an h pothesis. Carnap
defies lo ic b usin a principie to prove itself.

Beliesed in plannin and re ulatin economic forces. A T reatise on P ro b a b ility
); T h e E n d o f L aissez-F aire
); T h e G en eral T h eory o f E rn ploym en t,
3 ).
In terest, an d M oney
H ass R eichenbach ................... German philosopher of Science 8 3. T he
philosoph of Science has taken over a function which philosophical S stems
could not perform. Constructed a new tvpe of lo ic with three values true
false and indeterminate. W a h rsch ein lich k eitsleh re
3 ); E x p erien ce an d P r e d ic lion
38); E lem en ts o f S ym bolic L o g ic
); T h e T h eory o f P ro b a b ility
).
G eorg Sim .m e l ................... German philosopher sociolo ist 8 88. Noted for
anal tical studies of the forms of social interaction. L'ber S ociale D ifferen zieru n g
8 ); D ie P r o b lem e d er G esch ich tsp h ilo so p h ie
); G ru n dfragen d e r S oziologie
).
Karl Raimlnd Po p p e r ............... ustrian-bom British philosopher of science
------. Will philosoph ever et so far as to pose a enuine problem L o g ik d er
3 ); T h e O pen Society an d Its E n em ies
).
Forschung
-------- . ne
Sm C harles Frederick Goodeve .................. British mathematician
of the earlv pioneers in operations anal si* for the British war effort. O p eration al
8).
R eiearch
Max Karl Ernst L udwií; Pla n c k ................. German theoretical ph sicist and developer of uantum theor
8 8. Causalit is a heurislic principie. Ein3 - 3 ); D er K au salb eg rifJ in d er
fú hru n g in d ie T h e o r e lis c h e Physik (5 vols.
3 ).
Physik
He.nrj Loi is B erí.s o n ................... French philosopher. 8 . Creator of the
philosophic theor of the élan v ita l ; crilic of the assumptions of mechanistic
science Realit is a line in the drawin . not the linc drawn. Essai Sur les
88 ); /.'E volu tion C réatrice
); L ’E nerD onnrrs Im m éd iates d e la C onsctence
); Les D eux Sources d e la R èlig ion et d e la M orale
3 ).
gie S p in tu elle
. The
Max \V'f 8»r . . . . . German sociolo ist and political economist 8 riralitv of all structural forms rests upon the chance occurrence of ccrtain actions.
Human studies are different in nature from science becausc of s rapathclic under);
standin D ie P roteslan tische E th ik u nd d e r G eist d es K ap italism u s
G tsam m elte A ufsalze zur W issen schaftslehre
).
Napoleon Bo \aparte ...............Emperor of the French le Petil Gaporal
íiisperser of the French mob with a whiff of rapeshol.

- 8

.

\i eeh ) Norih H hitehead ................British philosopher and mathematician 8 lM nnovator in modem svmbolic lo ic. P rin cip ia M ath em atica with B. Russell
- 3); S ym bolism , Its M ean in g an d E ffect
); A dven tu res o f Id ea s
33).
Norwood R i vsell H a n s o n .................. merican philosripher of science
í-oncerned with discovcrv of theories and the philosophical aspecls of research.
P attem s o f D iicovery
8).
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s said before probabilit has applicadon in three areas theoretical ph sics ames of chance and life insurance. T o use it ou
need repetitive events and masses o data. But ou cannot appl it
to a sin ular event and for m mone militar plannin toda deals
primaril with uni ue events.

P l a n n er
Not too fast.
see some wa s in which
can use probabilit .
t certainl seems to appl to the life expectanc of e uipment provided can build up enou h experience tables on the life of enines for example.

R ic h a r d von Mises
ou are ri ht there but don t tr to predict that a iven en ine
will fail at a iven hour or that a certain missile out of a roup will
impact within the allowable circular probable error. Most important of all don t think ou can calculate the probabilit of winnin
a battle. ou have no collective experience and ou certainl do not
have an event which is repeated.
battle is a uni ue event in histor .

P l a n n er
Well now ou re not talkin about probabilit . ou re talkin
about m use of statistics about m whole methodolo
of usin
mathematics and computers in plannin . s ou know
construct
mathematical models of future operations and from the computations arrive at m pro rams and plans.

W ien er
ont let Von Mises discoura e ou. The use of computers is
widespread and rowin . Experience has alread shown that the
are ver useful in constructin and manipulatin mathematical mod
els of future situations.

Vo n N eu ma n n
T hats ri ht. Furthermore computers are ideal tools for handlin lar e masses of data rapidl . s Mor enstern and said some
ears a o lar e numbers ave us hope for a theor of ames and
for strate ies resultin from that theor .
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Mor se
would like to incerject a word of caution. We in perations
nal sis were most encoura ed b
our theor of ames and we
welcomed Wiener's c bernetics. W e re wonderin now however if
there isnt somethin in what Von Mises sa s. Mathematical models
are fine íor ph sics and for scientific investi ations. But solvin the
problems of tactics and hi her strate
oes be ond Science and
mathematics. We are the first to caution the militar planner a ainst
usin the results of ops anal sis unless he makes further interpretation and evaluation from a broader point of view than models of
future situations. This is true particularl when the empirical íoundations are sketch or when man assumptions have been made
about the future.

Pl a n n er
Where does that leave me

N a g el
Perhaps we had best look at the entire stor on probabilit . The
term probabilit is used in five different contexts and it has not
two but three interpretations. The contexts are as follows first in
ever da use; second in the field of applied statistics and measurement; third in ph sical and biolo ical theories; fourth in comparin theories with each other; and fifth in the branch of mathemat
ics known as the calculus of probabilit .
Then there are the three interpretations. First the de ree of
certaint of a proposition that is its probabilit is the de ree of
belief in which it is held. We can appl the calculus of probabilit
to this interpretation if we assume that certaint has de rees that
all rades of knowled e can be uantitativel conceived that de
rees of stren th of belief can be expressed al ebraicall . Second
probabilit is a directl intuitable relation between an two propositions. The relation is not anal able but it can have de rees.
Third the interpretation implicit in ristotle is that the probabil
it oí a proposition or an event means the relative fre uenc of the
event in an indefinite class of events.

De Mo r ga n
Personall

hold to the first interpretation; but

must insist
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on two points concernin the fre uenc interpretation. The first is
that probabilit is a propert not of facts or events but of propositions. The meanin s of the term and of the evidence for propositions belon to lo ic not to ph sics. Thus when we talk of the prob
abilit of an event we are speakin inaceuratel of the probabilit
of a propositions statin the occurrence of that event. The second
point is that probabilit is not the propert of a sin le proposition
but is a relation between propositions.

L u d wig von M ises
This discussion of definition has its value but entlemen
think we should face the uestion we have approached several times.
How can the planner appl probabilit
In my op inion, there are two entirely different instances of p rob
ab ility: we may call them class p rob ab ility, which is a frequency
p robability, and case p rob ab ility, which is the sp ecific understanding of the Sciences of hum an action. T he field for the ap p lication
of the form er is the field of the natural Sciences, entirely ruled by
causality. T he field for the ap p lication of the latter is the field of
the Sciences of hum an action, entirely ruled by teleology.

Class probabilit means that we know ever thin about the behavior of a whole class of events but that we know nothin about
the sin ular events which are elements of the class. Case probabilit
means that we know some of the factors which determine the outcome ol a particular event but that we know nothin about other
determinin factors. Case probabilit is not open to an kind of
numerical evaluation.

Key n es
ou are ri ht in emphasi in the importance of human action.
fter all that is the realm of the planner. The importance of prob
abilit is that it is rational to be uided b it in actin .

R e ic h e n b a c h
a ree especiall because we face uncertaint in ever thin we
do. herefore when we make decisions we posit the more probable
event. This does not mean that we have certaint about a sin le
event. t means onl that the decision for the more probable case
represents a more favorable action than the opposite decision.

P l a n n er
see from

our discussion that

use probabilit just as Ke nes
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and Rcichenbach have described it. choose what appears to be the
more probable event as the basis for actin . But how do
know
that it is the more probable event
Richard von Mises has shown that can use experience recorded statisticall to calculate the probabilit of repetitive events. Here
the method is analo ous to tossin a coin or throwin the dice. Even
then there are restrictions which come from the amount of experi
ence
have recorded and the similarities between that experience
and the circumstances face. nd cannot use it to forecast that a
uni ue event will take place.

Simme l
Let me take up a point about our methodolo . There is more to
be said in favor of usin model situations in attemptin to forecast
the future. Experiments in sociolo have demonstrated that we can
establish models of various environments. We mi ht term these t pical models. B stud in them we can ain insi ht into the behavior
of the roup and individuais in the roup. This ives us some hope
of forecastin .

Pl a n n er
used this idea alread in manipulatin models of t pical battle situations. The use of statistics based on sa the experience re
corded in numerous missile launchin s appears to have validit in
forecastin the course of the offensive part of the battle. Moreover
b creatin manv models of the wa the offensive ma occur can
compare them and thus have a sounder basis for selectin the most
probable course of the future. Finall this process can be an aid in
trainin commanders and decision makers.

Po ppe r
Let me add a thou ht which takes the discussion be ond the
individual elements of a t pical situation. Before we deduce predictions we need laws and initial conditions.

P l a n n er
Well have doctrine which could be considered a t pe of laws
and
have principies of war. These have been distilled from historical experience but the don t have uaranteed application to
conditions of modern war. Therefore
don t see how
can interate the various models of limited individual parts of the problem into a model of a total war.
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G o o d ev e
ou can do this if ou assume that a calculus of war is possible.
n fact the theor of ames and the use of computers are based on
this assumption.

P l a n n er
Can an one justif

such an assumption

Pl a n c k
don t see how the can. Remember that there is an irrational
element in ever process of discover .

P l a n n er
f appl this thou ht to m problem
must assume that part
of the battle situation lies be ond m methodolo . Because no one
has justified this assumption
conclude that the sum of probabilities of individual selected parts of the problem does not ive me a
total probabilit value for a battle situation.
No doubt that is wh ever one seems to a ree that cannot use
probabilit to forecast future human action. What can do is to
State the most probable event and use it as the basis for decisions
and action. Science and mathematics can aid me in determinin the
most probable event. Mathematical models of future situations can
help me. For example
can manipulate models of the air defense
battle and conclude that the probabilit of interceptin the attackin forces is
per cent.
bviousl this does not mean that if the enem repeated the
attack
times we would intercept him
times and fail to intercept him
times. The attack will not be repeated. t could mean
that of the
circumstances involved
are in our favor. Correction it could mean this if we could assi n e ual wei hts to the cir
cumstances; but we cannot. The most it can mean is that under the
circumstances stated in the model of the situation we have a ver
hi h certaint of success. We can use this relative certaint in choosin the wa s to operate our defensive forces.

Ber g so n
L et me p resent a different p oint of view. A s you have said, you
use S cience and m athem atics, p articularly statistical data, to deter
m ine the m ost p rob ab le event. T his m ethodology has inherent shortcom ings and may not give you what you want.
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There are other roads to the real world and there are other
methods for ainin an insi ht into the future. Science must reduce its observations of phenomena to static data. But the world
is not static; it is d namic. ou as a militar planner are the first
to appreciate the rate at which circumstances chan e. The best wa
to understand a d namic environment is to live in it. Science at best
is onl an aid in confirmin what ou feel and know intuitivel .
The most probable event is not the one forecast b Science. t is
the one which ou foresee as a result of our knowled e and experience in militar affairs.

W eber
There is another operation b which we attempt to explain
human behavior. We understand the behavior of human bein s b
bein able to share their state of mind. This abilit is a special
knowled e distinct from the kind of perception ained throu h
tests and statistics. Statistical knowled e without empathic knowl
ed e is superficial and unintelli ent.

Pl a n n er
How do
et this empath
mind of other human bein s

This knowled e of the state of

Simme l
That is the point of the model of the social situation. Statistics
are onl one part of the model. n understandin of the cultural
influences of the historical process which produced initial conditions a total comprehension of the elements which bear on the
ou need.
situation all are necessar for the empath

P l a n n er
assume that can select personnel who have this abilit and
that can train them to forecast the wa an enem will act in specific situations.

Ber gson
ou will make a major advance in our methodolo
if ou
stress the need for an intuitive approach to the real world. n m
intuition
propose a method for ainin empath includin insi ht into the irrational elements in the situation.
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N a po l eo n
This is exactl what
mander.

meant b

the coup doeil of the com-

P l a n n er
From this observation conclude that can ain a s mpathetic
understandin of the experience which bears on the behavior of
the enem . From this understandin
can forecast what he will do
in the future.

W h it e h e a d
ne element which ou as the planner must alwa s keep in
mind is that ou can never forecast when the man of enius will
appear on the scene.

H a n so n
Even the most Creative genius cannot forecast the time of his
Creative discoveries, nor the way in which they will evolve.
P l a n n er
These facts lead me to understand once a ain that all m forecasts are onl probables. Therefore entlemen
conclude from our
discussion that re ardless of the scientific method
emplo to arrive at a probabilit value
must use that value as onl one ele
ment of the total problem. ther values which arrive at intuitivel can be just as probable. The selection of a probabilit value that
is the choice of the most probable event is and must be a uestion
of militar jud ment.
M thanks a ain to ou entlemen.
Headquarters United States Air Force

In My Opinion...
WHO CARES ABOUT DOCTRINE
M a j o r R o b e r t J . U lrich

air oíficer on active dut has been issued his personal cop of
ir Force Manual - United States Air Force Basic Doctrine.
Librar shelves roan with added copies and an one who wants extras
ma have them for the askin .
But who on earth reads doctrine Who even knows what it is
Who cares about doctrine
t is currentl uite fashionable to labei ne- ash-Two as va ue
to berate it as e -headed and to file it awa with the obsolete office
instructions. But it is also uite fashionable these da s to ar ue at
len th about aerospace power and its applications. Ever one who
has even visited an air base or flown b commercial air from New
ork to Chica o is automaticall blossomin forth as an expert on the
aerospace. Even children are talkin libl about apo ees and periees.
The fact of the matter is that too man people are doin too
much talkin and too little thinkin about aerospace power. Ever bod is interested in aerospace power certainl but onl up to the
point at which the element of doctrine creeps in. For those who have
not taken the time and trouble to et their ammunition stacked the
fun oes out of prattle about aerospace power when doctrine is
mentioned because doctrine demands an end to volume verbia e and
re uires thinkin . nd thinkin is hard work.
We who are intimatel interested in the defense of the nited
States and the Free World throu h aerospace power ou ht to stop
and take stock of our mental and philosophical position. Wh do we
the men and women who dail work with the awesome force of aero
space power den the importance of aerospace doctrine Wh are we
satisfied to let the British the French the talians and the Russians
do all the thinkin and writin on this hu el importam subject
Wh has onl one book on doctrine been written b an merican air
officer since Bill Mitchell passed from the scene Wh don t our journals and ma a ines print authoritative articles on doctrine
Wh Because nobod cares about doctrine. Nobod knows what it
is the claim oes. nd so we seem satisfied to let our aerospace forces
row as Tops
rew and we twist and turn and stop and start and
fumble and fuss and wonder where we are headin . Each of us is
satisfied to become ac uainted with our ver own little piece and bit

E

very
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of some vast weapon s stem without botherin to think throu h where
that piece and that bit fit into the bi picture or where the aerospace
power of the armed forces of the nited States fits into the bi picture.
Ever bod wants to be a nuts and bolts expert and nobod ives a
tinker's dam about what it all adds up to.
n the nited States ever since the Civil War we have developed
the slovenl habit of lettin somebod else think about doctrine.
octrine has become the sacred preserve of a certain intellectual few
at the Penta on and ir niversit and
.E. . nobod else has to
bother with it. f enou h retired colonels and enerais sit about in
their clubs writin mar inalia on wh Washin ton should not have
crossed the elaware or where Napoleon failed on the road to Moscow
this will be enou h doctrine for us. The fact that the Soviets discuss
militar doctrine with a livel enthusiasm doesntseem to fa e us. The
fact that our llied-officer friends can talk rin s around us when
it comes to doctrine does not seem to dent our armor of i norance.
For traditionall the merican fi htin man has not been a theori er;
he is happ to be able to remember that a Mitchell or Trenchard or
ouhet lived once upon a time and to let the whole matter drop at
that.
Tradition coupled with sheer mental la iness takes a heav toll
from our doctrinal pro ram. ir Force Head uarters and ir niversi
t tr to et people interested but it is like tr in to et a health
ten- ear-old bo interested in irls. There s a lot to irls but the
ten- ear-old just can tsee it.
nd then of course we find the common excuse that fast-chan in
weapon s stems invalidate doctrine before it can even be set up in
t pe and handed out to the troops. The ar ument wins converts even
thou h it stems from an ab smal i norance of what doctrine is all
about.
Perhaps at this poini it mi ht be well to discover just what
doctrine is. ur ir Force ictionar ives us definitions which are
of immense value
doctrine.
rule proposition or teachin that has such official sanction or
authorit as to be used to uide and direct those who are bound b such
sanction or authorit . . .

This simpl means that if the ir Force has rules propositions and
teachin s for the use of aerospace power i.e. aerospace doctrine we
in the ir Force must know that doctrine in order to be uided and
directed b it.
ain from the ir Force ictionar
basic air doctrine.
octrine concerned with the nature of air power and
with what can be and what cannot be done with it.

This is the heart of a f m - the nature of aerospace power its
stren ths and its limitations and wh and how the Nation and the
Nations leaders expect it to be used in the national defense.
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f particular interest to rnan
operational aii doctrine.
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of us is this final definition

octrine on how to use air power in particular

operations.

Particular operations Certainl . The ne- ash series be ond neash-Two deals with theater air operations air deíense operations
strate ic air operations and other specific doctrine. The pro ression
is from basic air doctrine to specific air doctrine and the ne- ash
series la s it all out for us if we would onl bother to read. The how s
the wh s the wherefore s the whos the whens the whats are all
there.
t seems ama in that we should be derelict in our stud of this
material this fundamental material. t strikes one as odd that men
and women professionall associated with aerospace power should not
be vitall and continuall interested in doctrine so that the not onl
can understand it but also can improve upon it.
n no other field of human activit do we disassociate ourselves
from doctrine. n no other area of endeavor do we find doctrine appallin m sterious dr out-of-date and not worth thinkin about.
Ever Sabbath millions upon millions of mericans with the professional militar included refresh their understandin of reli ious doc
trine b recitin creeds and articles of faith. The ponder the Scriptures and consider the Gospels and other hol works and search for
the applications of this doctrine to their dail lives. n this re ard
the willin l accept doctrine even do ma and believe it to be
foundational to their well-bein .
reat political campai n has come to a close but not before
at least a hundred million mericans with the professional militar
a ain included within those vast numbers ave e e ear and ton ue to
the political doctrines of the contestin parties and their standard
bearers. No apparent discomfort was suffered. uite to the contrar
the public at lar e enjo ed and was motivated b the uadrennial
examination of the Nations purpose the Nation s doctrine if ou
please. ne is even tempted to believe that here and there an earnest
citi en reviewed the Constitution and the eclaration of ndependence
in order to remind himself of the form and substance of democratic
doctrine of the nature of democrac and of what can be and what
cannot be done with it.
But militar doctrine Who cares about that stuff We mi ht
better ask Who should care about militar doctrine about aerospace
doctrine
lhe militar should care about militar doctrine obviousl just
as the law er has a care for the law and the ps choanal st for Si mund
freud. s a matter of professional pride the militar should lead the
wa in the development and improvement of militar doctrine.
man
should have enou h interest in his profession to understand the basis
of that profession. nd as a matter of practicalit the professional
militar should know the wh s and the wherefore s of their work. The
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true professional ou ht never to be satisfied with knowin onl the
hows; for if he is so easil satisfied others less able than he ou ht
to be will take his profession awa from him and make him a mere
es man a lacke who never understands tuhy he does what he is
told to do a hirelin who is never asked for his opinion. n this
mean position the professional abuses his splendid herita e and his
sacred trust for within our democrac the dut of the militar is
to advise the chiefs of overnment in militar matters. No airman will
be able to dischar e this dut if he allows himself to be shorn of
his capacit to think if he loses his abilit to present to the Nation
and its leaders a sound doctrine for the use of the militar force with
which he is entrusted. The mental eunuch in the militar will never
be able to convince others of the re uirement for a weapon s stem
or a complex of weapon s stems if he himself does not know and
understand the rules propositions and teachin s which ive weapons
orderliness timeliness and effectiveness.
Statesmen of course must understand the wh s and the wherefore s of militar force. Generall the cannot be expected to know
the hows but surel if the within our concept of overnment are
to pass upon re uests and rant the mone which bu s aerospace
power or an other kind of militar power) the are entitled to know
the wh s and wherefore s. The are entitled to be assured that the
militar men who ur e upon them fantastic expenditures are well
rounded in doctrine the wh s and wherefore s of such expenditures.
For without acle uate doctrine without intelli ent interpretation of
that doctrine and without a constant search for its improvement the
militar can have no plan in mind. The can have no idea of the
nature of aerospace power and what can and cannot be done with
it. How without operational doctrine shall we know the proper use
of aerospace power in particular operations W hat shall we do unless
we have a plan in mind How shall we arrive at that plan if we have
not bothered to stud the nature of the weapons the statesmen permit
us to emplo How shall we convince the statesmen that we know
what we are doin
The re uire answers of us constantl . The
continuall want to know the wh s and the wherefore s. The in uire
into the efficac of our militar establishment and heaven help us
i we do not know wh we have what we have and what wTe plan to
do with it. Neither we of the militar nor the statesmen of overn
ment can firml and surel seek out the answers to problems of defense and war unless the doctrinal foundation for our militar superstructure is broad and deep.
The citi enr should understand doctrine because it is alwa s
asked to pa the bilis. t has a ri ht therefore to examine all overnmental policies and practices not the least amon which is the
manner in which the Nation is bein defended b the militar . Be
cause the citi enr is inclined to wear of sacrifice when the reasons
for sacrifice are not clear it ma withhold the means for what it
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thinks of as untram m eled m ilitary e p erim entalism . T hen when the
indignant p ublic calls a halt, the good goes down with the bad.
T he citizenry, of itself and through its rep resentatives, e p ects the
defense of the N ation to p roceed ap ace without fanfare, waste,
com p etition, or a worship of vested interests. It cares not a whit
whether one of the Services gains or loses. W hat it has a right to
e p ect is a national m ilitary doctrine, a doctrine which p laces the
nature of all m ilitary p ower in íocus and e p lains what can and
cannot be done with it in the national interest.

national militar doctrine it is su ested can never come into
bein until the several Services examine their own weapon s stems
objectivel understand their nature know what can and what cannot
e done with them and then willin l mesh and meld these weapon
s stems into a ma nificent whole. nl when this much is done will
we succeed in overcomin the cleficienc of militar doctrine which
toda pla ues the defense of the nited States.

W it h in this context, and in the confused doctrinal climate of our
times, the professional military must lead the way to clarity and
understanding—for itself, for the men who govern, and for the people
who are to be defended.
Militar doctrine after all is the province of the militar
That the professional ou ht to understand and develop doctrine for
his own service as a contribution to a national militar doctrine
would seem to be the plainest sort of common sense.
Each man in the ir Force can pla his part b understandin
that doctrine of the usaf which has alread been published. W ith
such understandin he can seek to appl it to his personal station
in the Force. But to do so he will have to put aside his prejudices
overcome his reluctance to think open up those blue manuais in the
ne- ash series and et down to work.
The thou ht occurs that we all had better et down to work thinkin about the nature of aerospace power and what it can and cannot
do. For if we of the militar do not care enou h to think in these
directions who in our Nation will
To be sure doctrine alone will not ive us the stren th we need
to continue the uasi peace that now prevails. octrine alone cannot
answer all uestions for all men for all time. But if we would be
honest enou h and earnest enou h and thinkin enou h to ive doc
trine its due as a rule and uide for sensible thou ht and action we
mi ht find new and excitin and challen in worlds openin up to us.
nd with that advent no one would need to ask Who cares about
doctrine
Command and Staff College

Military Opinion Abroad
THE SOVIET COMMANDER AND THE
NEW TECHNOLOGY
Dr .

K

en n eth

R.

W

h i t in g

Soviet armed forces, just as in every other technically advanced m ili
tary force, an old p roblem has assumed a new imp ortance: T o what e
tern must the commander know the equip m ent of the unit he commands?
T his problem has ap p arently become im p ortant enough in the Soviet armed
forces for the powers-that-be to allow a C olonel Levchenkov to write an
article about it in R e d S ta r * and even to solicit the views of other officers.
T he response, judging from the letters published in R e d S ta r , was vigorous;
many of the respondents stated that L evchenkov’s articles had aroused great
interest in their units. As this problem is not one that applies uniquely to
the Soviet officer, it may be of interest to see what bothers C olonel Levchenkov
n th e

and his friends.
T he following is a summary of C olonel Levchenkov’s article, which appeared in K r a s n a y a Z v e z d a , 10 D ecember 1960, p. 2, and was entitled “T he
C ommander and the New T echnology.’'

&

^

T he problem can be formulated tersely: the commander and
the new technology. In other words, to what e tent must the commander
know the equip m ent of the unit
which is entrusted to his command?
F ifteen years ago the answer was simple: the commander had to know
perfectly all the combat equip ment his subordinates were using. I was then
the commander of an antiaircraft battalion, and it did not occur to me
that it was possible to direct subordinates if I knew less than they did. It
was not enough for me to be thoroughly acquainted with the ordnance, instruments, and Communications equip ment of my unit. I personally conducted
studies with my officers of the most comple aspects of combat operations.
I could check on the condition of the equip ment with great e actness. O f
course in this respect I in no way stood out from other commanders.
B ut in the passage of one and a half or two decades much has changed.
T he technical equip m ent of the Soviet armed forces has changed qualitatively.
T he use of modern weapons is unthinkable without the p articip ation of engineers and technicians. T hey cannot be all-knowing specialists, but they
•K rasn aya Zvezda, a daily newspaper published for the Army by the Ministrv of Defense.
Colonel Levchenkov uses two Russian words for “ unit” : chast' and p o d ra z d elcn iy a ; ap
parently he is referring to all types of units from battalions and squadrons to divisions and
wings.
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perfect themselves in some one, rather narrow, technical field. O ne may
specialize in the field of radio electronics, another is an e p ert in weapons,
a third in motors or tractors. All serve in one unit, but it is impossible to
change their jobs arbitrarily without the risk of putting them in a difficult
situation.
W hat about the commander? Can you demand of him, as formerly, a
universal, profound technical knowledge of all the equipment included in the
inventory of his unit? I have heard various opinions on this subject. According to one view, the commander is so burdened with responsibilities in
carrying out the Service R egulations that he has no chance to study technological changes in any depth. T herefore it is enough for the commander to
know the general principies of the operation of his unit’s equipment. Its
repair, use, tuning, and regulating are the duties of his engineers and technicians. Following this concept, some commanders do not overload themselves
with technical knowledge, but simply supervise the engineering-technical
staff. For a time the commander may get away with this, but on the first
serious checkup the deficiencies in his professional training become obvious.
A nother point of view is that the commander must have technological
knowledge on the engineer’s levei. It is hard to object to this assertion:
it would be splendid if the commander had an engineer’s technical knowl
edge. B ut can he study technical subjects at the same levei as an officer
receiving a specialized engineering education, without sacrificing the com
petem e ecution of his other duties?
T hen there is the commander who in undertaking the noble job of knowing all technicality goes out of his head” studying diagrams and instruments—
who wants to know everything in detail, to make sure of everything himself,
to touch everything with his own hands. But, you will observe, he lets slip
some other, not less importam, sectors of his responsibilities.
O f course a commander who has no technical knowledge will not suffice. But neither will he suffice who, in concentrating his interests entirely
on the perfection of specialized training, forgets to work with the people
who operate the technical equipment and does not fulfill the duties of a
leader. How is the commander to act so that his numerous duties do not
keep him away from technical matters and technical matters in turn do not
keep him from knowing people? Can he distribute his strength and find
“ the golden mean”?
Perhaps the best solution of this problem is that proposed by those
comrades who recommend the ap p ointing to command positions of the
already “prepared” specialist-engineers. T hey do not need additional tech
nical preparation and can wholly concentrate their attention on the supervision of subordinates. I personally cannot agree with this op inion. O f course
the commander who has an engineering education is better able to control
his subordinates in the operation of technical equip ment and to organize
its use. However, the commander has not a few other duties, for the engineer appointed to the position of unit commander has to acquire command
e perience, administrative skills, and an e pansion of his tactical outlook.
T his is not easy, and it is far from being all. N ot every engineer has the
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essential ualities necessar to command a unit.
am all for en ineers and
technolo
but it must be acknowled ed that some of them havin consumed man ears in technical stud did not learn to work with subordinates.
The became to some de ree reserved people. nd ou know the art of
leadership consists to a lar e de ree in the abilit to attract people to ou
to influence them.
n connection with this want to reproach some of the hi her militar
technical schools. nfortunatel man of their raduates lack command skills.
n the last ear forexample into one of our units carne an officer Tkachenko
who had completed his studies. He demonstrated the technical trainin of
a specialist but from the ver first da he displa ed a complete inabilit
to work with people. f course from such an en ineer there will scarcel
row a commander able to cope with the enormous ran e of duties imposed
on him b re ulations. nd then it sometimes turns out as follows the
push an en ineer into a command position; in the course of time his en ineerin knowled e rows obsolete but he does not ac uire command uali
ties; as a result we lose an en ineer and we do not ain a ood com
mander.
Experience shows that man commanders b the skillful plannin of
time can master the technical e uipment entrusted to them at the levei
necessar for them. n m view the commander does not have to know all
the details of the e uipment but he must know the principies the funda
mentais. He must have a clear idea of the functionin and the interrelationships of all the e uipment in his command.
n the manuais it is stated that the commander must know about and
must be able to carr out work on his technical e uipment. But in practice
this is difficult. The commander especiall the oun one must be careful
about how he bud ets his time for his personal technolo ical studies. There
is no sin in hidin . We still hold too man conferences commanders calls
etc. which keep the commander from his main business and prevent him from
concentratin his attention on technical studies.
The commander must not onl stud militar technolo assiduousl
himself but also be able to use the knowled e of the en ineers and technicians on his staff. He must listen to the opinion and the advice of the en
ineers and specialists subordinate to him reali in that he alone cannot
know ever thin . nfortunatel it is sometimes possible to meet command
ers who from fear of injurin their authorit do not want to take
the useful advice of specialists and these commanders sometimes make
mistakes.
The problem of the master of a deep technical knowled e b unit
commanders is a ver serious one. t would seem desirable that the readers
of this newspaper ive their opinions on this problem.
Major V. Samsonov wrote a letter entitled Be Not a Step Behind
in answer to Levchenkov's article.* He first made the point that the com* K rasn aya Z v eid a, 22 January 1961, p. 2.
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mander had to know more than just the general principies of the structure and operation of his equip ment. T o illustrate his p oint, he told the
story of his own colonel. O ne evening he wandered into the colonel’s office
and found him immersed in a technical book, while his table was piled high
with diagrams, manuais, and technical literature. T he colonel e p lained that
he felt it necessary to keep up with all the technical changes and new equipment coming into his unit. O nce when he was insp ecting one of his radar
units, he noticed that a technician was making some repairs but not according to the book. T he colonel called him on it, but to his embarrassment
found that it was a new type of apparatus that called for a different procedure.
He was not going to get caught that way again. M ajor Samsonov draws the
conclusion that a commander cannot direct his subordinates unless he
knows far more than general principies.
T he M ajor then assails C olonel L evchenkovs antagonistic view on
engineers as commanders because he has taken one e amp le and made a
general law from it. M ajor Samsonov, on the other hand, lists a number
of engineers who became e cellent unit commanders.
T he R e d S ta r printed about ten letters in answer to C olonel Levchenkov’s article, the respondents varying in rank from lieutenants to generais.
O n the whole, M ajor Samsonov’s letter was typical: the commander must
have a detailed knowledge of the equip ment of his unit, and there was
little sympathy for L evchenkov’s worry about the lack of command abilities
in engineering ofíicers. O f course the fact that the majority of letters carne
from either engineering officers or pilots may have had something to do with
their favorable attitude toward engineers as unit commanders. O ne gets
the impression that line officers lorded it over engineering officers a bit, and
one “engineering-colonel,” ap p arently griped by the adjectival dilution of
his title, suggested drop p ing the qualifying part.
M ajor-G eneral of the E ngineering T echnical Service N. Barykov urged
that a glance at the historical development of technology in the Soviet U nion
would answer many of C olonel L evchenkov’s questions. In the early days
the plants, shops, and even the technical units of the R ed Army were headed
by “R ed leaders,” men who knew little of technology but had great leadership qualities. T hey had to depend upon specialists, often from the old
regime, for their technological know-how. B ut as the Soviet State produced
more and more technically educated peop le, these old leaders could be
replaced. T his was made even more necessary as the develop ing military
technology grew ever more comple . T his same evolution has gone on, and
will continue, in the Soviet armed forces.
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Books and Ideas
D ocum entary Collections R ela ted to the U .S .A ir Force
A G uide for M ilitary W riters
M a jo r J

a m es

F. S underman

A S T H E Aerospace Age has caught the serious attention of the American

T jL public, a growing demand has arisen for wide variety of A ir Force ma
terial for both magazine and book publication.
Curiously the interest in space has also stimulated an unusually strong
interest in the past—in aviation and air power history. Books and magazine
articles dealing with air historical topics—the evolution of fiight, pioneer
airmen, the technology of aeronautics, W orld W ar I and W orld W ar II air
combat—are eagerly sought by readers of all ages. Increasing numbers of
publishers and writers, determined to supply the fast-growing, two-pronged
requirement for serious literature on rnans conquest of the air and his
coming e ploration of the cosmos, seek Air Force help to probe into the
past as well as e amine the present and future.
T o meet this demand the A ir Force Office of Information, Office of the
Secretary of the Air Force, maintains the Magazine and Book Branch and
its subunit, the usaf Book Program. T he p rincipal function of this office
is to bring publishers together with authors writing on Air Force subjects and
to assist such publishers and authors in finding mutually interesting
subjects for publication. It also lends assistance to military and free-lance
authors in getting the necessary documentary and research materiais needed
for sound, accurate presentation of the A ir Force story.
Since one of the first questions that this office receives from almost
every prospective author, whether military or civilian, is “W here are the
records?” I am offering the following description of the principal collections
of aerospace reference and documentary material. T his does not pretend to be
e haustive. T here are many other smaller or more specialized collections.
H elp in gaining access to these research sources may be had from the M aga
zine and Book Branch, Office of Information, Office of the Secretary of the
A ir Force, W ashington 25, D. C., or from the address listed in the individual
accounts of the various facilities.
Good research makes good writing

U SA F H is to r ic a l D iv ision A rch iv es
T he Archives, located at Air University, M a well a f b , Alabama, is the
official keeper of unit histories and supporting documents for the Air Force
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and its predecessor organizations: Army Air Forces, Air Corps, Air Service,
and Aviation Section of the Signal Corps.
T wo thousand 4- and 5-drawer filing cabinets house more than one milon documents relating to military aviation, constituting the broadest and
most valuable sources on usaf history, contemporary and past, e isting anywhere. H alf the collection covers W orld W ar II years, 1941-1945, when thousands of a af units world-wide—squadrons, groups, wings, numbered Air
Forces, commands—prepared monthly unit histories. T hese unit histories are
not of equal merit, but most are remarkably complete, filled with detailed
personnel, operational, and housekeeping data of unusual importance and interest. Supporting documents for the war period include general and special
orders, intelligence reports. mission plans, target folders, bomb damage assessment reports, mission debriefing files, messages, escape and evasion reports,
maps, charts. photographs, plans, evaluations, statistics, and scores of additional memorabilia created by the paper work of modern warfare. T he documents
dealing with plans and air operations abound with human-interest stories
and an abundance of combat lore that has hardly been touched.
Most of the other half of the Archives collection consists of A ir Force
unit histories and supporting operational documents from 1945 to the present,
including the e tensive K orean air war materiais. New unit histories are
received, cataloged, and filed on a continuing basis. T he major commands,
numbered A ir Forces, and comparable-level organizations submit their his
tories on a semiannual basis; lower-echelon units (divisions, wings, groups,
squadrons, etc.) , on a quarterly basis. T he inflow of current documents to
the Archives averages around 22,000 items per year.
T he wide range of special sources is e emplified by collections such as
W ar College lectures, minutes of D epartment of Defense M ilitary L iaison
Committee meetings, and a detailed chronology of the U .S. military air arm
beginning with the year 1861. In addition the Archives holds private col
lections and photographs assembled by such noted airmen as M uir S. Fairchild, M illard F. H armon, Aubry L . M oore, E lmer E. A dler, M artin F. Scanlon, R obert M errill Lee, John G. W illiams, Curtis E. LeM ay, H . H . A rnold,
and others.
Scores of monographs, on subjects from limited war to strategic doctrine
to balloon reconnaissance and W orld W ar I aces, have been prepared by the
usaf historians from this vast storehouse of primary sources, and these serve as
ready references for facts, meanings, and interpretations.
Subject coverage thus is wide, ranging from earliest aviation history
to recent developments in the fields of ballistic missiles, earth satellites, and
space biology. T he Archives spans the life of the usaf from 1907 onward, forming a collection without equal for the student and researcher of A merican
military aviation.
Some of the material in the Archives, largely of post-W orld W ar II
intage, is classified, but a continuing program of downgrading is under
way. W hole areas of W orld W ar II materiais have recently been opened. U n
der certain conditions access to specialized topics still within security areas
can be given to writers working on historical projects. A pp lication for such
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permission should be made to the Chief,
ton 25, D. C.

usaf

Book Program,

sa fo i,

W ashing

A ir U n iversity L ib r a r y
T he Air University Library at M a well a f b , officially designated Fairchild Library, provides a university-level bibliographic, documentary, and
circulating reference operation suitable in quantity and quality to support
the requirements of the Air University school system.
T he au Library collection numbers appro imately 1,000,000 items and
embraces e tensive unpublished official matter, military regulations, technical
manuais and pamphlets, and U.S. G overnment publications related to the
Air Force, as well as books and e tensive files of journals, magazines, and
newspapers. All items are at finger-tip availability through the catalog Sys
tem, which for numerous topics is supplemented by special bibliographies.
T he Audio- isual C enter of the Library stocks maps, aeronautical charts,
films, Hat pictures, filmstrips, and slides. T he Library’s inventory breaks
down as 240,000 books; 520,000 documents; 75,000 regulations, reports, etc.;
2500 magazine and newspaper subscriptions; 280,000 maps and charts; 11,000
films, slides, etc.
T he 520,000 documents comprise official studies, reports, plans, investigations, orders, policies, and correspondence and other unpublished items
such as Air University student theses. M uch is classified, all is fully cataloged
in the most completely analyzed collection of its kind in the D epartment of
Defense. T he 240,000-book collection contains carefully selected titles in all
fields of knowledge relating to aerospace power, military science, natural Sci
ence, political science, economics, engineering. It forms perhaps the most
complete book collection on aviation and military air to be found anywhere.
T he periodical subscriptions provide world-wide coverage, leaning strongly
to military subjects, particularly aerospace power. Past issues are available in
e tensive back files. T he Library collection is available to the armed forces,
individuais or units, through standard library procedures, including interlibrary loan. Items are readily accessible to other authorized users, consistent
with security regulations. Research in the au Library is permissible for au
thorized military and free-lance civilian writers. A pplication should be made
to the Chief, usaf Book Program, s a f o i , W ashington 25, D.C., or to the
D irector of Information, H q Air University, M a well a f b , Alabama.
A ir F o r c e M u seu m
W hile generally known for its collection of historical Air Force aircraft,
the Air Force Museum maintains a R eference and Research Division comprising 500,000 documents, films, and books portraying the history of the
usaf and recording technological advances in aerospace power. T hese histori
cal properties are directly associated with celebrated events, important eras,
and notable achievements of the A ir Force. T hus the materiais here cover
a vast subject field and the time period beginning with the W right brothers
in 1903 and running to the present age of space.
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Since the aerial vehicle itself is the central item of the Museum, the
documentar)' collection fans out from the specific aircraft into detailed presentation of airplanes, components, equipment. and weapons and of the
men whose accomplishments, feats of heroism. and sacrifices have made
af history. T he materiais run the gainut from the A-l through the
-15.
Listed by model of airplane, the documents are categorized under the headings of armament, color-markings-insignia, cockpit, design and modificaíion,
drawin s erection and maintenance, empennage, engine equipment (cameras,
radio, radar, etc.) , fusilage, history (specific flights, log books, units, personnel), instruments, landing gear, operation, performance, photographs, petroleum-oil-lubricants, propellers, specifications, tanks, and wing. T he same
order and nature of documents are to be found on lighter-than-air craft,
helicopters, amphibians, missiles, rockets, and manned and unmanned space
vehicles. R eference material also deals in general aircraft areas: engines,
components, instruments, equipment, armament, clothing, etc.
T he reference files are available for personal research from 9 :0 0 a .m . to
4:00 p . m ., Monday through Friday. Facilities are not available to provide
research assistance by mail or to copy documents or photos. T he required
document or photo, however, can be loaned to an authorized ap p licant for
a period of 30 days. A pplication may be made direct to the D irector, A ir
Force Museum, or to the C hief, usaf Book Program, s a f o i , W ashington 25,

D.C.
A ir F o r c e B r a n c h , M ilita ry P e r s o n n e l R e c o r d s C e n te r
For writers who are interested in biographical information on military
airmen, the A ir Force Records C enter, St. Louis, Missouri, maintains and
Services the master personnel records of all officers and enlisted persons who
have been completely separated from the A ir Force or its predecessor organizations. A dditionally it holds prior service records of enlisted men who are
currently on active duty. D etailed description of the records can be found
in af M anuais 35-9 (for officers) and 35-12 (for airm en).
O ther categories of records include original claily military strength reports
and all noncurrent permanent records of long-time value created by a f field
organizations, such as (1) claims, (2) courts martial, (3) medicai records,
(4) morning reports, (5) official publications, (6) research and development
studies, reports, proposals, plans, policies, programs, and a host of other r &d
items, (7) technical orders, (8) temporary records such as leave, civilian
personnel separation, patent and Copyright, training directives, etc., (9)
organizational records comprising files, correspondence, management, budget,
etc., and (10) classified administrative records.
Additional permanent af records, covering every item of an official nature
and having a retention value of ten years or longer, are sent to some 37
record depositories located throughout the 50 States, the P hilip p ine Islands,
and Allied countries. A listing of the types and series of these records and
their depository locations can be obtained from the G eneral Services Administration. Significam among these, for the air historical researcher, is the
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Federal Records Center g s a , lexandria Vir inia which holds for example
much of the captured Luftwaffe files the complete files of the Twentieth ir
Force and its operations a ainst apan and other si nificant documents
in a f histor and .S. air power. Much of this material is still classified;
however research into it is possible upon application to the Chief u s a f Book
Pro ram s a f o i .
The St. Louis Center also maintains a decoration file listin all decorations to a f personnel. The 3-b - cards ive the mans name and serial
number decorations earned and the order authori in them. ccasionall
of reat value to the writer are personal papers of ir Force notables found
in their personal records folders or filed with the records of the or ani ations to which the were assi ned.
pplication for research privile es or re uests for specific information
should be sent to the Chief ir Force Branch Militar Personnel Records
Center
Pa e Boulevard St. Louis 3 Missouri or to the Chief u s a f
Book Pro ram s a f o i .
U n ited S ta tes A ir F o r c e A c a d e m y L ib r a r y

This new facilit located on the cadem site
miles north of Colorado
Sprin s provides a well-balanced reference and readin collection of materiais
enerall found in leadin liberal arts and en ineerin colle es and universities. Since its foundin less than a half-do en ears a o special ifts to the
Librar are developin a comprehensive reference and basic research col
lection in the field of air power and aeronautical histor .
special collection
of more than
uni ue and rare items relates to the rowth and development of the ir Force cadem and its curriculum.
s of Ma
the Librar contained over 3
books
current
issues of ma a ines and re ular editions of
.S. and forei n newspapers.
t is a selective depositor for nited States Government and nited Nations
documents a source of technical reports such as those of r a n d , a s t i a , n a s a ,
and t e m p o . ts microfilm collection numbers more than 38
reels.
com
prehensive series of pamphlets brochures and the like covers data on ir
Force installations and units world-wide.
B permission of the Librar of Con ress and the Mitchell famil the
cadem Librar has obtained duplicate copies of man items contained in
the papers of General William Mitchell. The papers of Lt. General Hubert
R. Harmon the firstSuperintendem of the a f cadem are also in its special
collection.
Research facilities of the cadem Librar can be made available to
ualified persons if the will write to the irector of the Librar u s a f
cadem or to the Chief u s a f Book Pro ram s a f o i .
A ir F o r c e I n f o r m a t i o n O ffxces

ir Force nformation ffices from H u s a f down throu h major commands numbered ir Forces centers Services and lower-echelon or ani ations
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provide excellent to limited resources for aerospace research especiall on
more current aspects of ir Force operations personnel lo istics etc.
Each nformation ffice in the field maintains a file of current official
press releases back round data pamphlets brochures mono raphs on special
topics etc. and a photo file coverin personnel in the or ani ation its
operations and its related activities. The majorit of these photos are not
duplicated in the central a f photo files at H u sa f ; thus the provide the
writer and researcher a rass-roots covera e of the a f at the unit levei not
available elsewhere.
From major-command levei on down the usaf historical pro ram comes
underthe ffice of nformation. Each or ani ational unit maintains historical
files which offer primar sources for research. While securit classification of
current unit histories precludes open use special topics from historical
documents can fre uentl be down raded. Local information officers can
also draw on the base photo laborator for special covera e of a f topics.
R es e a r c h S tu d ies In s titu te

The usaf Historical ivision Research Studies nstitute
ir niversit Maxwell a f b , labama directs the ir Force-wide historical pro ram.
This ffice has published scores of historical studies on special air power
topics such as
evelopment of the rm
ir rm
. These
studies provide detailed and authentic sources for the writer.
listin of the
unclassified Studies ma be re uested from the irector of nformation ir
niversit Maxwell a f b , labama.
Three ir niversit Research Studies nstitute publications provide
speciali ed biblio raphic uidance to official and unofficial periodical literature and books and to certain official studies on ir Force air power space
;
and related militar subjects A n A ir p o w e r B ib lio g r a p h y , prior to
An A ir p o w e r B ib lio g r a p h y , 1 9 5 5 -1 9 5 6 ; and A S p a c e B ib lio g r a p h y , T h r o u g h
1 9 5 8 . These are invaluable reference sources to published literature on
aviation and aerospace from the earl da s to the present.*
A ir F o r c e L ib r a r y S erv ice

The ir Force librar s stem consists of some
main libraries. This
includes a librar at ever ir Force base technical libraries at research
development and other speciali ed activities and the academic-t pe libraries
at the ir niversit and the ir cadem described above. These libraries
to etherwith librar extension activities includin branch and field libraries
which serve ir Force personnel wherever located total some 8 librar
volumes.
outlets. The total book stock of all facilities numbers
The main libraries to ether with branch and field librar extensions
contain eneral and reference material with balanced collections coverin
The USAF Book Program, Office of Information, Office of the Secretary of the Air Force,
ashington 25, D.C., maintains an upto-date bibliography of commercial books on aerospace
and related subjects published from 1955 to present (both hard and paper cover). Copies are
available upon request.
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types and subject matter to meet the reading requirements of the personnel
served. Most libraries have a working coverage of aeronautics and aerospace
books, with emphasis on those volumes that relate directly or indirectly to
af history or the af story. A book kit of 30 new clothbound titles and a 50title paperbound kit are distributed monthly to each main library and to
library e tension activities. In addition to new books of general interest
these kits include the principal new air and space titles. Base librarians also
have the authority and the funds to purchase recommended air and space
books of all types. Most of the A ir Force Book Program selections and
related volumes, which are not distributed in the monthly kits, are selected
and ordered by af base librarians. T hus each af library contains a fairly
complete collection of all current aerospace publications. L ibrarians also
procure technical, legal, and governmental publications, and each library
adds those publications needed to meet specific reader requirements. In ad
dition base libraries subscribe to many popular and technical magazines and
file recent issues. M aterials in main base libraries are unclassified.
T echnical libraries are found at Air Force Systems Command and Air
Force Logistics Command bases, centers, laboratories, and other activities.
T hey are also found in other commands at installations which require scientific
and technical research as part of the mission. af technical libraries offer
e cellent specialized facilities, for e ample, the libraries of the Office of
Aerospace R esearch and the Office of the Surgeon G eneral at Hq usaf and
the a f Cambridge Research Laboratory at Laurence G. Hanscom Field,
Bedford, Massachusetts. Such libraries maintain collections of unpublished
official reports, studies, and symposium proceedings, as well as officially
published pamphlets, periodicals, brochures, and commercially published tech
nical materiais in the particular area of the organization’s mission. T he mate
riais in technical libraries consist of both classified and unclassified items.
Information officers at all leveis of command can arrange for writers to
conduct research in base and technical library facilities, the latter within the
provisions of security regulations.

A ir F o r c e P h o t o F ile s

T he Air Force Photo Files, officially known as the Documentary Photo
Library, a branch of the Library Division, D etachment 1, A eronautical Chart
and Information C enter, are presently located in the Pentagon. T he files contain several general categories of black and white photos.
T he “ personal p ortraits” group includes photos of all general officers,
aces, Congressional M edal of H onor winners, outstancling af personalities
and leaders, flyers, air pioneers, etc., from 1908 to the present. T his grouping
numbers around 40,000 pictures.
“Documentary photography” is the seconcl group, and it makes up the
bulk of the files. It is organized geographically and by subject: personnel,
training, airplanes, maintenance, bases, combat operations, research and development, electronics, w a f ' s , and a dozen other classifications; and it covers
from 1908 to the present, including W orld W ar I, W orld W ar II, and Korea.
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Especially outstanding is the photo coverage of combat in W orld W ar II
and Korea. T his group, as of 1 June 1961, included more than 191,486
pictures, covering military aviation thoroughly and civil aviation to a
limited e tern. A n additional 16,625 color transparencies add to the documentary photography. Photo subjects range from the middle of W orld W ar
II to the present.
Two outstanding personal collections, both on W orld W ar I, are in the
af files: the M ajor R obert Soubiran collection, taken by Soubiran during
World W ar I, largely on the Lafayette Escadrille; and the Crowel collection
which covers air activities and the A merican E peditionary Force of W orld
W ar I.
A limited number of commercial copyrighted photos are in a f files with
permission for their use for official purposes only. Owners include L i f e , J a n e ’s
A ll T h e W o r ld ’s A ir c r a ft, the wire Services, and other photo media.
T he yearly inflow to the Photo Files from af units world-wide is appro imately 125,000 black and white negatives and color transparencies and
9000 prints. O f these, appro imately 10,000 color transparencies and black
and white negatives and 3000 prints are retained for the permanent photo
record.
T he entire a f Photo File collection numbers well over 300,000 items,
with a sizable annual growth. All are efficiently cataloged in organized photo
notebooks, facilitating research and reproduction. M uch of the N ational
rchives photo collection is also available through the a f files.
Permission for research in the a f Photo Files may be requested from
Chief, usaf Book Program, s a f o i . N ormal charge for prints is 55 each. If
the writer's project is officially approved, limited photography is provided
without charge. C olor transparencies are loaned for 6 weeks. If permanent
retention is desired, a charge of 5.00 each is made.
T he A erial Library Branch, also a division of the A eronautical C hart
and Information C enter, is the agency which catalogs and Stores the e tensive footage of all official aerial reconnaissance film. M uch of this is
classified; however still e cerpts can be e tracted on certain subject areas.
U SA F M o tio n P ictu re F ilm D ep o sito ry
T his film depository, located at W right-Patterson a f b , is the office of
record for all motion picture film created or acquired by the U .S. A ir Force.
M ore than 85,000,000 feet of historical film from the originais of the early
W right brothers’ fiights to space probes today are cataloged and stored in
99 air-conditioned vaults. T he main depository categories include:

T h e W r ig h t F ie ld C o lle c tio n , 1 9 2 0 —1 9 4 9 .

Film produced by or donated
to the motion picture activity at W right Field. It contains valuable copies
of film on the early W right brothers’ fiights that were donated by O rville
W right. It also covers the early research and development activities which
took place at W right Field or were photographed by Air Force photographers through the period up to the end of W orld W ar II. Included also
in this film collection are views of the principal types of aircraft produced
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by or procured by the A ir Force from 1908 until 1949. W right Field
photographers also covered special historical events, such as the early air
races and record flights. A dditional aviation documentation for the early
period was donated by newsreel companies.

W o r ld VVar I , 1 9 1 8 -1 9 1 9 . A small number of films dealing with miscellaneous aviation activities and the activities of several pursuit squadrons.
W o r ld W a r I I , 1 9 4 1 -1 9 4 6 . Comprehensive coverage of U.S. Army Air
Forces in all theaters of war; also documentation of domestic activities,
international conferences, special events. Films of activities of our allies
and seized enemy films are included, the latter showing the missile developments in Nazi Germany.
K o r e a n C o n flic t, 1 9 5 1 -1 9 5 3 . Films made in the K orean theater of
operations, with coverage of related international and domestic events.
R e s e a r c h a n d D e v e lo p m e n t D o c u m e n t a t i o n , 1 9 5 0 —p r e s e n t. Films documenting research and development in military aviation performed by Air
Force commands, principally the A ir Force Systems Command, and by Air
Force contractors, such as Boeing, Hughes, Convair, etc., working under
Air Force contracts. T his film shows the development and testing of modern
aircraft, missiles, rockets, and related components, and research in astronautics, aeromedicine, and other Sciences related to space e ploration.
G e n e r a l A i r F o r c e D o c u m e n ta r y P h o to g r a p h y , 1 9 5 0 —p r e s e n t. Films shot
by A ir Force photographic units, principally units of the Air Photographic
and C harting Service, in the U nited States and in all areas of the world
where the U nited States maintains air bases or e ercises a friendly interest.
T hese films show world-wide command or base operations and personnel,
special projects or special events of national or regional interest, and coverage
of missile and space development of general interest for public information.
O ffic ia l A i r F o r c e F ilm S u b je c ts , 1 9 4 9 —p r e s e n t. T hese consist of training
films, special film projects, film training aids, Air Force newrs reviews, and
film reports containing official A ir Force doctrine approved by H q u s a f for
training, informational, or promotional purposes.
T he total film footage of the depository is cataloged on more than
1,000,000 subject file cards, simplifying p inp oint research to specific areas.
Each year the depository receives 8,000,000 feet of new film subjects.
Almost all of this annual input is kept for periods of time ranging from a
few months to a few years. R etention timetables govern the various classes
of footage received. Film with retention value as historical documentation
of Air Force operation and development is retained beyond the first ten
years. T he most important films, such as air operations during war periods,
the W right brothers’ flights, or the first successful satellite launch, are
retained permanently at the N ational Archives after active use by the Air
Force lias been completed.
W riters, historians, researchers, and publishers can acquire stills from
the motion picture footage, or clips, on subjects ranging the entire scope of
Air Force growth and operation. Commercial producers of films can likewise
obtain film clips or sound effects. A nominal fee is charged for reproduction.
Some of the film comes under restrictions preventing free use, for
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reasons oí prior Copyright, security classification, or legal limitation. Aerial
views of military installations or other key target areas are restricted. E ceptions may be granted, upon specific request.
Nongovernmer.t requests for film or stills must be submitted to and
approved by D irector of Information, Office of the Secretary of the A ir Force,
W ashington

D.C., A ttn:

safoi -3B.

N a tio n a l A ero n a u tic s a n d S p a c e A d rn in istra tio n
On the Science and technology of flight, nasa research facilities are highly
recommended for their technical literature, which includes domestic and
foreign books, periodicals, documents, reports, and studies. nasa has growing
collections on the social impact and education aspects of the space age, as
well as rounded motion picture and photograph collections on space tech
nology and Sciences. It has no material on weapon systems.
T he N ational A eronautics and Space A drninistration, W ashington
D.C., is the offspring of the N ational Advisory C ommittee for A eronautics
( naca ) , established in
. Its technical collections antedate W orld W ar .
W ith its present space e p loration mission, many of nasa ’s programs are of
direct interest to writers and researchers working on launch vehicles, manned
space flight, and space Science subjects.
T he following points of contact in nasa H eadquarters at W ashington are
suggested:
Office

of T echnical Information and Educational Programs
T echnical L ibrary: probably the best single collection of
technical literature in the world on all phases of aero
nautics and astronautics.

nasa

E ducational Programs:
education materiais.

nasa

active workshop

H istorical Office: working collection of
monographs and related materiais.

nasa

and Science

naca

and

nasa

Audio and isual D ivision: a wide range of motion pictures and still photos about space Sciences and flight.

nasa

Office of P ublic Information
In addition to its information desks, o p i has a wide range of
informational releases, current photos, space activity summaries, etc.
T he following nasa centers and facilities throughout the country offer a
useful point of contact for research and writing. T he local D irector of
T echnical Information and or the P ublic Information Office are recom
mended as points of contact for leads to information:
Ames Research C enter, M offett Field, C alif rnia
Flight Research C enter, Edwards, C alif rnia
Goddard Space Flight C enter, G reenbelt, M aryland
J et Propulsion Laboratory (Cal T ech) , Pasadena, C alif rnia
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Langley R esearch C enter, Langley

afb,

irgínia

Lewis R esearch C enter, C leveland, O hio
M arshall Space Flight C enter, H untsville, Alabama
Space T ask G roup (P roject M ercury), Langley

afb,

irgínia

W estern O p erations Office, Santa M onica, C alif rnia
L aunch O p erations D irectorate, C ape C anaveral, Florida

N a t io n a l A rc h iv e s
H ere is another gold mine for the writer-researcher, especially on the
early period of military aviation. Several general categories stand out: all the
central files of the Office of the C hiei of the A ir Service, the A ir Corps, and
later the Army A ir Forces, dating between 1917 and 1944, containing the
top-level administrative, policy, and management documents; selected files
of the A ir C orps L ibrary; a f p atent files, 1 9 1 8 -1 9 4 5 ; and complete ghq A ir
Force files, 1 9 3 5 -1 9 4 2 .
M ost im p ortant are the complete records of the A ir Service in the
A merican E p editionary Force cluring W orld W ar 1. O n pre-W orld W ar I
military aviation, the Archives retains the records of the Office of the C hief
Signal Officer, under whom the A ir Service was organized. Perhaps the most
complete, comprehensive source e isting anywhere on this subject is the
“G orrell Flistory,” a comp ilation of materiais on the A ir Service in the a e f .
T his monumental work contains more than 300 volumes of documents and
narrative histories of A ir Service units and supporting activities in France,
including photos. It was gathered and edited by L t. C ol. Edgar S. G orrell
after W orld W ar I. O ther miscellaneous reports and items on military and
civilian aviation of the early period are also in the N ational Archives.
R esearch can be conducted in the files to the e tern security permits.
M ost of the N ational A rchives collection is unclassified; however dassification still applies to some of the later W orld W ar II materiais, 1939-1944.
Permission for access to the unclassified records can be granted, and app lication should be made to the N ational Archives. Permission for access to
classified a f records there should be made through the C hief, usaf Book
Program, s a f o i .
T he N ational A rchives also holds a sizable collection of air photos. T he
significam categories include 6000 W orld W ar I negatives of the 1 9 1 8 -1 9 1 9
period, one-half of which are aerial shots; over 200,000 personal portraits of
individuais serving in the A ir Force from W orld W ar I through the T wenties,
T hirties, and W orld W ar II, including each cadet and officer and outstanding
civilian or military personnel and v i p ’s ; the Erickson collection of aviation
activities in C alif rnia, 1 9 1 4 -1 9 1 8 ; several thousand lantern slides from the
W right brothers of 1903 through the Air Service era to 1946; 3000 Scott
Field photos covering the period 1 9 2 8 -1 9 3 7 ; a limited number of aerial
mosaics; the complete file of Air T ransp ort Command photos (25,000 to
30,000) taken over the Hying routes during W orld W ar II, 1943—1945.
R ecently the N ational Archives acquired the main file of officia) black
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and white Navy air photography from the early days through 3 September
1945. T h is new addition numbers in the tnousands. A special “O ld F ile”
of historical aircraft contains several thousand items from the early period.
N ational Archives photos are for sale at 1.00 each in 8 by 10 black
and white. Detailed descriptions of the various classes and types of records
can be obtained by writing to the N ational Archives, 7th and Pennsylvania
Ave., N. W ., W ashington 25, D.C.
L ib r a ry o f C on gress
Perhaps the most e tensive mine for military as well as civilian aviation
research is the Science and T echnology Division of the L ibrary of Congress.
H ere can be found upwards of 50,000 published books (in all languages)
that deal directly and completely with aeronautics or aviation in the U nited
States and foreign countries. Thousands more deal in part with flight or
indirectly relate to it.
A ppro imately 4000 aviation periodicals, world-wide, (those still being
published and those that have been discontinued) can be found in current
and back issues. T his number includes appro imately 1500 U.S. periodical
and serial titles such as magazines, reports, and pamphlets. In addition there
e ists a large collection of technical aeronautical reports, house organs, and
trade literature, both historical and current.
For the “digger” into air history, the Library of Congress offers special
types of aviation collections, induding many rare, out-of-print books. A mong
these is the T issandier collection of books and prints, a French collection
essentially on ballooning purchased some time ago, which covers the period
from the M ontgolfier brothers to W orld W ar I. For the early period of
powered flight there are the H ildebrandt, H oernes, and Silberer collections,
each with thousands of books, newspapers, pamphlets, and scattered primary
sources. An e tensive vertical file of clippings, preprints and reprints, photos,
and related materiais on personalities and events as well as aircraft and
equipment covers the period from 1930 to 1953.
In addition there are whole collections of general news photos which are
largely unorganized but which offer a gold mine of air pictures. T housands
of other photos which carne with personal papers, such as those of G eneral
of the Armies H. H. A rnold and G eneral Billy M itchell, have been filed in
the Library’s general collection of prints and photographs. Since many items
are not identified and do not have captions, their use requires a special
knowledge of history or the help of an authority. Photos can be copied for
a nominal fee.
O ne of the most important, significam sources for air power and military
aviation is the manuscript collection. It comprises the papers of the W right
brothers, Octave C hanute, Charles A. L indbergh (lim ited), G rover L oening,
G lenn L . M artin, G enerais C arl Spaatz, H. H . A rnold, Ira Eaker, Billy
M itchell, Hugh K nerr, Frank Andrews, Floyt andenberg, N athan F. T wining, in fact all a f Chiefs of Staff, and others. T hese papers include personal
mementos, correspondence, diaries, journals, notes, reports, and a host of
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miscellaneous items. Access to the private papers usually requires the written
permission of the donors, or their heirs, and proper authorization from the
Air Force for those sections still under security classification.
T he microfilm deposit includes a number of special aviation subjects
such as the on R ohden collection, the historical files of the G erman Air
Force in W orld W ar II, the W right brothers’ own scrapbooks, and a score
of other items of special nature.
Research in the e cellent facilities of the Library of Congress is open
to civilian and military alike.
N a tio n a l A ir M u seu m , S m ith so n ia n In stitu tio n
In conjunction with an outstanding collection of aircraft, engines, and
the hardware items of aviation history, the N ational Air Museum maintains
a library of reference, drawing, and photographic materiais.
Published books number more than 2000 volumes, all dealing with
aviation history and the evolution of air technology. T he photographic col
lection numbers more than 60,000 items, of which 10,000 have been photocopied. O ther reference materiais cover aviation subjects of historie value
on aircraft, engines, general aviation, and biographies of pioneer airmen.
T he M useum’s library is available to researchers during normal work
hours. Specific information requested will be searched for by the staff. Photo
copies can be procured at cost to the correspondem. All requests should be
addressed to the D irector, N ational Air Museum, Smithsonian Institution,
lOth and Independence Ave., S. W ., W ashington 25, D. C.

N e w Y o r k P u b lic L ib r a r y
T he aeronautical and astronautical collection of the New ork Public
L ibrary is strong in historical and contemporary works, magazine articles,
and books. G eneral categories include traditional and literary accounts,
general works, lighter-than-air craft. heavier-than-air craft, engines, propellers,
airplane flights, military aeronauties, W orld W ar I and W orld W ar II, civil
aeronauties, air mail, polar e peditions, associations and conferences, jurisprudence, aeronauties and Science, photography and surveying, animal Hight,
women in aeronauties.
Especially valuable is the L ibrary’s collection of military' aviation in
W orld W ars I and II. A large group of official narratives, historical studies,
and personal narratives is international in scope.
In one area—unofficial A ir Force unit histories out of W orld W ar I I —
the L ibrary’s collection is unique. A bibliography of the titles was published
in 1958, entitled, U n it H is to r ie s o f th e U n it e d S ta te s A ir F o rc e s: I n c lu d in g
P r iv a te ly P r in te d P e r s o n a l N a r r a tiv e s , compiled by C. E. Dornbusch (Hampton Books, H ampton Bays, New ork). T wo hundred si ty-eight individual
titles are listed. A dditional titles have been added to the collection since 1958,
making it the outstanding repository of unofficial unit histories.
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O ther reference aids to research in the Library are ( J u id e to
e n c e C o lle c tio n s o f th e N e w Y o r k P u b lic L ib r a r y (1 9 4 1 ), and

th e R e f e r 
H is to r y o f
A e r o n a u tic s : A S e le c te d L is t o f R e fe r e n c e s to M a te r ia l in th e N e w Y o r k
P u b lic L ib r a r y , compiled by W illiam B. G amble.
Research can be conducted during normal library hours. R equest for
further information or research should be addressed to the New ork P ublic
Library, A eronautical C ollection, Fifth Avenue and 42nd Street, New ork
18, New ork.
In stitu te o f A e r o s p a c e S cien c e L ib r a r y
T he Lester D. G ardner M emorial Library of the Institute of Aerospace
Science is cosponsored by the N ational Science Foundation and the Air Force
Office of Aerospace Research, H q u sa f . T his library is especially oriented
to scientific and technical material. It contains appro imately 8000 books,
6000 volumes of periodicals, and 50,000 reports. Included are the published
proceedings of conferences and symposiums, individual papers presented at
meetings of various technical societies, government reports, and an e tensive,
inde ed collection of W orld W ar II G erman documents on microfilm.
Subject coverage includes all literature dealing with the design, development, testing, and operation of all types of air and space vehicles and
with their associated propulsive units, instrumentation, guidance and control components, and support equipment. Large holdings can be found in
the fields of fluid mechanics, structures, materiais, electronics, and research
equipment and facilities. Smaller amounts on special topics include advanced
propulsion systems, magnetohydrodynamics and plasma, the effects of e treme
temperature and radiation conditions, orbit and trajectory mechanics, inertial guidance, electronic control, and space medicine.
T he ias Library maintains a broad program of publication acquisition,
of preparing abstracts and inde es, and of providing circulation, photo-copying, and reference Services. Four hundred seventy-five different periodicals
are regularly received, from Free W orld and Iron C urtain countries. A b
stracts are prepared and published in A e r o / S p a c e E n g in e e r in g , an official
monthly publication of the ias . Each year these are published in a cumulated
separate volume.
T he ias H istorical Library, a separate section of the ias , contains an
ample supply of published books, periodicals, clippings, and pamphlets
on ballooning, dirigibles, early aircraft, famous flights and personalities, and
the employment of aircraft in commerce and warfare. It also has an e
tensive collection of bibliographies and reference tools on aviation and
space. T hese materiais are not available for loan.
A useful adjunct is the Sherman Fairchild collection of aeronautical
photographs, including more than 50,000 photos of airplanes, balloons, diri
gibles, rockets, and persons prominent in the field of aviation. T he collec
tion also includes a clipping file on aviation personalities. A p rint file is
maintained, and reproductions are available at 5.00 per glossy print.
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T he ias facilities are open to individual and corporate members in the
U nited States and Canada. P ublications are loaned for a period of two weeks.
Photo copying costs the correspondent 30 per page; film copying, 20 per
frame. Bibliographies on technical subjects will be compiled at a charge
of 5.00 per hour.
T he ias R eading and Research roorn is open to members from 9:00 a .m .
to 5:00 p . m . daily (week days only) . Catalogs, bibliographies, and inde es are
available to assist in research.
T he ias Library is located at N ational H eadquarters Building, Institute
of Aerospace Sciences, Inc., 2 East 6 4 th Street, New ork, New ork. Mr.
John . G lennon is L ibrarian. Phone TEmpleton 8-3800.

R o s s - B a r r e tt H is to r ic a l A e r o n a u tic s C o lle c tio n
T his collection of aviation materiais is part of the Denver Public L i
brary, Denver, Colorado. It consists of 3500 items covering the period from
man’s first preoccupation with flight to the present day.
Books, manuscripts, prints, and photographs range in date from 1524
to the present. T he material deals with the Science of aeronautics and the
historical development of aviation, and includes such items as novels, drama,
and poetry which show the evolution of aviation and its impact on modern
civilization. M agnificent color prints depict early balloon ascensions and
early e perimental machines.
T he collection is open for research during normal library hours.

A r m y L ib r a r y ( P e n ta g o n )
Useful and handy for the writer in the W ashington area is the Army
Library located in R oom 1A518, Pentagon. T his facility contains 730,000
books, periodicals, documents, and language records covering the subject areas
of military affairs, physical Sciences, government and politics, scientific technology, and international relations.
T he Library maintains subscriptions to 2000 general and special period
icals, 400 of which are in foreign languages from Free W orld and Iron
C urtain countries. Also included are all military and civilian, official and commercial, technical and professional journals, legal and medicai periodicals.
Back files of many of the periodicals, such as S a tu r d a y E v e n i n g P o s t , are avail
able from 1942 (the date the L ibrary was organized) to present.
Special collections of documents include reports and student theses of
the Industrial College of the Armed Forces: graduate theses of Georgetown
and George W ashington U niversities; and a complete file of official regulations, field and technical manuais. A bibliographic section prepares bibliog
raphies for official use.
Anyone assigned to or employed by the D epartment of Defense may
borrow materiais from the Army Library. O ther government agencies may
acquire them on interlibrary loan basis.
M ilitary personnel and civilian writers can research in the Army Library
during duty hours, 8 :3 0 a . m .—5 p . m . M onday through Friclay. Only military
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personnel are authorized to check out material. Adequate facilities e ist
for research in the L ibrary’s reading rooms.
U.S. A rm y P h o to g r a p h ic A gen cy
T he U.S. Army Photographic Agency R eference Library, located in the
Pentagon, contains photographs of all Army activities under its.command,
including a substantial amount of early Army aviation and W orld W ar II
air-combat coverage.
T he Library has two general categories of black and white photos. early
input is 20,000 prints. T he first category, the “P group, contains portrait-type
photos of all general officers and noted Army personnel, such as C ongressional
Medal of H onor winners, past and present Secretaries of Defense, Secretaries
of the Army, etc. T his group contains 66,000 photos. T he second category is
broken down by subject and geographical location, branches of the Army
service, both zi and overseas, in a cross-reference inde . T hese photographs
are in easily accessible notebooks and include such topics as personnel, training, maneuvers, parachute troops, armored forces, Army missiles, guns and
weapons, early Army aviation in W orld W ar II, and the present-day Army air
arm, M edicai, Chemical, Infantry, O rdnance, T ransp ortation, etc. T hese
Signal Corps photos number appro imately 582,000. T he Library has negatives on 468,000 Signal Corps prints in addition to 18,000 color transparencies.
T he color transparencies are filed under broad subject areas. T he Army Photo
Library is unique in that it contains microfilm ranging in subject from the
Revolutionary W ar through the Punitive E p edition of 1916. T his material
is easily identified for selection purposes by its “B ” number. O ther collections
cover natives of foreign countries, foreign military forces and equipment,
disaster areas, fires, hurricanes, military ceremonies, religious activities, W orld
W ar II major conferences including alta, M alta, and Potsdam.
T he files are open to writers, researchers, and authorized personnel from
8:30 a . m . to 5 p . m . M onday through Friday. Persons desiring access to the
files should apply in the R eference Library B ranch, 5A 486. Photos are available to authorized personnel without charge in conjunction with a writing
venture. For personal collections, etc., there is a charge of 55tf for a glossy
print, 60 for a matte print, and 5.00 for a color transparency.

A ero sp a c e In d u stries A sso cia tio n
T he Aerospace Industries Association of America will provide, on request, background information on subjects clealing with the A merican airframe and missile industry and will give specific addresses to contact in the
aerospace industry and affiliated manufacturing fields for further reference
on specific subjects. T wo comprehensive aia publications, the annual A e r o 
s p a c e Y e a r B o o k and A ir F a c ts a n d F ig u r e s , cover American military and
civilian aviation, its industrial base, and the airline industry. W riters should
contact the D irector of Public R elations, Aerospace Industries Association,
610 Shoreham Building, W ashington, D.C.
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o t h e r sou rces o f a ir r es e a r c h
Scores of documentary and photo collections are held by private individ
uais, industrial companies, and various university and public libraries.
Magazine editorial offices frequently offer the researcher e cellent ma
teriais in their picture morgues and in back issues of the magazines themselves. Among such publications are A i r F o r c e / S p a c e D ig e s t, F ly in g , F lig h t
(B ritish p eriodical), S a tu r d a y E v e n i n g P o s t, and L ife . Issues of defunct commercial magazines like A e r o D ig e s t and C o llie r ’s should not be overlooked.
Si magazines provide especially lucrative sources. T he back issues of
two now defunct offer e cellent historical coverage of military and civilian
aviation. U .S . A i r S e r v ic e s , edited by Earl Findley, discontinued in the middle
1950’s, was a monthly slick aviation magazine that brackets the history of
aviation in America. T he U .S . A ir S e r v ic e s N e w s L e tt e r , begun in O ctober
1918 (later renamed successively the A i r C o r p s N e w s L e tt e r , A r m y A ir
F o r c e s N e w s L e tt e r , and A i r F o r c e M a g a z i n e ) , was an official bimonthly
publication of the Army air arm for internai distribution. It presented a
wealth of facts on Army air operations, aircraft, personalities, policy, directives, training, etc. Back issues of these publications can be found in the
A ir U niversity Library, the L ibrary of Congress, the Army Library (Pentagon), and other major air collections.
C urrent and back issues of the four still-active magazines are available:
A ir F o r c e I S p a c e D ig e s t, published by the A ir Force Association, 1901
Pennsylvania Ave., N .W ., W ashington 6, D. C. A nationally distributed slick
monthly dealing primarily with the u s a f .
T h e A ir p o w e r H is to r ia n , published by the Air Force H istorical Founda
tion, M a well a f b , Alabama. A slick-format quarterly carrying a wide variety
of articles on air power and a f history.
A i r U n iv e r s ity Q u a r te r ly R e v ie w (established in 1 9 4 7 ), published by Air
University, M a well a f b , A labama. A quarterly periodical dealing with aerospace doctrine, strategy, tactics, techniques, and related concepts.
A m e r ic a n A v ia tio n H is to r ic a l S o c ie ty J o u r n a l, published periodically by
the American A viation H istorical Society, P.O . B o 2013, T orrance, C ali
f rnia. A comprehensive photo-narrative-statistical coverage of air historical
subjects and aircraft, dating back to the beginning of powered flight.
T he Imp erial W ar Museum, in London, England, is an e cellent source
for both photo and manuscript research on flight history, especially valuable
for military aviation and W orld W ar I and W orld W ar II coverage.
T he documentary and photo archives of the U.S. Navy and M arine Corps
contain e tensive coverage of aviation activities relating to those branches
of the service from the early days to the present. Information on research
sources and requests for access to them should be made to the Chief, M aga
zine and Book B ranch, Office of Information, U.S. Navy, W ashington 25, D.C.
Access to U.S. Army Archives should be requested of the Chief, Magazine
and Book B ranch, Office of Information, U.S. Army, W ashington 25, D.C.
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T h e Q ucirterly R eview C ontributors
G e n e r a l R o b e r t F. M c D e r m o t t
(B.S., USMA; M.B.A., Harvard University) is
Dean of the Faculty at lhe United States Air
Force Academv. During World War II he served
with the Ninth Air Force in Europe as Operations Officer, 474th Fighter Bomber Group. He
was Assistant Professor of Social Sciences at West
Point from 1950 to 1954, when he was assigned
as one of the original faculty members of the Air
Force Academv. He served initially as Professor
of Economics and ice Dean, becoming the first
permanent professor. In 1956 he was made temporary Dean of the Faculty and in 1959 the first
permanent Dean appointed by the President.
General McDermott is acommand pilot.
B ricadier G en e ra l T a r l e t o n H. W a tk in s was
Commander, 322d Air Division (Combat Car
go). Evreu , France, until his recent assignment as Deputy for Operations, Ninth Air
Force, Shaw AFB, S.C. After attending Te as
A&M, he enlisted as a flying cadet in 1938. He
was with the 18th Pursuit Group in Hawaii
when Pearl Harbor was attacked. He later
served with the 79th Fighter Group in North
frica. Other assignments have been as Com
mander, Fighter Test Section, Proving Ground
Command; Commander, Millville AFB, N .J.;
Deputy Commander, Shaw AFB, 1947; Instructor, New England Air National Guard,
1949: Deputy Commander, Kindley AB, Bermuda; Deputy Commander, 1602d Air Transport Wing, Wiesbaden, Germany, 1951; Com
mander, 1708th Ferrying Wing, Kelly AFB;
and Deputy for Operations, lhen Deputy Com
mander of the 322d Air Division. General Wat
kins is a graduate of the Armed Forces Staff
College and the National War College.
M a j o r G e n e r a l A r t h u r C. A c a n , J r . (B.S.,
University of Te as) is DCS Plans, Hq Air Defense Command. He took flying training in
1937, returned to college and graduated in
1939, then obtained a regular commission. In
1942 he went overseas as Operations and
Training Staff Officer, Hq Eighth Air Force. In
1944 he moved to the Mediterranean as As
sistant Air C S for Operations, AAFMTO, then
commanded the lst Fighter Group. After 45
combat missions he was shot down and interned as a prisoner of war. Postwar assign
ments have been as Chief, Personnel Services
Division, Hq AAF, 1946; as Deputy for Per
sonnel and Administration, Hq ADC, to 1949;
as Commander, 4th Fighter Wing and of 33d
Fighter Wing to 1951; as Commander, 32d Air
Division (Defense); as Chief of Personnel and
Administration, AC&SS; as student, Air War
College, 1953; as Commander, 58th Fighter
Bomber Wing, in Korea, 1953; as Deputy for
Operations, later C S, CONAD Forces, Eastern CONAD Region, 1954-1957; as Com
B ricadier

mander, 26th Air Division (Defense); and as
Commander. New ork Air Defense Sector,
1958-59.
C olonel
iCTOR C. W e c e n h o f t (B.A., Te as
A&M) is a member of the Plans and Developments Directorate, DCS Plans, Hq Air Defense
Command. Since entering the Service in 1941,
his overseas assignments have been in the
Marshall Islands and Japan, 1947-48; in Ger
many 1948-49; and again in Japan, 1955-56.
He was with the 26th Air Division, ADC, from
1957 until his present assignment in 1960.
Colonel Wegenhoft is a graduate of the Air
Command and Staff School and the Armed
Forces Staff College.
L i e u t e n a n t C o l o n e l T ravis M. S c o t t

(B.S.,
University of Te as) is Chief, Future Developments Branch, Directorate of Future Plans and
Advanced Developments, DCS Plans, Hq Air
Defense Command. Commissioned in 1942, he
was Aircraft Engineering Officer, 348th Night
Fighter Squadron, at Orlando, Florida, and
Salinas. Calif rnia, until 1944. He served in the
Aircraft Maintenance Division, CBI Theater,
1944-1946, then was assigned to Kelly AFB,
Te as. He participated in atomic tests Operation Sandstone, 1948, and Operation Greenhouse, 1951. He served with the Research Di
vision, Air Force Special Weapons Command,
1951-1954, then as Assistant ADC Resident
Representative to AFSWC until his current as
signment in 1958. Colonel Scott is a graduate
of the Command and Staff School.
L i e u t e n a n t C o l o n e l J ohn W. B e n n e t t ( B . C . E . ,

University of Florida; M.S., Calif rnia Institute
of Technology) is Chief, Advanced Systems
Branch, Directorate of Advanced Plans and
Future Developments, DCS Plans, Hq Air De
fense Command. Commissioned in the Engineers in 1942, he completed flying training in
1944 and was at Wright Field until 1946. After
postgraduate study at Cal Tech, he was with
the Air Proving Ground, Eglin AFB, conducting operational suitability tests of fighter air
craft, 1947-1949. For two years he was USAF
e change officer with the RAF in England,
flying RAF fighters in Service and tactical trials.
After attending Air Command and Staff School,
he returned to the Air Proving Ground Com
mand, with primary interest in defense interceptors. In the Directorate of Research and Development, Hq USAF, 1954-1958, he worked on
development of new interceptors. As Command
er, 83d Fighter Interceptor Squadron, Hamil
ton AFB, he took this first squadron equipped
with F-I04A ’s to Taiw'an during the crisis there
in 1958.
R o b e r t E. H e r n d o n , J r ., is Com
mander. Aeronautical Chart and Information

Colonel
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Center, USAF, St. Louis. Missouri. After graduating from Little Rock Junior College, he
tr. k flying training in 1941. In frica and
Sardinia 1943-44, he commanded the 440tlr
Squadron, 319th Bombardment Group, then
was staff officer with the AAF Evaluation
Board, MTO, later Training and Redeployment Officer, Hq Twelfth Air Force, Italy.
Postwar assignments have been in Intelligence
Plans and Policy Division, Hq AAF, 1946;
Joint Security Control (Joint Intelligence
Group), JCS, 1946-1949; as Assistant Chief,
Air Intelligence Division, Hq USAFE, until
1952; Air C.hief of Staff, Intelligence. Hq
USAFE, 1953; Chief, Target Analysis Division,
Directorate of Intelligence, Hq USAF, 1954;
Chief, Target Materials Division, 1955-56. Colonel Herndon is a graduate of the Army Command and General Staff School and the In
dustrial College of the Armed Forces.
C01.0NEL WlLLIAM H. BOWERS ( B.S., M.A.,
Ohio State University) is Technical Director,
Air Force Educational Requirements Board
Secretariat, Hq Air University. During World
War II he served on the staff of the Commander, U.S. Army Forces, South Pacific Area,
and later as E ecutive to the Deputy Cotnmander for Administration, Hq Army Air
Forces Pacific Ocean Areas. Subsequent as
signments have been in the Air Training Command; as E ecutive Officer, Wright-Patterson
AFB; in Hq USAF, Directorates of Personnel
Planning and of Personnel Procurement and
Training; and as E ecutive Officer and Direc
tor of Biological Sciences, Air Force Office of
Scientific Research. Colonel Bowers is a 1959
graduate of the Air War College.
C o l o n e l F ranc is
. K a ne (USMA; M.A.,
Ph.D., Georgetown University) is Special As
sistant to the DCS Development, Hq USAF.
In World War II he served in the Pacific
Theater as a fighter pilot and instructor. Dur
ing the Korean War he was an operational
planner in Hq USAF. Other assignments have
been in joint planning and USAF war plan
ning; as assistant in establishing the Mutual Defense Assistance Program; and as Assistant Air
Attach , American Embassy, Paris. His articles
have been published in M issiles an d R o ck ets,
A ir P ow er H istorian , and A ir F orce magazine.
M a j o r R o b e r t J. U l r ic h (B.A., M.A., George
Washington University; M.A., University of

Wisconsin) is presentlv a member of the faculty of Command and Staff College, having graduated from that school in 1960. After completing flying training in 1944, he served as a
test pilot at Roswell, New M ico, and with
the 509th Composite Group during the first
atomic bomb tests in the Pacific. From 1949
through 1952 he taught at USMA and did
graduate work in American history at Columbia University. He was in Hq USAFE as
Policy Officer, War Plans Division, DCS O,
1952-1955. He was an Instructor. Air Force
ROTC, University of Wisconsin, 1955-1959.
Major Ulrich is coauthor of a te tbook, T h e
E con om ics o f N ation al Security.
K e n n e t h R. W h it in g (Ph.D., Harvard
University) is a member of the Research Studies Institute and of the faculty, Air University.
He formerly taught Russian history at Tufts
College. Dr. Whiting is the author of numerous studies and monographs on Russian subjects, including R ead in g s in Soviet M ilitary
Dr.

T h eo ry , Essays on Soviet P roblem s o f N ation ality an d In du strial M an agem en t, Iron Ore R e
sources o f th e U.S.S.R., and M aterials on the
Soviet P etroleu m In du stry. He has also con-

tributed two chapters to Asher Lee’s book,
T h e Soviet A ir F orce, and an article in Eugene Emme’s recent book, R ead in g s on Air
P ow er.
M a j o r J a m e s F. S u nd er m an (B.A., Capital Uni
versity; M.A., University of Florida) is Chief,
USAF Book Program, and Deputy Chief, Mag
azine and Book Branch, Office of Information
Services, Office of the Secretary of the Air Force.
He enlisted in the AAF in May 1941 and served
as aglider pilot, with overseas duty in the South
west Pacific Theater, until his release in October 1945 in the rank of first lieutenant. After
attaining his master’s degree in 1949, he was
an instructor in history at the University of
Miami for a year, then returned to the Univer
sity of Florida to work toward the Ph.D. degree
under a Graduate Fellowship Grant from the
State of Florida. Recalled to active duty in 1951,
he served as Associate Editor, Air University
Q uarterly R eview , until his present assignment
in 1954. Major Sunderman is a regular contributor to Air F o rce/S p a ce Digest and Flying
magazines and is editor of T h e A irm an ‘s B ooksh e lf, published quarterly bv the Airpower Book
Club.
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ATTENTION
T he A ir U n iv e r s ity Q u a r te r ly R e v ie w is publishecl to stimulate professional thought toncerning air strategy, tactics, and related techniqucs. I ts c o n te n ts r e flc c t lh e o p in io n s o f its a u th o r s o r th e

in v e s tig a lio n s a n d c o n c lu s io n s o f its E d ito r s a n d a re n o t to b e c o n s tr u e d as c a r r y in g a n y o ffu ia l s a n c tio n o f th e D e p a r t m e n t o f th e A ir
T o r c e o r o f A i r U n iv e r s ity . Inforrned contributions are welcomed.

